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My dissertation examines government and nongovernment entities’ attempts to restore and protect the use and health of the Milwaukee River and its watershed from 1960 to 2000. Under Mayor Henry Maier’s leadership, Milwaukee worked to reclaim the urban riverway to stimulate economic growth. However, state and federal representatives, after the passage of the 1965 Water Quality Act, demanded that the city government prioritize updating the combined storm and sewer system to lessen pollution in the Milwaukee River. At the same time, other groups worked to save rural areas from unplanned development and further degradation of the waterway. Influential groups included the Riveredge Nature Center members, the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC), the Milwaukee River Restoration Council, and the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council. As these groups debated the best course of action, they recognized the benefits of a watershed approach to restoring the riverway’s health. However, arguments continued as the communities that purported a public interest in the waterway were often identified by boundaries that did not coincide with the watershed’s area. My research contributes to historical scholarship by investigating how these groups came to recognize the importance of a watershed approach to addressing water pollution problems and protecting private property from flood damage. However, searching for a shared public interest that reflected urban, suburban, and rural perspectives of the watershed’s future was more elusive as economic, social, and historical understandings of the watershed continued to divide people.
Primary source materials were gathered through newspaper articles and archival sources. The Milwaukee Public Library funds the online storage of the *Milwaukee Journal* and *Milwaukee Sentinel.* Archival material was located through the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) Archives Department and the Wisconsin Historical Center. Also, I utilized materials stored by SEWRPC, Riveredge Nature Center, and the River Revitalization Foundation.
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# LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Combined Storm and Sewer System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCRC</td>
<td>Cedar Creek Restoration Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATCP</td>
<td>Department of Agriculture Trade and Consumer Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDT</td>
<td>Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWPCA</td>
<td>Federal Water Pollution Control Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLCP</td>
<td>Great Lakes Conference on Pollution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJC</td>
<td>International Joint Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWL</td>
<td>Izaak Walton League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWCON</td>
<td>Land and Water Conservation Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>Milwaukee Audubon Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDCD</td>
<td>Milwaukee Department of City Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSC</td>
<td>Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSD</td>
<td>Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPM</td>
<td>Milwaukee Public Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRPW</td>
<td>Milwaukee River Priority Watershed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRWPWP</td>
<td>Milwaukee River Priority Watershed Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRRTF</td>
<td>Milwaukee River Technical Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTSC</td>
<td>Milwaukee River Technical Study Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRW</td>
<td>Milwaukee River Watershed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRWPC</td>
<td>Milwaukee River Watershed Planning Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Milwaukee Sewage Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTSCC</td>
<td>Milwaukee River Technical Study Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLC</td>
<td>National League of Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>Nonpoint Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPAP</td>
<td>Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCSP</td>
<td>Oak Creek Sewage Plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORAP</td>
<td>Outdoor Recreation Act Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>Performance Arts Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRNP</td>
<td>Point Reyes National Seashore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFI</td>
<td>Riveredge Foundation, Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNC</td>
<td>Riveredge Nature Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRF</td>
<td>River Revitalization Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEWRPC</td>
<td>Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-N</td>
<td>Teacher-Naturalists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTW</td>
<td>Testing the Waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWM</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBGC</td>
<td>Whitefish Bay Garden Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBR</td>
<td>Wilderness Bill of Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDNR</td>
<td>Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEPA</td>
<td>Wisconsin’s Environmental Policy Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPA</td>
<td>Works Progress Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSC</td>
<td>Wisconsin Supreme Court</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Introduction

Even though humans have interacted with the land and waters of the Milwaukee River Watershed (MRW) for thousands of years, geologic forces associated with the last advance of the Laurentide Ice Sheet remain the most significant influences on the landscape.¹ The MRW is over 900 square miles, stretching from its headwaters in the southern parts of both Fond du Lac and Sheboygan counties to downtown Milwaukee, where it empties into Lake Michigan, 95 miles from its source. The northern area of the flood plain is 521 feet above the average level of Lake Michigan.² The predominantly gravel soils in the northern region filter the water into groundwater reservoirs. In the southern part, the soil becomes more impervious, and the land becomes flatter, making it more prone to flood as the snow melts and spring rains saturate the ground.³

A Brief Social History of the Milwaukee River

After the last retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet over 10,000 years ago, humans migrated into the MRW to take advantage of its natural resources. How people have envisioned and used the Milwaukee River to serve their needs and wants has regularly changed since they arrived in the area. Between 500 BCE to 1200 CE, the Mound Builders civilization resided in the Great Lakes region: utilizing the waterways to transport goods; rich soils to cultivate corn, squash, and beans; and lush habitats to hunt wild game and gather various foods. Later, the Potawatomi, Ho-Chunk, and Menominee called the area home. They adapted to and manipulated the environment similar to the Mound Builders. However,

in the 17th and 18th centuries, they began actively participating in the fur trade with the early French immigrants. Milwaukee remained a small trading post between Indigenous peoples and European immigrants throughout the 1700s, led by Angelique Roy and her husband Jacques Vieau. Artists represented the efforts of people hunting and gathering the bounty of the land and water’s riches. Images depicted European and Indigenous people on water vessels trading goods and early pioneers quickly catching fish and shooting their fill of duck. Many immigrants and migrants shared these perspectives of this natural landscape in the early nineteenth century as more settlement opportunities were made for people from the east and across the Atlantic Ocean.

European migrants referenced the natural abundance of the watershed and depicted the centrality of Milwaukee’s relationship to Lake Michigan and its three rivers, the Milwaukee, Menomonee, and Kinnickinnic. In the 1830s, the Indigenous people ceded their land to the United States government. The federal government then ordered the forced removal of the Potawatomi people. This led to the influx of migrants from the eastern United States and Europe. Solomon Juneau, a migrant arriving from Montreal, Canada, established an outpost for the American Fur Trading Company and later became the first mayor of Milwaukee. Despite these attempts to remove Indigenous people from the area, they remain a vibrant part of Milwaukee’s multiethnic community.

A land seen as a place of abundance still required the active hand of human labor. For example, George Pickney wrote a letter to his sister in 1836 describing the Milwaukee River as “the most

---


Goddamned place he ever visited in his life. The town - or what is so called - lies in the middle of a swamp. One cannot go one-half mile in any direction without getting into water. The entire place is a deep morass. The river is a fine thing – as I expected – but when you have to cross it 3 or 4 times daily on a log it ceases to be an enjoyment.”

Developers interested in promoting the value of Milwaukee as a shipping hub understood the role nature played in shaping a place for a commercial port and the potential economic growth of Milwaukee. Increase Lapham, the prominent surveyor and ecologist of Milwaukee, noted that Milwaukee Bay was formed from glacial runoff. First, the water carved the valley 100 feet below the present floor. Then, as the lake level rose, the process slowed, forming multiple layers, eventually forming the upper layer. The top layer of soil consisted of decaying vegetable matter, muck. Yet developers would not depend on nature’s labor alone. They believed the landscape could be improved by dredging the harbor for commercial needs. In June 1837, the Milwaukee Sentinel promoted the development of a port that would be the crown of the Great Lakes. Working to reshape the harbor that the river carved over thousands of years, humans converted the space to provide a safe place for cargo vessels, unloading their shipments in nearby warehouses and connecting the interior of the United States to the Atlantic world.

William Bradford published his emigrant guide, Notes on the Northwest, enthusiastically supporting Milwaukee’s standing as a first-class town as it provided a link between eastern markets and the timbered and rich soils of the hinterland. Similar to ports on the Atlantic coast, Milwaukee could be built looking out across Lake Michigan, importing and exporting goods.

---

8 Increase Allen Lapham, “Description of the Menominee Marsh” (1874), Increase A. Lapham Papers, 1825-1930, Box 20, Folder 3, Wisconsin Historical Society.
9 Gurda, Milwaukee, 16.
around the Atlantic World. Not only was Milwaukee being shaped by local interests, but its landscape was also designed to interact with the world.

In the 1830s, Byron Kilbourn, a land speculator and one of Milwaukee’s three founders, envisioned constructing a canal linking the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River. In 1835 the North Avenue Dam and one mile of the canal were built before Kilbourn’s canal company failed. With the river deepened, a water community thrived upstream of the dam. For example, swimming schools dotted the riverbanks, attracting many residents to the Milwaukee River. Milwaukee’s own George Whittaker, the national swimming amateur champion in 1893, trained in the riverway above the North Avenue Dam. Further north in Shorewood, Wonderland Park provided brave thrill seekers the opportunity to ride slides skipping into the river. Also, in the nineteenth century, Milwaukee’s famous breweries managed beer gardens along Milwaukee’s waterways. For example, Blatz brewery’s beer garden, located on the river’s east side, was a short boat ride from the North Avenue bridge.

In 1857 the “straight cut” was completed near the mouth of the Milwaukee River, which greatly expanded navigation up the Milwaukee River to the North Avenue Dam. Direct access to the river and the Great Lakes attracted many industries. Although people found value in the Milwaukee River for recreation, the riverway became a back door entrance to the city’s tanneries, breweries, coal fields, and other local industries, especially below the North Avenue Dam. By the late 1860s, nine tanning companies operated in the Milwaukee River Basin, manufacturing over $4.3 million of goods. In the late 1800s, Milwaukee led the world in producing leather, taking advantage of its proximity to water, hides,

---

12 Harry Anderson and Frederick I. Olson, Milwaukee: At the Gathering of the Waters (Milwaukee, WI: Milwaukee County Historical Society, 1981), 85–86, 139.
13 Henry H. Anderson, “Recreation, Entertainment, and Open Spaces: Park Traditions of Milwaukee County,” in Trading Post to Metropolis: Milwaukee County’s First 150 Years (Milwaukee County Historical Society, 1987), 261; Gurda, Milwaukee, 56.
and hemlock bark, all used in the tanning process. Over 30 tanning companies occupied the Menomonee and Milwaukee River valleys. In the 1880s, Milwaukee would be one of the largest wheat shipping ports in the world. For most of the twentieth century, these businesses depended on the waterway to bring their goods to the market and carry their industrial waste into Lake Michigan. Not only was the river used for transportation, but it was also used in the production process. Natural water springs and Lake Michigan provided the water for local breweries. Before refrigeration, Milwaukee breweries cut ice from the Menomonee River and above the North Avenue Dam on the Milwaukee River.

Throughout the twentieth century, Milwaukee city leaders considered various proposals to develop downtown along the Milwaukee River and improve its water quality. For example, architect Angelo Clas (in 1909) and his brother Reuben Clas (in 1922) drew up plans to redevelop the riverfront, modeled after European river cities. In 1923, Charles Whitnall drafted plans for Milwaukee County’s Park system that provided various opportunities to enjoy the riverine landscape for generations to come. These plans included conservation areas, protection from flood damage, and open spaces for urban residents. Whitnall argued that this was especially important for the inhabitants trapped in one of the United States’ most densely populated cities. Whitnall’s vision would eventually be reflected in the environmental corridor stretching along the Milwaukee riverbanks from the former North Avenue Dam to Lincoln Park in suburban Glendale.

---

14 Anderson and Olson, Milwaukee, 25; Gurda, Milwaukee, 59–60.
15 Gurda, Milwaukee, 53.
Despite plans to green the riverbanks, local industries and human waste from a growing population overburdened the city’s sewer system, making the Milwaukee River an open sewer channel. The original sewer system, active in 1869, purposefully directed wastewater to the Milwaukee River. It was seen as the only realistic alternative to the accumulating human, animal, and industrial waste in the city streets. In 1880, the Board of Public Works set out to build 165 miles of intercept sewers, which led waste out to Lake Michigan. This combined storm and sewer system (CSS) could never contain heavy rains and spring melts. Sewage overflowed into the Milwaukee River on average over 50 times a year. In 1921, the Metropolitan Sewage Commission (MSC) was created. Part of its task was to seek ways to minimize the water pollution that entered the streams. However, MSC’s decision to utilize a combined storm and sewer system to manage the sewage and rainwater in the same pipes presented many challenges. The CSS regularly overflowed, degrading the water quality and turning the Milwaukee River green.

Although the CSS helped remove waste from the city streets, the public grew concerned about their polluted waterways. The public interest in better water quality addressed severe health concerns. In 1888 the city’s leaders funded the flushing tunnel to maintain a steady flow of water to clean out the slow-moving, polluted waters into Lake Michigan. In the early 1900s, the city had multiple typhoid outbreaks as sewage from the river polluted Lake Michigan’s water intake system. To lessen the chances of sewage and waste flowing out of the Milwaukee River, infecting water supplies, city leaders called for a new water intake system extending further into Lake Michigan and the chlorination of the water

---

supply to help to kill disease-causing germs.\textsuperscript{21} Another solution attempted to clean the water rather than simply pushing it out into the lake. In 1925 the city government approved the construction of the Jones Island Treatment facility to clean wastewater and recycle the leftover sludge into Milorganite, a fertilizer for farms.\textsuperscript{22} Despite these attempts to address water pollution, manufacturing companies disposed of more waste in the riverway during WWII as they supplied the war effort. As the economy grew in the 1950s, waste continued to enter the Milwaukee River. The combined sewer system was bypassed regularly, emptying sewage into the stream 9.4\% of the time.\textsuperscript{23} Due to water pollution, swimming holes began to close after WWII. Further provoking many people’s desires to change their relationship with the waterway, Lincoln Creek, a tributary of the Milwaukee River, caught on fire in 1951. The landscape provided an excellent place to earn profits, but it was a poor environment to live and play.\textsuperscript{24} However, Milwaukee’s strong economy would not last, and the people’s relationship with the waterway would soon change.

In 1959 the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway expanded shipping in the Great Lakes. However, the ocean-going vessels that now entered the Great Lakes could not navigate the Milwaukee River. Thus, industry and shipping moved to the deeper ports in the Menomonee River Valley. Furthermore, industries relied more on rail and the trucking industry, which was greatly expanded after the Federal Highway Act of 1956.\textsuperscript{25} Recognizing that the river’s value for commercial traffic was dwindling, city leaders closed the river to large trading vessels. The newly elected mayor, Henry Maier, and his administration planned to transform the waterway for new economic opportunities and,

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{23} Gurda, \textit{Milwaukee}, 172, 175.
\textsuperscript{24} “Fire, Flood and Wind,” \textit{Milwaukee Journal}, December 30, 1951, 6, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Historical Newspapers.
\textsuperscript{25} Gurda, \textit{Milwaukee}, 185.
\end{flushleft}
secondarily, address the recreational appeal and improve the health of the Milwaukee River. The Maier Administration saw these plans in the public interest. However, defining the common good or the public interest was challenging, with groups representing different economic, political, ethnic, and environmental interests. The city of Milwaukee was involved in these visions, and so was the state: legally, Wisconsin’s legislative branch was the trustee of Wisconsin’s waters. Their responsibility to protect the public interest in the waterways was defined in the Public Trust Doctrine.

The Public Trust Doctrine dates to the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, before Wisconsin’s statehood in 1848, which outlined future states’ responsibilities to defend citizens’ rights to access the navigable waters of the Mississippi River and the St. Lawrence waterways. In 1848, the framers of Wisconsin’s constitution protected these same rights. Although city leaders often defined the public interest in practice, state government leaders have spoken of the public interest from a more comprehensive, regional perspective since the inception of the Public Trust Doctrine. Also, the trustees’ duties have been expanded throughout the twentieth century to safeguard water resources for recreation and to maintain pollution-free waters. Despite a region rich in water resources, conflicts emerged as competing interests fought over what they believed was in the best public interest.

A Watershed Community

Although the Maier Administration worked to redevelop the riverway, other government entities and nongovernment groups had their ideas. What started as a process to revitalize the city’s economy in the early 1960s became an endeavor to restore the MRW’s ecological health by the end of

---

the twentieth century. River histories are often seen in the context of their watersheds.\textsuperscript{28} The MRW comprises over 900 square miles of urban and rural land. This relatively small area provides an opportunity to examine how various urban and rural interest groups understood the river’s value from 1960 to 2000. In addition, the MRW is part of the Great Lakes Basin. Thus, not only was the river seen as an asset to the residents of Southeastern Wisconsin but also by Canadian and other US citizens. Although public interest in a waterway was viewed as a universal right, reflecting human survival needs, various environmental organizations and government entities defined the boundaries in which the public was recognized. For example, elected government officials often referred to their constituents as “the public.” However, political leaders speaking of the public interests included or excluded different people’s perspectives based on political boundaries. Thus, the public interest in a waterway demarcated by the city limits was not the same group of people representing a watershed community that included multiple political units or a government authority identified by wider political boundaries. As individuals, civic groups, and government agencies searched for common ground over common waters, it was important to address shared needs and recognize the community boundaries in which the public interest was defined.

Using the 1960s as a starting point allows for an investigation of the MRW during a transitional period. In the early twentieth century, the urban river was seen primarily as a transportation hub and a channel for municipal and industrial waste disposal. These economic exploits degraded the river’s overall health and limited other waterway activities. In the 1960s, the city’s planners focused on the

changing economy. The city’s leadership worked to reclaim the river and watershed as a recreational asset that could provide economic opportunities while the city coped with aging infrastructure. By contrast, upstream rural lands consisted of small mill towns and family farms. These residents and landowners did not consider closing the Milwaukee River to transportation as an incentive to change how they interacted with the riverway. They defended their existing adaptations to the land and water rather than seeking to change them. Other people living in new communities formed along the river desired to protect property from flood damage and pursue economic opportunities by controlling the river’s flow. However, people learned that plans to shape the waterway’s course might threaten other people’s property value.

Proposed solutions led to conflicts concerning the river’s utility. People’s visions of how the waterway should be developed and protected reflected urban and rural relationships with nature. Attempting to find a holistic solution to watershed problems, government leaders, environmental group spokespersons, and residents throughout the watershed generally outlined their vision supporting the common good. However, these professed statements included or excluded certain people from their conception of the public. The debates over the use and revitalization of the Milwaukee River often shifted back and forth from a perspective recognizing a particular community to a regional community. For example, environmental and conservation groups often recognized the importance of preserving and protecting the freshwater resource of Lake Michigan and the entire Great Lakes Basin, which challenged urban and rural citizens to examine how the basin’s ecological health was impacted by the various ways people used the Milwaukee River. The state of Illinois also sued the city of Milwaukee to address its failing CSS. From this larger perspective, decisions on how to use the riverway needed to consider views from a wider geographic area encompassing more diverse interests.

Examining how decisions to utilize the Milwaukee River took place, how people understood their relationship with the MRW, and the consequences of those decisions will help us better
understand how the state’s citizens have succeeded and failed to protect Wisconsin’s waters. In 1968 Garrett Hardin wrote “The Tragedy of the Commons.” Hardin demonstrated how population growth places added pressures on shared resources, threatening overuse and degradation. In addition, self-interest, if left unregulated, worsened the problems. As a result, communities that shared common spaces were threatened by human self-interest and unchecked population growth. Like the metaphorical pasture described in Hardin’s essay, the Milwaukee River was a shared common or public space. Unlike other parts of the country and areas of the world, water is plentiful in the Great Lakes basin. However, the debates concerning how to protect and preserve these valuable assets were still contentious. Unlike Hardin’s attention to the conflict between self-interest and public interest, my study concerning the revitalization of the Milwaukee River examines the conflict between public interests.

Unlike other river and watershed histories, my historical study of the Milwaukee River and its watershed examines the difficulties of finding a shared understanding of the public interest from the perspective of a watershed community. Although a watershed area can be denoted by the landscape in which the waters drain to a particular river, the communities that purport a public interest in the waterway are often identified by boundaries that do not coincide with the watershed’s boundary. Conflicts emerged between representatives of cities representing a smaller body of people, with state and national spokespersons representing much larger territories than the public speaking for a watershed. Furthermore, my historical study recognizes that a watershed community was not self-evident. Thus, I examine how various government and non-government groups came to understand how solutions to multiple problems in the watershed required a new outlook representing the public that lived, worked, and recreated within the MRW. However, this watershed outlook needed to consider the ecological factors and the community's economic, social, and political differences.
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Sources and Methods

My interest in a historical study of the Milwaukee River originated in an environmental history course I took with Dr. Joseph Rodriguez. The following semester, I researched the failed attempt to construct the Waubeka Reservoir (Chapter 3). The sources involved in this study came from researching individuals and organizations involved in the debate through newspaper articles and archival sources maintained by the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) Archives Department and the Wisconsin Historical Center. In addition, I utilized digitized archives stored by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC). Similar materials were examined for Chapters One and Four. Through this research, I uncovered other debates and sources involving the health and use of the Milwaukee River.

Although sources were gathered from the archives and newspapers for the Riveredge Nature Center, I accessed newsletters and meeting notes stored at the Riveredge Nature Center. Although many of these sources were stored in binders in their library, I also had the joy of investigating an attic space, which I shared with furry creatures. Including the story of Riveredge in my study broadened the scope and discussion over how a private organization defined the public interest. In addition, the founders of Riveredge looked at the need to conserve areas along the river rather than seeking to restore spaces along the river. Moreover, Riveredge demonstrates another path toward forming a watershed community from a nongovernment agency.

The Milwaukee River Restoration Council materials were garnered through newspaper accounts and mentioned in letters and meeting notes of other government representatives. Chapter Five examines the efforts of the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council. At first, I was under the assumption that this organization had changed its name from the Milwaukee River Restoration Council to the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council. However, further research taught me that it was a separate organization. Ray Krueger, one of the original members of the Revitalization Council, preserved
documents of the Revitalization Council. I found these documents at the existing location of the River Revitalization Foundation (RRF). After many conversations with Ray Krueger, members of the RRF, and staff at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Archives Department, I am pleased to inform the readers that they have since been donated to the UWM Archives Department. With continued funding of the archives department, these documents will be safely preserved for many years. Utilizing these sources provided my understanding that the course toward a watershed perspective originates from multiple locations. Like the Milwaukee River Watershed with its numerous branches and tributaries that feed into the main stem of the Milwaukee River that winds its way through the city of Milwaukee, so has the idea of a watershed community gathered ideas and perspectives from various government and non-government agencies throughout the watershed.

**Historical Perspectives of the Public Interest**

Central to the argument over the use and protection of Wisconsin’s waters within the MRW was that spokespersons for the waterway purported to represent the “public interest.” Ari Kelman, in *A River and Its City*, contends that "the public conveys powerful moral authority and a sense of unassailable righteousness. It is a benchmark term against which politicians and politics are measured."³⁰ Despite the frequent use of “the public,” a clear definition of its meaning is not easily found. Yet arguments abound over how individuals and communities utilized natural resources and provided access to public spaces.

One of the primary factors over whether resources or lands were considered public involved access rights. For example, Laura Alice Watt, in *The Paradox of Preservation*, notes that one distinguishing factor between public and private spaces was that public spaces implied that people, regardless of status and ownership of property, had equal rights and access to a public space or

resource. Despite the equitable ideal, Watt notes that regulating public spaces often resulted in some inequality. For example, something as mundane as the hours of the day that Point Reyes National Seashore (PRNS) was open might have been a limiting factor to some people. Contrastingly, owners utilized private spaces and resources for their various self-interests.31

Despite inequalities, public areas were often defined as spaces where the public’s rights were paramount. The Wisconsin Supreme Court (WSC) ruled in Muensch v. PSC (1952) that “navigable waters were defined as public waters and therefore should benefit the public, not simply private interests.”32 Thus, public spaces’ primary function should be to benefit a diverse group of people and various ways people use the waterways. However, the Wisconsin State Circuit Court in State v. Village of Lake Delton (1979) emphasized,

The use of a given space of water to the single use and user which the space can reasonably accommodate at a single time reflects the obvious law of physics that two objects cannot be in the same place at the same time. While from one perspective such a regulation confers a temporary privilege on the user, from another it merely provides a mechanism through which the user may exercise his right, held in common with all citizens, to use public property for a legitimate purpose.33

In other words, all citizens shared spaces and resources deemed to be within the “public interest.” Yet this did not mean some users would not have greater access to resources or spaces. For example, people and businesses that owned land along the Milwaukee River had a connection with and access rights to the river that differed from the public’s relationship. Also, in the late 1800s and early 1900s, the Milwaukee River was developed primarily as a transportation hub and sewer channel, severely limiting other waterway uses. Thus, depending on the number of people and the various uses of public space, the opportunity to take advantage of the space for other endeavors would be limited.

32 Muench v. Public Service Comm, No. 261 Wis. 492 (Wis. 1952) 53 N.W.2d 514 (Supreme Court of Wisconsin October 7, 1952).
33 State v. Village of Lake Delton (Court of Appeals of Wisconsin November 21, 1979).
Scholars have also investigated how producers and consumers define public interest. For example, Watt argued that environmentalists (consumers) described PRNS as a place of leisure rather than a public place where people worked the land or resided. In other words, the “public interest” was best served by protecting a place for recreation rather than a place where people could earn a living. In some manner, the public interest was protected when human interests were restricted.\(^\text{34}\) Similarly, Richard White, in “Are You an Environmentalist or Do You Work for a Living?” recognizes how people have defined a public interest through recreational experiences while neglecting laborers’ perspectives.\(^\text{35}\) Paul Sutter, in *Driven Wild*, contends that conservationists formed the Wilderness Society as a response to modern consumerism’s role in degrading environmental spaces.\(^\text{36}\) Although these understandings of public interest draw significant distinctions, they do not recognize how rural or urban experiences with the waterway influenced which uses were deemed in the public’s interest. For example, the Henry Maier administration and rural agriculturalists saw their relationship with the waterway’s economic potential. Maier argued for the riverway’s development as a space for people to gather and consume nature. The farm community recognized the waterway as an efficient means to help drain their fields of excess water. Although this understanding could be seen as a conflict between special interests or a particular interest against the public will, I argue that their desires reflected multiple public interests rather than a debate between a public interest and special interests.

Recognizing the perceived value groups and individuals have placed on claiming their interest was in the public’s interest, scholars have noted it was equally important to consider how the public interest came to be defined. For example, some historians contend that something became public if

\(^{34}\) Watt, *The Paradox of Preservation*, 46, 223.


there was a sense of control beyond an elite few. However, one may also note that it was not just the number of voices heard but also which were prioritized. For instance, shifting attention to how decisions were made rather than who made them, Karl Jacoby, in *Crimes against Nature*, emphasizes that in the late 19th and early 20th-century national conservation groups disregarded local constituents' previous environmental practices and criminalized them.37

In another example demonstrating how public interests came to be defined, Kelman, in *A River and Its City*, notes that the development of New Orleans has been clothed in the language of “public interest.” However, this often masked the reality that the public was divided and lacked a single vision of how to develop the Mississippi River. Kelman contends that reformers used the language of improvement to meet the needs of business interests.38 Also, Bonnie McCay, in *Oyster Wars and Public Trust*, claims that practical ways of thinking had made their way into law chambers and courts, making it possible for owners of factories to successfully argue for the greater social good and gain without recognition of the costs. Although groups purporting a utilitarian argument argued for a more significant benefit. They often required the acceptance of a lesser harm. In contrast, McCay notes that public interests in waterways for navigation, recreation, and other uses may be considered inalienable rights, which may not coincide with a utilitarian argument.39

Again, these understandings of public interest rest on an acceptance that geographic boundaries defining the public interest were less consequential. I demonstrate how people’s experiences with nature residing within urban and rural landscapes contributed to how they utilized the Milwaukee River’s resources. Similarly, William Cronon in “The Trouble with Wilderness” notes that when concerns over the protection of the wilderness arose, urban residents and rural residents often defined public

38 Kelman, *A River and Its City*, 145.
interests from their particular perspectives rather than considering a public interest, which incorporated a broader perspective. However, I emphasize that a perspective originating from an urban or a rural lens may reflect a broad perspective, qualifying each to be in the public’s interest. For example, in the 1980s, Maier’s administration and the Wisconsin government leaders emphasized the importance of a watershed perspective or a “Little TVA” to address water quality issues. However, representatives from upstream communities balked at the idea, assuming the more populous urban voices would drown out their rural perspectives.

The WSC ruling in *Muench v. PSC* (1952) drew attention to local interests versus a state-wide concern. Although not directly defining public interest, the justices highlighted the differences between state-wide and local problems. At issue, in this case, was whether the state or the residents of Washburn County had the power to determine whether a dam on the Namekogen River was built. Alexander von Hoffman, in *Local Attachments*, notes how universal ideas regarding the use of public space conflicted with residents’ interests in a Boston neighborhood. As a result, residents protested to protect their local public interests from an overarching universal conception of a public interest. Ultimately, these conceptions of public interest represented conflicts over whose voice may be prioritized or weighed more heavily than other public voices. Thus, claiming to speak for the “public interest” required recognizing the body of people included and excluded to represent the “public.” In 1965 after the passage of both the Federal Water Quality Act and the Wisconsin Water Law, federal and state leaders gained more power over how and when to clean up the Milwaukee River.

The WSC also ruled that the public interest should recognize the long-term consequences of the people’s actions. In *Hilton ex rel. Pages Homeowners’ Ass’n v. DNR* (2006), the WSC noted that human

41 *Muench v. Public Service Comm*.
activity in a waterway may be regulated and limited when “to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty... further damage to the environment (will impair) the public’s interest in the lakes.” For example, in the case of the MRW, government and non-government agencies would argue that sewage overflows from the CSS needed to be addressed to protect the long-term health of Lake Michigan. Like the WSC in 2006, they claimed the “cumulative impact” must be considered. Further emphasizing the rights of all citizens, the court interjected private riparian rights and the reasonable use of the waterway was “subordinate to public rights” to the waterway.43 Thus, not only should the public interest be defined by the public residing in a territory but also by future generations.

Defining the public interest, one assumes that communities’ actions should provide more benefits than harm. For example, in “Whose Nature?” James Proctor distinguishes between intrinsic and instrumental value by arguing that “Intrinsic value in nature implies that its worth is independent of its utility to humans; instrumental value implies that its worth depends on its ability to serve a human end.”44 Although Aldo Leopold did not speak directly on the public interest, his view of the “land ethic” suggests that for people to recognize the public interest, they must understand that all living organisms in a community are interconnected. Leopold saw people’s role not as conquerors, subduing the land to fit human desires, but rather as citizens of the land, committing themselves to care for the land for all living creatures.45 Similarly, Heather Hoag, in Developing the Rivers of East and West Africa, notes that the Warufiji understood their surrounding waterscape as a beneficial, potentially dangerous, and above all, changing force of nature. They attempted to understand the physical and spiritual aspects of the Rufiji River. Farming, fishing, and religious practices were shaped around the changing identity of the

43 Hilton ex rel. Pages Homeowners’ Ass’n v. DNR, 2006 WI 84, No. 2003AP3353 (Supreme Court of Wisconsin July 6, 2006).
45
The Warufugi recognized the erratic nature of the Rufigi River and adopted economic and spiritual practices that worked with this nature, as opposed to presenting a common good that shaped the river to conform to human desires. Public interest, in this case, was defined in unison with natural forces.

The importance of recognizing how the public’s experience or lack of knowledge was further explored by Jennifer Bonnell, in *Reclaiming the Don*, and Ann Vileisis, in *Discovering the Unknown Landscape*. Bonnell depicts the various ways people interacted with the Don River and how these interactions shaped the values people attached to the river. Vileisis recognizes that people’s lack of experience can also shape the values humans have attributed to wetland spaces. She notes that people’s perception of wetlands as part of the public’s interest has lessened as wetlands have been drained away. Similarly, Kelman describes the public’s alienation from the Mississippi River. He argues that the development along the Mississippi River changed people’s perception of the river. The river lost the Arcadian landscape that travelers and immigrants once recalled and attracted people to the region. In other words, the river, at least in the eyes of most New Orleanians, was not sublime; they looked at it in the same way we might view an interstate highway today.

Bonnell, Vileisis, and Kelman call attention to the difficulty of determining what is in the public’s interest. They recognize how people have come to understand our relationship with shared natural resources and how people have forgotten previous ways of interacting with the land, water, and other living creatures within the spaces where people live, work, and play. Although significant engineering feats, like the Deep Tunnel System, improved the water quality of the Milwaukee River, the Riveredge
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members and the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council labored to educate the public about how changing people’s relationship with the waterway would benefit the watershed community in ways that were forgotten. The challenge for these groups was addressing sustainability questions and “nature’s role” within conflicting visions of the common good.

**Historiography**

Historians have argued whether decisions over water use in the United States have been defined by capitalist interest rather than the public interest. For example, Donald Worster and others contend that an alliance between the government and capitalists has controlled the construction and use of water systems across the country.\(^{50}\) Worster maintains that this alliance treated water as a commodity and threatened American democracy.\(^{51}\) Rather than see environmental debates as a conflict between environmental and economic interests, Matthew Klingle, in *Emerald City*, and Laura Alice Watt, in *Paradox of Preservation*, question the idea of a single ecological or environmental choice. Depicting the environmental transformation of Seattle, Klingle highlights how social class and ethnicity shaped how people understood nature. Investigating the land and water use in the PRNS, Watt contends that the sustainability of natural resources evolved to favor the absence of human activity in PRNS. Yet she claims the value of sustainability might be more productive when human influence and labor are recognized and included within the water- and landscape at PRNS.\(^{52}\)

These scholars emphasize how humans’ interactions with the environment, or nature, are often shaped by various self-interests. My story of the MRW will examine how people’s perspective of the

---

51 Worster, *Rivers of Empire*, 331–32.
public interest was reflected in their arguments. However, I will pay closer attention to how geographic places, rural and urban, influence people’s conceptions of public interests and the common good.

Similarly, Rubin Jasper, in *A Negotiated Landscape*, contends that the San Francisco waterfront is not just a creation of the free hand of capitalist development. Instead, Rubin emphasizes that historians must recognize how local conditions and power contributed to places' creation and recreation.\(^53\)

Although not ignoring self-interested motives of how humans sought to interact with the MRW, recognizing the conflict between rural and urban perspectives over the utilization of the waterway, which flows through both landscapes, offers insights into how compromises were fostered and divisions became more entrenched. In addition, how these ideas worked to include or exclude forces of nature provides insight into how these conflicting ambitions provided sustainable or unsustainable paths for development. For example, the debates over the Waubeka Reservoir and the Saukville Diversion Channel (Chapter Three) highlighted how the public interest was expressed differently based on the geographic area people represented.

Some historians have examined conflicts over the common good and public interest as a reflection of people’s understanding of a particular place. For example, Catherine McNeur, in *Taming Manhattan*, notes how boundaries between the city and the country were defined by activities that were included or excluded in each domain.\(^54\) Paul Sutter, in *Driven Wild*, notes the efforts of wilderness advocates in the second half of the twentieth century to exclude the automobile from various geographical spaces.\(^55\) Ari Kelman, in *A River and Its City*, depicts how the Mississippi riverbanks served


\(^{55}\) Sutter, *Driven Wild*, 4.
as a public space for recreational, political, cultural, and commercial uses. In addition, he notes how these spaces could be occupied by competing interests simultaneously and shift over time.\(^56\)

Although historical inquiry about a particular section of a river can be valuable, my study investigates how these interests were reflected or projected throughout the MRW. Rather than examining the revitalization of the MRW as a conflict between people residing in a single place, it is essential to recognize the interactions between people representing the public from multiple territories that share an interest in the MRW.

Other historians also argue that the context for historical change is best seen from a regional or watershed perspective. They contend that examining what intertwines various spaces is more important than what separates them. For instance, in *Nature’s Metropolis*, William Cronon demonstrates the city of Chicago’s connections with the hinterland and that both spaces are better described in relation to one another rather than separated by geographic distance.\(^57\) Similarly, Richard White, in *Organic Machine*, contends that humans have treated the river like they treat a machine. Its users seek to separate it into different functional parts for other interests. However, he emphasizes that river histories must see the entire waterway as an organic machine to understand it truly.\(^58\)

Similarly, Mark Cioc traces the Rhine River’s history through the shared boundaries and negotiated interests, which transformed the river for various uses. However, Cioc contends that these projects, though designed to improve human life, fail because they sought short-term objectives and did not recognize the complexity involved in reaching stated goals to transform the entire river system. One of the flaws related to engineering projects which investigated the river in small parts while disregarding how these projects impacted the entire river’s ecosystem. Although the river continued to interact with
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human needs; it endlessly worked against the forces that impeded its path. Thus, human labor was necessary to maintain the infrastructure against nature’s ability to destroy what humans created.59

My study of the MRW, like Cronon, White, and Cioc, seeks to examine the conflicts over waterway use from a regional lens rather than emphasizing only a rural or urban space. However, although various interests may speak of the river in its entirety, their perspectives, shaped by specific geographic relationships with the waterway, reflected rural- or urban-centric paths toward development. Likewise, Sarah Elkind, in *Bay Cities and Water Politics*, notes that the support of regionalism during the Progressive Era was fostered by a desire to improve environmental conditions and public health. However, Elkind notes that “regionalism offered fewer benefits to the rural communities that surrendered their water or land for urban expansion.”60 Thus, despite attempts to recognize shared resources facilitating cooperation, regionalism appeared to create more conflict between urban and rural interest groups.61 Thus, the disputes over the use of the Milwaukee waterway may be better understood as conflicts over various public interests conditioned on their situatedness. In other words, although multiple entities spoke of the public interest and public defined by the boundaries of the MRW, they often identified more with a public defined by political or other regional divisions. Even though Maier’s administration argued that addressing nonpoint source pollution was in the public interest, this perspective was formed from the city’s experience downstream from agricultural landowners.

Historians have examined the conflicts over public interests and rights to water through debates over what was considered a public good for the short term and how a public good may project future aspirations. For example, in *Reclaiming the Don*, Jennifer Bonnell often uses the term “imagined

futures.” She notes that in the 19th and 20th centuries, human development of the landscape was built on an “imagined future” that would alter an unpredictable wilderness and transform it into a productive and efficient garden. In addition, she notes that these imagined futures must also displace or replace earlier visions.\(^{62}\)

Carl Smith, in *City Water, City Life*, contends that viewing the infrastructure of a city’s water system not only represented the technological knowledge of the period but also “cultural anticipation” – an expression of the city’s beliefs, values, and aspirations that designed and managed the system. These ideals were heavily contested and often required people to negotiate with one another how to define a public good and what constituted the public interest. Smith demonstrates how discussions over matters of water overlapped with discussions of how political leaders desired to create a certain kind of community. In other words, plans to construct a water system were never just about the water system. They were also about social values.\(^{63}\)

The story of “imagined futures” or “cultural anticipation” was complicated in the history of the MRW since 1960 as future conceptions involved watersheds and the Great Lakes Basin areas rather than segregated urban, suburban, and rural interests. However, one must not overlook how regional lenses might reflect these geographically divided interests. Regional approaches that coped with the overall health of the Milwaukee River’s ecosystem and its uses envisioned by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, and federal regulations since the Water Quality Act of 1965 must also be seen within the context of rural and urban interests and how they envisioned human and river relationships in the future. Moreover, the desire for a regional approach also reflected the statewide interest in recreational opportunities and Great Lake Basin’s interest in its water resources’ overall health and protection. I contend that people’s use of the
“public interest” in debates centered on revitalizing the Milwaukee River Watershed often reflected a particular geographic interest rather than a regional or watershed perspective.

**Dissertation Outline**

My dissertation examines the struggles to find an agreeable public interest in the use and health of the Milwaukee River and its watershed. Government and nongovernment agencies often represented a public defined by different territories. Although individuals and groups began to speak about the need to address water-related problems from a watershed perspective, this was a difficult task as people did not see themselves as part of a watershed community. In other words, ecologically speaking, people recognized that a watershed approach was beneficial to address water pollution or concerns of potential flood damage. However, I argue that solutions to these problems were not just ecological solutions. People held various economic, social, and historical concerns about how the waterway and its surrounding lands were utilized. Thus, when various government and nongovernment agencies spoke of the public interest in solving watershed problems, a watershed approach seldom aligned with the multiple public interests, representing a public from sections of the watershed or a public representing a more expansive territory. Also, this study examines the various paths various entities took to understand the importance of a watershed approach and the struggles they endured to recognize the public interest representing a watershed community. For example, when a watershed outlook was taken to address various riverway problems, rural and urban constituents often clashed over what a watershed approach would look like and how perceived improvements would benefit or burden them. Debates over the revitalization of the waterway involved conflicts between urban and rural interests within the watershed that held different beliefs on the value and use of the Milwaukee River. Also, local, state, and national political leaders argued the best course of action from the perspectives of their constituents. Furthermore, people’s understanding of their relationship changed as various groups educated people
about how their actions impacted the waterway’s health. Although the water quality has improved since 1960, the maintenance of the MRW’s ecological vitality coincides with a public interest reflecting the residents of the watershed community.

To examine the revitalization of the Milwaukee River since 1960, I have divided the dissertation into five chapters. Each chapter investigates how various individuals, groups, and government agencies defined the public interest and the resulting conflicts. Through these conflicts, one begins to recognize how difficult it is to create a sense of community around a watershed. Part of this struggle results from an entrenched belief in the role of political districts that do not match the ecological boundaries which define the watershed. In addition, as the boundaries that defined a public body changed, the interests often conflicted. Chapter One begins with a description of the urban waterway and the economic realities that motivated city leaders to redevelop the downtown along the Milwaukee River. After winning the 1960 Milwaukee mayoral race, Henry Maier and the Milwaukee Department of City Development (MDCD) sought ways to expand the public interest in the riverway and improve the local economy. However, after the passage of state and federal water laws in the mid-1960s, conflicts between a local perspective (city of Milwaukee) and a regional perspective (state and federal) emerged over how best to redevelop the downtown and restore the health of the urban waterway. Although both entities looked to restore the waterway in different manners, they prioritized the cleanliness of the urban waterway more than the entire watershed. Chapters Two, Three, and Four investigate three separate attempts to seek a watershed view to improve the riverway’s health and change how people used the natural resources and spaces within the watershed. Chapter Five appraises the efforts to find common ground over common water. Between 1960-2000 the Milwaukee River became cleaner, and public access to these waters expanded. However, a shared public interest in the waterway remains more elusive than realized.
Chapter One explores the disagreements over how the Milwaukee River should be revitalized in the 1960s. I argue that seeing the Milwaukee River revitalization from the perspectives of city leaders’ perspectives as opposed to state and national leaders’ outlooks was best understood by recognizing how they prioritized the overall well-being of the city of Milwaukee. Both groups understood the degraded health of the Milwaukee River ecosystem. Yet after the Federal Water Quality Act of 1965, local, state, and national interests vied to understand the public interest. Milwaukee Mayor Henry Maier’s administration contended that the economic development and overall health of the city of Milwaukee needed to precede water quality concerns. The Maier Administration investigated ways to enhance people’s experience and recognize the beauty of the Milwaukee River. Revitalizing the waterway was a city endeavor and seemed like a means to strengthen the economy and increase people’s desire to live downtown. If pollution abatement programs were prioritized, the city’s well-being would be in jeopardy. These efforts collided with state and national representatives that had a broader perspective of the public interest of the Milwaukee River, which included people who lived outside of the city boundaries. State and federal leaders argued that the public’s primary interest required plans to lessen the pollution in the urban waterway. For example, Congressional Representative Henry Reuss, speaking for a broader geographic audience, prioritized the waterway’s health. In addition, residents from this larger area viewed urbanization as part of the problem. In other words, the city was the cause of the problem and was responsible for cleaning it up. Created in the early 1960s, the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Committee (SEWRPC) began recognizing degraded areas throughout the watershed. However, for most of the 1960s, the primary concern of government leaders was the urban waterway rather than the health of the MRW.

Chapter Two explores the creation of the Riveredge Nature Center (RNC) from its founding in 1968 through the duration of G. Andrew Larsen’s term as the lead naturalist and later administrator. He was the first hired naturalist at RNC. Suburban women from the Whitefish Bay Garden Club and the
Junior League of Milwaukee were the primary motivators of the RNC. The primary actors were not public officials but were members of a privately run nature center. Although they were a private organization, they worked to attract a broad membership throughout southeastern Wisconsin. To help raise funding, the Riveredge Foundation, Inc. was established in 1968. The foundation’s mission was to create and conserve habitats for nonhuman species and human education. The founders looked for a place to develop a refuge or sanctuary away from where they lived and worked. Riveredge would provide a place for people to learn about plants and landscapes absent in their suburban properties. Rather than seek to improve the river corridors within the city of Milwaukee, as the Maier Administration attempted, the RNC founders restored lands along the river corridor that were relatively removed from the urban landscape. Like the Maier Administration in the 1960s, the founders of Riveredge saw their mission as an attempt to develop a particular location along the Milwaukee River. Unlike the Maier administration, they sought to conserve lands from urban development rather than revitalize and develop lands and water to expand the city’s economic growth. However, the goals of the RNC would evolve.

Initially portrayed as an island removed from urbanization, members worked to spread what they learned to their communities. Soon the RNC board promoted the image of a place interconnected to rural and urban areas throughout the watershed. The Riveredge community fostered an interest in the Milwaukee River Watershed that united urban and non-urban environmental interests, worked to conserve natural domains and improved people’s understanding of nature’s role in a watershed community. This demonstrated an evolution of their efforts to serve the public interest. First, the community-led efforts to save lands from urbanization. Then, it evolved into an organization that viewed its relationship to urban and rural lands as interconnected rather than an island removed from the city. Furthermore, the RNC, like the Revitalization Council (Chapter Five), demonstrates the role of education in developing a watershed perspective and searching for a shared public interest.
Chapter Three focuses on the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission’s (SEWRPC) efforts to study regional problems and advise local and county governments in the seven counties of southeast Wisconsin of possible future development and conservation of lands. SEWRPC was formed in the early 1960s. It was made up of representatives from the seven counties in southeastern Wisconsin. The commission’s purpose was to find solutions to government inefficiencies in Milwaukee County involving problems that crossed political boundaries. Unlike the Maier Administration and the RNC board, SEWRPC sought a regional perspective. In effect, it represents a public body much more extensive than RNC’s membership and the city limits of Milwaukee. SEWRPC was responsible for examining water pollution and flooding within the MRW in the mid-1960s and published its study of the MRW in the early 1970s. SEWRPC defined water problems from a watershed perspective. Wisconsin politicians and real estate planners were concerned over the projected growing population of southeast Wisconsin and the need to maintain, protect, and find new natural recreational opportunities. In addition, suburban dwellers, alarmed over the unpredictable flow of the Milwaukee River, clashed with residents in rural landscapes concerned over how to preserve their property from the encroachment of urban and suburban interests. To address these concerns, SEWRPC studied various proposals to control the water flow of the Milwaukee River and zone lands in the watershed to meet future development and recreation demands. The three most contentious proposals were the Saukville Diversion Channel, Waubeka Reservoir, and the environmental corridor.

In Chapter Three, I argue that the failure to gain a consensus or a holistic solution reflected the inability to find common ground between people’s conceptions of nature and people’s relationship with natural resources. Although SEWRPC stressed the importance of a watershed approach to address regional concerns, the commission found translating these proposals into a shared public interest
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challenging. A watershed perspective did not reflect a public interest but multiple public interests. These perspectives, urban and rural, also express historical and sociological understandings of a river’s value and the imagined futures each region portrayed as the best public interest. As a result, the Saukville Diversion Channel and the Waubeka Reservoir were never constructed, while the environmental corridor would be gradually expanded. Despite struggles to gain a following to support various proposals, SEWRPC emphasized the revitalization of the Milwaukee River Watershed rather than disconnected areas.

Chapter Four examines the second half of the Henry Maier Administration between the early 1970s and the end of Henry Maier’s term in 1988. During the 1960s, arguments over how to revitalize Milwaukee River primarily involved representatives of the city, the state of Wisconsin, and the federal government. International representatives and the state of Illinois put forward their demands in the 1970s and 1980s. In addition, representatives of the newly formed Milwaukee River Restoration Council were emboldened to project their pleas for cleaner waterways. The public interest represented by these groups fought for water quality throughout the Great Lakes Basin. The Federal Clean Water Act (1972) and other environmental protection laws of the early 1970s extended the federal and state government's authority to mandate changes. These laws required the city of Milwaukee to comply with new regulations. One of their primary areas of concern was the Milwaukee River. Leading the charge, the state of Illinois sued the city of Milwaukee for its continued neglect to address pollution entering Lake Michigan. Legal opinions also challenged a broader audience, encompassing the Great Lakes Basin, to take responsibility for supporting pollution abatement strategies.

Disagreements also continued between the state of Wisconsin and the city of Milwaukee. However, the formation of the Milwaukee River Restoration Council (Restoration Council) further pressured the city of Milwaukee to prioritize the abatement of water pollution over other environmental health concerns. As regional and local interests argued over the intent and expectations
of the federal and state water laws, the Milwaukee River Restoration Council pushed various entities to stop water pollution on a faster timetable and allied themselves with groups representing a wider geographic area in the name of protecting the public’s waters in a local community. In effect, the Restoration Council, located within the MRW, challenged the Henry Maier Administration over its claim to represent the public interest of the MRW’s residents.

As these debates evolved, a watershed approach to improving the waterway’s health became more prominent. As Milwaukee updated its CSS in response to the public outcry, Mayor Maier pressured Wisconsin lawmakers and the watershed community to hold upstream municipalities and agricultural landowners responsible for the Nonpoint Source (NPS) pollution entering the waterway. Like SEWRPC’s efforts to promote a watershed solution to address flood damage, a watershed approach was underscored. As Henry Maier’s administration was forced via mandates to address point source pollution, tackling the CSS via the Deep Tunnel System, Maier argued that improving the health of the Milwaukee River was also the responsibility of suburban and rural communities. If NPS pollution was not abated, the riverway would not achieve the “fishable and swimmable” standards being mandated. However, like the divide between rural and suburban perspectives on controlling the river course, so had a fork emerged around a bend on how and when cleaner waters would flow. How the public interest was defined and who was responsible for pollution abatement illustrated the difficulty of finding a shared public interest for the MRW. More prevalent was the rural and urban divide. In addition, those who want a healthier waterway questioned the idyllic nature of the country as something to be conserved and saved from urbanization. Nevertheless, the importance of a watershed perspective became more ingrained. Just as the members of Riveredge evolved to understand their link rather than separation with urban areas, so did the city and farm communities further their connection, despite their divisive stances.
In Chapter Five, the work of the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council is examined. The Revitalization Council worked under the auspices of the WDNR, searching for ways in which the MRW’s water quality might improve under the funding of Wisconsin’s Priority Watershed Program. Firmly committed to a watershed approach, the state government and WDNR charged the Revitalization Council with the responsibility of building awareness of the interconnectedness of the communities via the Milwaukee River and its tributaries. Also, Milwaukee Journal and Milwaukee Sentinel writer Don Behm brought attention to the problems in the watershed through his series, Ill Waters. Although the introduction of railroads in the 19th and 20th centuries, along with the Highway Act of 1956, moved much transportation to land networks, the link between the city and the hinterland was still intertwined through its waterways. As communities embraced cleaner rivers, they realized the need to share responsibilities for improving the water quality and the benefits of a watershed approach. The Revitalization Council encouraged cities and rural landed interests to address nonpoint source pollution to clean the waterways through voluntary abatement programs to improve the water quality. In addition, the city of Milwaukee’s leadership, the WDNR, and the Revitalization Council worked together to construct the Milwaukee Riverwalk in compliance with the Public Trust Doctrine. In this chapter, I argue that the Revitalization Council acted as an intermediary between rural and urban communities to develop a shared public interest in the value and human use of the Milwaukee River. Working with Mayor John Norquist and his administration, the Revitalization Council helped to expand green space and access to the Milwaukee River through the extension of the Riverwalk. Working with the broader watershed community, the Revitalization Council educated the public on the efforts to address Nonpoint Source (NPS) pollution. The Revitalization Council’s efforts helped improve the Milwaukee River’s water quality through voluntary programming by demonstrating its effectiveness to residents of

the MRW. However, building the idea of a watershed community that shares a particular public interest remained more elusive than realized.

In the conclusion, I revisit themes and note considerations for the future health of the Milwaukee River Watershed and the significance of a watershed approach to address water pollution. However, it is equally important to recognize that multiple watershed approaches can lead to solutions to a healthier ecosystem. Thus, to find common ground over common water, policymakers need to envision a watershed community that considers the public interests expressed by the communities that depend on the Milwaukee River Watershed.
Chapter 1: Defending a City, While Revitalizing a Riverway

In the 1950s, recognizing that the health of the Milwaukee River was in rapid decline, civic and environmental groups focused on how best to restore the riverway. For example, the Milwaukee and La Budde chapters of the Izaak Walton League (IWL) worked throughout the decade, cleaning up the riverway and restoring fish habitats in hopes of reestablishing fish populations and reopening opportunities for swimming and recreational activities. In July 1958, the Milwaukee Sewage Commission (MSC) completed a study regarding sewage disposal in the Milwaukee metropolitan area. This study analyzed the dangers presented by septic tank usage in suburbia, which contributed to effluent in the streams. The main problem was housing developments on clay soils that could not absorb human waste. In 1959 the Milwaukee League of Women Voters published a report examining the issues and opportunities to reinstate the waterway’s health. These groups and others also pushed for new legislation to amend degraded waterways and protect water resources from further pollution. Despite their efforts, the overall water quality remained poor. Yet the seeds for change were planted, and the public’s interest in revitalizing the riverways grew.¹

Not only was the riverway seen as less attractive to recreationists, but the utility of the Milwaukee River for shipping and manufacturing also decreased. In the late 1950s, the St. Lawrence Seaway was enlarged to accommodate larger ships, and the United States and Canada helped

Lakes harbors compete with ocean ports. Despite the opportunities that the newly opened St. Lawrence Seaway provided to link the Great Lakes to the world trade market, the Milwaukee River’s relatively cramped channel could not compete with the ocean harbors. Thus, under the leadership of the Milwaukee Port director Harry Brockel more commercial shipping traffic relocated to Jones Island at the mouth of the Milwaukee River Watershed to make room for larger ships. Furthermore, growing competition in the world trade market and the United States Transportation Act of 1956, which greatly expanded the trucking industry, led to the closing of many facilities along the Milwaukee River. Owen Gutfreund, in *Twentieth Century Sprawl*, argues that the overhauled transportation networks in the mid-twentieth century led to the decentralization of American communities and contributed to the deterioration of many cities, unable to keep up with the fiscal requirements of capital projects. As a result, industries began to leave Milwaukee, and its residents followed. Although Milwaukee’s lakeside ports are still utilized today by various industries, in 1959, the Milwaukee River was closed to significant shipping traffic.²

Milwaukee was not the only city that followed this path. Historians David and Richard Stradling, in *Where the River Burned*, note how the landscape of Cleveland encouraged nature’s removal from the landscape and promoted the rapid accumulation of wealth through the construction of the new infrastructure and growth of manufacturing industries. However, this emphasis on industrial expansion distorted a healthy environment into a landscape marred by water and air pollution.³ In the 1970s, hoping to stimulate a dragging economy, urban planners began rebuilding the Cleveland waterfront to

---


expand recreational and residential opportunities. These river spaces provided a means for humans to co-exist with a healthy environment and reboot the economy.\textsuperscript{4} Planners argued that if the city government invested in the strength and potential of the riverway, then people would be attracted to the downtown and foster a growing economy.

However, the story of urban river redevelopment was still being determined as the economy of the cities changed. Providing a more complex story of Manhattan’s development in the nineteenth century, Catherine McNeur, in \textit{Taming Manhattan}, demonstrates how city officials’ attempts to control the urban environment not only resulted in debates over what was appropriate in urban versus rural spaces but also reflected wealthy patrons’ desire to use space for leisure, while the poor sought the same areas for labor and survival. The increasingly tamed city privileged one group’s vision for Manhattan and its environment while amplifying environmental and economic disparities. Although this led to new boundaries between the city and the country, it did little to alleviate social tensions.\textsuperscript{5}

Depicting the local Indigenous people’s struggle, Coll Thrush’s study on the transformation of Seattle’s watersheds demonstrates how zoning policies continue to exclude Native Americans. Although he notes how the 1950s represented a changing urban identity centered on undoing environmental degradation, First Nations fought for their right to exist in these places of renewal.\textsuperscript{6} Similarly, the story of Milwaukee’s downtown redevelopment and the river revitalization reflected the interests of Mayor Maier and the Milwaukee Department of City Development (MDCD), which widely ignored the interests of Native American and African American voices that did not share the same economic priorities.

Despite calls from early European settlers to remove Native Americans from the Milwaukee area and
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the Maier Administration’s disregard, over 20% of Wisconsin’s Indigenous population resided in Milwaukee in the 1980s.7

Although scholars draw attention to the conflicts between business, environmental, and ethical interests, recognizing the importance of geography in defining the public and the public interest plays a more significant role in the 1960 debates over the Milwaukee River’s health. I argue that after the passage of the Federal Water Quality Act of 1965, city leaders prioritized the overall well-being of Milwaukee, while state and federal leaders emphasized the Milwaukee River ecosystem. Representing a public defined by state and national boundaries, United States and Wisconsin legislators, working to restore the waterways, became more involved in determining the public interest. Although the city’s leaders argued that the downtown riverway revitalization could renew a shared public interest in the Milwaukee River water quality, state and federal pollution abatement strategies diverted the financial resources from the Maier Administration’s economic rescue efforts.8

7 Anderson and Olson, Milwaukee: At the Gathering of the Waters, 162.
The chapter will start by examining the desire of the Maier Administration to restore the Milwaukee River while prioritizing economic development along the urban riverway. Both the Department of City Development and the Milwaukee River Technical Study Committees were formed in Maier’s first term to help with the planning. Not only did city leaders claim that bringing people to the riverfront would strengthen the city’s economy, but leaders also saw their plans as a means to build public interest in revitalizing the river and addressing water quality concerns. One of the significant obstacles for Maier’s administration was coping with an aging infrastructure that contributed to the pollution of the Milwaukee River. Yet the primary focus of the Maier Administration was to restore Milwaukee’s prominence in a time of economic decline.

Then I will examine how state and national interests expressed by the passage of environmental laws in 1965 and 1966 prioritized the rescue of the waterway from the city’s reliance on an outdated CSS, which contributed to point source pollution. Although Mayor Maier recognized the need to address water quality, he would not support proposals that jeopardized Milwaukee’s economy or neglected his belief that the state and national governments were responsible for providing financial aid. US Congressional leader Henry Reuss promoted programming to address pollution and was a prominent spokesperson at the 1966 House Committee on Natural Resources and Power Public Hearing held in Milwaukee. Speakers representing the city, state, and national interests debated the best course of
action for the revitalization of the Milwaukee River. Also, environmental groups located within the watershed promoted faster timetables to clean up the river. These debates between government and nongovernment entities revealed that policymakers needed to examine riverway issues from a broader perspective beyond the city limits. Thus, efforts to investigate the river’s health began to flow toward a watershed view. Throughout the 1960s, the prominence of the City of Milwaukee and what a healthy environmental would look like was still to be debated. Although the Milwaukee River’s water quality remained poor, the importance of a watershed approach for revitalizing the Milwaukee River started to float towards the surface.

**Mayor Henry Mayor’s Administration’s Plan**

The changing economy and transportation networks provided the prospect for city planners and mayoral candidates to reexamine how Milwaukeeans used the Milwaukee River’s natural potential to attract new businesses and customers to the downtown. In 1960 two Democratic candidates, Henry Maier and Henry Reuss, campaigned for mayor in Milwaukee’s non-partisan election system. Henry Maier was a Wisconsin State Senator and Henry Reuss was Wisconsin’s 5th District US Representative. Both Maier and Reuss sought to persuade voters that the future development of the downtown would be best served under their leadership. Reuss argued for a more extensive plan to address soil erosion, flooding, and pollution in cooperation with communities throughout southeastern Wisconsin. In addition, he pledged to develop the lakefront to encourage a more substantial tax base in Milwaukee. Maier called for greater cooperation with public and private groups to improve the waterway by
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providing commercial opportunities and a theatre district along the riverbanks, focusing his attention on urban renewal through the attraction of industries and businesses.\(^\text{11}\)

The winner of Milwaukee’s mayoral race, Henry Maier, served as mayor for the next 28 years. Many people remember Maier for his leadership or lack of leadership during the Open Housing protests led by Father James Groppi and Alderman Vel Phillips throughout much of the 1960s.\(^\text{12}\) Reuss continued his political career of 28 years as a Wisconsin Congressional leader. He is remembered for his role in creating the Ice Age National Scenic Trail.\(^\text{13}\) However, both Mayor Maier and Congressman Reuss used their positions to shape and defend the public interest in the revitalization of the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee’s downtown. Maier claimed to speak for the interests of the city of Milwaukee, while Reuss represented local and national perspectives.

During Henry Maier’s first two terms, he was most concerned with the public interests of his urban constituents. Recognizing the riverfront property’s value, city developers and planners drafted new plans for waterfront properties. Maier’s redevelopment goals and the MDCD’s vision prioritized commerce along the riverfront to bring consumers and new residents to the downtown. The MDCD was formed in 1961 to help consolidate urban renewal, public housing, and long-range planning. Richard Perrin, the executive director and secretary of the city Housing Authority, was the first executive director of the MDCD.\(^\text{14}\) The city, once thriving as a Great Lakes port city with a labor force living near


the waterway, had evolved into a landscape more dependent on highway transportation with more workers living in suburban and rural areas. In 1963 without the commercial water congestion, the MDCD’s Preliminary Report on the Milwaukee River concluded that the degraded and neglected riverway should be changed into a public asset for future economic growth and recreational opportunities.15

After the MDCD’s initial survey of the river was completed, Maier announced the creation of the Milwaukee River Technical Study Committee (MRTSC) to examine how the beautification of the waterway and downtown redevelopment would benefit from private and public financial support. MRTSC members came from various service groups in Milwaukee. Richard Perrin initially chaired the committee but stepped down from his leadership role to focus on other urban development projects. Taking over the chairman role was Henry Brockel, the Municipal Port Director. Other keys members were Herbert Goetsch, Commissioner of Public Works; Kenneth Fry, Director of the Economic Development Division; Howard Gregg, General Manager of Milwaukee County Park Commission; E. R. Krumbiegel, Commissioner of Health; Raymond Leary, Chief Engineer and General Manager of Milwaukee Sewerage Commission; Herbert McCullough, City Engineer; and Henry Wildschut, Director of Public Works. Maier’s appointments reflected the mayor’s desire to promote plans that incorporated the perspectives of city government and private development companies.16 MRTSC envisioned a new Performance Arts Center (PAC) along the riverway. They claimed the PAC would provide an aesthetic
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and cultural focal point that would create a festive environment and establish a space where people would like to gather along the riverway.\textsuperscript{17}

Emphasizing the importance of urban growth, the MRTSC examined how other cities enhanced their riverfronts, including San Antonio, Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh. Each of these redevelopment programs looked for ways to improve the aesthetics of the riverbanks and make coming to the river visually attractive. Similarly, the Milwaukee planners assumed that if more people started to go to the waterway, their interest in improving the river’s water quality would grow.\textsuperscript{18} Maier and the city developers argued that the city’s economy needed attention before the river’s water quality could be addressed.\textsuperscript{19} Samuel Hays, in \textit{Beauty, Health, and Permanence}, argued that perspectives of nature after WWII reflected a shift from seeing resources consumed rather than part of the production process. He asserted that environmental quality was seen in the context of economic progress and moving forward rather than a return to a once pristine past.\textsuperscript{20} The MRTSC was not going to advise the removal of commercial activity; instead, it would just change its scope. Also, MRTSC’s attention was focused on improvements to the city’s waterway, not the entire watershed.

Stressing the importance of enhancing the waterway’s visual appeal was difficult as most of the public only recognized the river as an open sewer, not a natural asset to the city. One of Mayor Maier’s


outspoken supporters was Eliot Fitch. Fitch was a Marine National Exchange Bank executive officer and Milwaukee Development Group representative. Fitch was involved in the River Development and headed the Milwaukee County expressway project as a member of the City Land Commission. Maier and Fitch touted the importance of cleaning up the riverfront to attract private development. Local news agencies published editorials supporting the mayor’s desires for the Milwaukee River redevelopment. The relationship with the press was a concerted effort to convince the public of the MRTSC plan’s merits. Leo Tiefenthaler, secretary of the Milwaukee City Club, emphasized that the highest priority was the river’s beautification, regardless of the time and cost. Mr. John Behling, a representative for the Milwaukee Public Works, noted that purchasing property along the riverbanks could also help lessen pollution.

Despite appeals from local fishermen, during Maier’s first two terms, water quality was secondary to the redevelopment of the waterfront. Although the MRTSC members recognized people’s concerns, they argued that the cost to address the CSS was insurmountable. Martin Melosi, in *Sanitary City*, about the evolution of city sewer systems, investigated how choices made by previous municipal administrations presented significant obstacles for later development. As a result, city governments coping with aging infrastructure struggled financially to address changing needs. Joel Tarr, in *The Search for the Ultimate Sink*, argues that in the twentieth century, one of the urban planners’ most significant obstacles was coping with CSS constructed in the early nineteenth century, which mixed rainwater runoff with sewage from homes. The CSS lessened the original construction

---
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costs. However, the CSS capacity was overwhelmed as the metropolitan population expanded throughout the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{26}

Milwaukee city leaders regularly discussed the overwhelming cost of improving the sewer infrastructure. For example, Ray Leary, chief engineer of the Milwaukee Sewer Commission, emphasized the importance of addressing the CSS. He hoped a new federal water pollution act would provide additional funding to lessen the amount of pollution entering the stream from this source.\textsuperscript{27} Committee members claimed that the cost of addressing the CSS would bankrupt the city without outside assistance. Milwaukee Public Works Commissioner Eugene Schmidt estimated that the costs of separating the sewer system would be $250-500 million and take 50-100 years to complete.\textsuperscript{28} MRTSC members stressed the steps that would continue to alleviate pollution sources in a fiscally responsible way.\textsuperscript{29} \textit{Milwaukee Sentinel} and \textit{Journal} writers highlighted the importance of beautifying the riverway and the need for state and federal financial support to tackle pollution at its source.\textsuperscript{30} Content to wait for technological advances and less expensive means to abate pollution, the MRTSC promoted the beautification of the riverway.\textsuperscript{31} For example, Spencer Havelick, a biologist studying the Milwaukee River, noted the problems of the CSS and the public’s likely unwillingness to pay additional taxes to clean the river. He argued that if the people wanted to swim in the water, the city government should “build
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swimming pools along the lakefront.” Members of the MRTSC and Kenneth Fry, the city’s Director of Economic Development, concurred on suggesting concrete and feasible plans rather than utopian ideas.

This is not to say that the Milwaukee Common Council and Mayor Maier were not addressing water pollution. The Common Council approved multimillion-dollar projects focusing on sewage problems, including updates to parts of the CSS. When considering the Milwaukee River’s water quality, the city’s leaders looked for solutions with low price tags. They promoted dilution rather than the removal or prohibition of waterway pollutants. Searching for an economically feasible fix, the MRTSC considered restoring the flushing tunnel to aid the river’s labor of removing waste and pushing the pollution to Lake Michigan. In 1888 it was used 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. Constructed by the Edward P. Allis Company, it pumped over 500 million gallons of water per day and was the largest such water pump in the world. However, after sewers were constructed, it had been reduced to 20-50 hours per week, seven months of the year. Maier inquired with Richard Perrin about a suggested proposal to increase the use of the flushing tunnel to dilute and move water out of the Milwaukee River during low flowage periods. However, this method would only move polluted waters out into Lake Michigan, which might have impacted the quality of Milwaukee’s drinking water source. This idea was later circulated in the local newspapers as pipe dreams with high price tags. Moreover, the idea of
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flushing the polluted waters reflected the city’s concern to improve the health of the urban waterway, not the MRW or the waters of the Great Lakes Basin (Chapter 4).

Another way MRTSC members looked to improve the urban riverway focused their attention on surface pollution. For example, MRTSC members agreed to address problems associated with the alewives. The alewives were just one of many invasive species that entered the Great Lakes through the St. Lawrence Seaway. In *Death and Life of the Great Lakes*, Dan Egan explains that the explosion of the alewife’s population was connected to the near extinction of one of its predators, the Lake Trout. Its demise occurred in the 1950s with the sea lamprey infestation. They attached themselves to the trout, killing them. By 1962 alewives made up 17% of Lake Michigan’s total fish mass. However, yearly seasonal temperature changes in the Great Lakes caused massive die-offs, littering the beaches and filling the Milwaukee estuary with putrid masses of dead fish. Reacting to the stench, the Common Council approved the purchase of a surface skimmer to pick up debris and dead fish in the river. Cleaning up surface debris, the city government provided the public with a more enjoyable experience, walking along the riverway. In addition, it was an affordable option for the city budget. Although MRTSC members recognized the problems associated with poor water quality, most emphasized that the river’s appearance was the immediate concern. Comparing the efforts of other American and European river cities’ beautification efforts on their waterfronts, Perrin wrote Maier that “there probably is no single element in the city that is more important from the standpoint of creating a visual impression of the city’s character.” The MRTSC recognized the complexity and cost of water pollution abatement but promoted simple solutions to generate public enthusiasm.
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The plans for addressing the Milwaukee River’s problems and developing the riverfront were placed in short-term and long-term buckets. Issues that required more intensive effort and perhaps expense would be placed in the long-term bucket. This fit with Milwaukee Development Group member Edmund Fitzgerald’s opinion that stressed the importance of demonstrating to the public that the city government accomplished its goals. Moreover, he argued that as the public visited the riverfront, they would be more interested and willing to take on the responsibility of cleaning the waterway.

Although Mayor Maier and MRTSC members argued that it was in the public interest to develop the river as a place to gather rather than as a commercial shipping hub, they recognized that public participation and interest in their plans were not a given. To gather public input, the MRTSC held a civic viewpoint meeting at the City Club of Milwaukee in July 1964. The City Club was founded in 1909 to foster citizens’ understanding of urban affairs and promote Milwaukee residents’ well-being. Leo Tiefenthaler, Secretary of the City Club of Milwaukee, supported plans to preserve the urban environment and restore it to a prominent position. He argued that any project would require continued cooperation from public and private capital sources. To foster public interest within the city’s boundaries, the City Development Department encouraged civic groups and newspapers to support the effort.

Throughout the 1960s, the city’s administration prioritized making the riverfront a place for people to live, work, and play. In 1966 Charles H. Harper and Associates Architects presented a plan that emphasized the primary goal of improving the riverfront’s “beauty” without addressing the river’s pollution. Their plan claimed that the Milwaukee River was the city’s most “Hidden Asset,” providing the city with open space. However, to take advantage of this area, the natural river itself needed to be
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hidden, more accurately, encased under cement to conceal the unsightly and putrid smells of the river. Rather than clean the dirty river, it would be submerged below a park area. The public space would be a monitored and controlled water system rather than an unruly and unsightly river. Also, walkways between Clybourn and Juneau Avenues would line the riverbanks so spectators could enjoy light and fountain displays. The architects surmised that the water flowing above the natural river channel would be pumped from the lake or hydrants in the city water system. In other words, the sensual appeal of the riverway would be obtained from the burial of the “natural” Milwaukee River. The Harper Plan to bury the natural river was never accepted, despite the city administration’s aesthetic orientation.

Milwaukee’s story was not unique, as many cities’ water systems were built to supply water, and storm and sewer systems were created for specific purposes, which reflected the economic and health concerns of the early twentieth century. For example, in “The Interaction of Natural and Built Environments in the Pittsburgh Landscape,” Joel Tarr notes how Pittsburgh’s infrastructure was built for the steel industry but was later redesigned when the steel industry declined. Later the river landscape was redesigned to provide more recreation opportunities. Harold Platt, in Shock Cities, notes how rapid industrialization in Chicago and Manchester, England required each city to remake itself multiple times. Despite the changes to the infrastructure, Platt contends these changes often involved attempts of affluent enclaves seeking to protect themselves from pollution and disease that was common in the cities. Also, examining power relationships, Kate Foss-Mollan, in Hard Water, demonstrates how the city of Milwaukee, which funded and built its infrastructure, used its control of the water to not only expand its ability to distribute water to residents but also maintain its power to support city politics. Carl
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Smith, in *City Water, City Life*, further argues that these changes in the water infrastructure not only reflected the city administration’s desire to cope with a present problem but also represented a particular vision for the future. These studies primarily see the changing infrastructure as a product of politics within the city. However, as the economic and health needs changed, city governments were often strapped with outdated systems that were not built to adapt to new circumstances and insurmountable costs. Seeking funds from sources outside the city limits ultimately broadened the boundaries that defined the public interest and shifted some decision-making to state and federal government bodies.

In many ways, the city’s economic well-being was the central focus of Maier’s administration. As people moved to the suburbs, the city’s welfare appeared threatened. Urban planners hoped revitalizing the river would maintain the public interest waterway’s health and residents’ desire to stay. However, the state, the federal government, and other agencies would put additional pressure on the city to prioritize pollution and invest more money in addressing the failings of the combined sewer system. The Wisconsin sanitary engineer, O.J. Muegge, argued that cities could do more to address pollution. After the passage of state and federal water quality laws in 1965, city governments were required to direct more money toward pollution abatement programs. Although the city continued to fight to revitalize the downtown economy while addressing pollution, Henry Maier’s administration would no longer be able to dismiss a broader audience that prioritized water quality.

---

A Public Interest of the State and Nation

Despite the Maier Administration’s original focus on revitalizing the urban waterway, they recognized the need to address regional problems. Maier argued that many issues required cooperation from neighboring communities to find common ground and provide monetary support. In the early 1960s, a broader perspective involving the redevelopment of the Milwaukee River was aided by the formation of the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC). The Greater Milwaukee Committee, formed in 1948 to advance various civic projects, encouraged Governor Walter Kohler to create a Metropolitan Study Commission, appointing fifteen members from different communities and professions. The committee’s purpose was to find solutions to government inefficiencies in Milwaukee County involving problems that crossed political boundaries. It should also be noted that the Greater Milwaukee Committee consisted of 150 professionals who owned over 25% of the business property in the city of Milwaukee. On the recommendation of the Metropolitan Study Commission, the Wisconsin legislature passed, and Governor Gaylord Nelson signed an act to form the seven-county regional planning committee in 1959.

The commission initially consisted of twenty-one citizen members representing Milwaukee County and the cooperating counties that border Milwaukee County. The purpose of SEWRPC was to study issues related to transportation, housing, demography, watershed development, pollution and water quality, and land use planning. SEWRPC acted as an advisory group to search for solutions that required cooperation across various government agencies. Mayor Frank Zeidler opposed the formation
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of SEWRPC, as the city did not have majority representation. However, his successor, Mayor Maier, was a strong supporter of SEWRPC throughout his 28 years as mayor of Milwaukee.54

In 1964 the Milwaukee Common Council requested, and in 1965 the County Board of Supervisors approved SEWRPC’s study of the Milwaukee River Watershed.55 Pearl Pohl of the IWL expressed her dislike in another study and the Milwaukee River Watershed Planning Committee (MRWPC) formation. She argued that the MRWPC proposal for a comprehensive study was redundant considering the 1965 Report of the Wisconsin State Committee on Water Pollution and the US Department of the Interior, “A Comprehensive Water Pollution Control Program, Milwaukee Area,” had already been completed.56 IWL members and others claimed the city and county governments were delaying the necessary action to improve the waterways. In 1966, Mayor Maier concurred with SEWRPC’s “Milwaukee River Watershed Planning Prospectus” that argued multiple river concerns, including pollution, need to be addressed from a watershed perspective.57 Maier emphasized that the MRW was a seven-county fiscal responsibility and interest. This coincided with city planners’ and the mayor’s argument that water quality efforts could not jeopardize the municipality’s overall well-being. More importantly, the city’s leaders were fighting for their vision of developing the urban waterway. It supported a watershed perspective that maintained the city’s prominence.

However, many suburban communities desired to wash their hands of their responsibility to address “Milwaukee’s problems.” They saw the Milwaukee River’s degradation as a product of urban society; therefore, the city’s responsibility. Both Jon Teaford, in City and Suburb, and Robert Fishman, in
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Bourgeois Utopias, argue that the urban landscape went into a period of decline as people not only moved out of the city but also created barriers to separate themselves from urban politics. Teaford demonstrated how the urban landscape had been closed off from the metropolitan or surrounding area. Furthermore, as Americans left the city in search of improved public services and places to live, they sought means to separate themselves from the city rather than to remain united with the city.\textsuperscript{58} Similarly, Fishman noted that urban migrants moved, in part, to separate themselves from the city’s degraded environment. People searched for green and less congested spaces.\textsuperscript{59}

Despite suburban and rural detachment from the city, Maier supported the federal government’s river basin approach to address the long-term consequences of using rivers as waste channels. In 1958 the IWL had already stressed the importance of a watershed perspective after a large fish kill in the lower Milwaukee River. They argued that water degradation must be addressed throughout the Milwaukee River system to prevent future fish kills. Although the IWL members focused their attention on urban pollution, they also recognized the problem of soil erosion in farmers’ fields as one of the problems.\textsuperscript{60}

Although the idea of a regional solution was slowly emerging, the passage of state and federal laws marked a significant change in how public interest in the river would be defined.\textsuperscript{61} For example, in 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Quality Water Act. This act required states to create water quality standards for interstate water bodies.\textsuperscript{62} Promising federal funding of abatement programs

across the country, the federal government passed the Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966. One of the most significant shifts resulting from the 1965 Water Act and ensuing acts was the inclusion of state and federal agencies involved in the revitalization process.

The 1965 laws significantly expanded the federal government’s role in setting water quality standards previously regulated under the 1948 Water Pollution Control Act. The 1948 Act responded to the increased pollution resulting from manufacturing during and after WWII. However, it did not provide the necessary means to enforce regulations, which was considered a state issue. In addition, the 1948 Water Act limited its concern to interstate waterways. The 1965 Clean Water required states to gain the federal government’s approval by submitting state regulations that met health and safety standards. Although the federal government assumed additional powers to enforce water quality standards in future acts, the 1965 law marked a greater interest in water quality. This is important to note as the primary attention shifted to pollution abatement programs rather than the economic or even overall health of river communities.

The Wisconsin State Water Law of 1965 and the Federal Water Quality Act of 1965 required cities to answer to a broader audience. No longer could the decisions for the Milwaukee River’s revitalization primarily rest with the public will as defined by Mayor Maier, the City Club of Milwaukee, and the other public and private civic organizations in the metropolitan area. The federal and state legislation effectively broadened the boundaries of the public interest in the waterway to reflect a state and national audience. This presented a significant shift in the focus of finding a public interest from the
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city’s residents to a public interest garnered from the citizens of the state and nation. Previously, the city government led the efforts to address the environment. For example, Increase Lapham, the city’s original ecologist and surveyor, called for reforestation and limited tree harvests in the 1850s. Also, in the late 19th and early 20th century, the Milwaukee city government, under socialist leadership, expanded and updated the sewer system and water treatment facilities. Similarly, Carl Smith, in *City Water, City Life*, examined how the infrastructure of Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago reflected the aspirations of city government leaders in the 19th century. However, the federal and state water quality laws in 1965 forced the city government to include and recognize a public that did not reside in the city.

Although aesthetic appeal continued to garner support from city officials, state and national perspectives to prioritize water quality became more prevalent. William Swearingen, in *Environmental City*, demonstrates the power of national interests and argues that the federal environmental movements of the 1960s and 1970s encouraged Austin, Texas, residents to reconsider prioritizing economic growth over ecological well-being. Karl Boyd Brooks, in *Before Earth Day*, argues that the leadership role of the national government would play in the 1970s was formed during the New Deal and WWII. However, I would argue that it was not until the federal and state laws passed in the 1960s and 1970s that city leaders were required to consider federal and state environmental interests, which lessened the power of the city’s government leaders to make decisions on their own.

---

As the federal and state authorities mandated changes to Milwaukee’s CSS, Henry Maier argued that the cost to improve the water quality should be shared. This would require various levels of government to find common ground rather than competing to address pollution entering streams throughout the watershed. Although the city government welcomed state and federal funding, the Water Quality Act of 1965 recognized a regional interest that prioritized programs to improve the water quality over the aesthetic changes proposed by urban planners.

As required by the Quality Water Act, Wisconsin created water quality standards for the interstate waterways. Regulating the waterways outside the reach of federal law, the State of Wisconsin passed Chapter 614, Wisconsin Water Law (1965), which applied national standards to intrastate waterways. In 1967 the Wisconsin Committee on Water Pollution, which merged with the newly created Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), was assigned the task of enforcing these rules. The WDNR was formed under the leadership of Wisconsin Governor Warren Knowles. The WDNR was formed by merging the departments of Resource Development and Conservation. One of the roles of the newly created WDNR was to oversee the protection of the Public Trust Doctrine established in the Wisconsin Constitution. The standards set minimum requirements for all state waters reflecting various waterway uses. Defined by multiple Wisconsin Supreme Court cases and regulations found in Chapter 30 of the Wisconsin Statutes, the public’s right to Wisconsin waterways has included navigation, swimming, hunting, and enjoying the natural scenic beauty. Timetables to achieve these standards

---


were to reflect reasonable or feasible methods.\textsuperscript{73} (The debates over the viable and appropriate ways to address pollution are further developed in Chapter 4.) On the other hand, the primary concern for the city of Milwaukee leaders was a public use of the waterway that would send ripples in a stagnant economy and attract water enthusiasts to the river’s spring rapids and fishing holes, while slowly improving the water ecosystem.

Henry Reuss, defeated by Henry Maier in the 1960 mayoral race, still retained his political voice in revitalizing the Milwaukee River at the national level. In addition, the representatives of environmental groups, which prioritized biological results over short-term economic growth, gained a more receptive audience. Their efforts to encourage an approach to protect waterways from urbanization and pollution industries took center stage. The interest in saving the city’s declining economy took the second stage to water quality concerns.

State and national leaders supported pollution abatement programs that would yield immediate results. Thus, urban sources of pollution drew the most attention. Henry Reuss called for better enforcement of laws. Reuss argued that the main culprits of pollution were municipal waste treatment facilities and industries throughout the watershed. For example, industrial wastes from the Peter Cooper Corporation; the Western Condensing Company; Libby, McNeil, and Libby; the Krier Preserving Company; and Level Valley Dairy near West Bend were all listed as violators of state water laws.

Agreeing with the Metropolitan Sewerage Commission (MSC), Reuss supported their efforts to request a grant for a demonstration project to reduce the overflow from Milwaukee’s CSS.\textsuperscript{74} However, Reuss emphasized that he wanted to see action. In a letter to the Izaak Walton League of Milwaukee, he


emphasized that studies had already been completed and that action was needed now.\footnote{Henry S. Reuss to Pearl Pohl, “IWL Action Needed,” July 25, 1966, Henry Reuss Papers, Box 53, Folder 14, UW-Milwaukee Libraries, Archives.} In letters between Edmund Muskie, Henry Maier, and Vice President Humphrey, Reuss expressed his desire to see meaningful results in the next six years.\footnote{“Various Letter Regarding Water Pollution,” 1966, Records of Mayor Henry W. Maier Administration, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1957-1989, Box 192, Folder 31, UW-Milwaukee Libraries, Archives.}

The new relationship between the various levels of government and public and private interests can already be seen at House Committee on Natural Resources and Power public hearing in September of 1966 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The conference drew representatives from a broad geographic audience; nearly thirty local and state officials attended. Unlike previous meetings held by the various Milwaukee civic organizations working on the Milwaukee River’s revitalization, the state and federal officials would be the primary decision-makers. The primary concern of these individuals involved the clean-up and overall water quality of the urban river.\footnote{Henry S. Reuss, “An Action Program to Clean Up the Waters of the Milwaukee River Basin,” September 1966, Records of Mayor Henry W. Maier Administration, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1957-1989, Box 192, Folder 31, UW-Milwaukee Libraries, Archives.}

Fearing Wisconsin rivers and Lake Michigan could end up like Lake Erie, Wisconsin Senator Gaylord Nelson and US Representative Henry Reuss continued to push Maier’s administration to address the water quality of the Milwaukee River. Nelson spoke of the dire condition of Wisconsin’s stream and fresh water, calling for an all-out attack on the polluters. In Wisconsin, Nelson had already made his mark as the “Conservation Governor” and gained national recognition for his ambitious Outdoor Recreation Act Program (ORAP). This program, anticipating a growing state population and expanding tourist industry, dedicated $50 million to fund land purchases for conservation and recreation. He called for a state-federal interstate water conference to address water pollution to focus on effluent in
interstate rivers. He argued that abatement programs would be most effective if all government entities within the watershed worked together.\textsuperscript{78}

Other spokespersons at the hearing mentioned the likely death of Lake Michigan if pollution was not addressed in a timely fashion. Robert McClory of the 12\textsuperscript{th} district argued that a polluted river impacted the health of the Great Lakes. If the Milwaukee River and other waterways that led into Lake Michigan were not cleaned, the lake might experience similar problems as those experienced in Lake Erie.\textsuperscript{79} Lake Erie in the 1960s was known as the “Dead Lake,” as algae fouled the waters and discouraged beachgoers.\textsuperscript{80} Similarly, Henry Reuss emphasized a shared public interest in cleaning the Milwaukee River. He argued that the abatement programs must occur over the next ten years. Although Reuss mentioned the dangers of farm runoff and phosphorous from detergents, he stressed that Milwaukee’s CSS was the main culprit. A ten-year time frame contrasted with the city revitalization proposals that addressed water quality over a more extended period.\textsuperscript{81} Wisconsin Attorney General Bronson C. La Follette was not surprised that the river was still polluted. He argued that the federal government’s poor enforcement of laws and weak financial support contributed to poor water quality. Reflecting some industries’ responsibility, he noted a high level of citizen apathy toward fighting pollution.\textsuperscript{82}

Nongovernmental groups from the Milwaukee River Watershed stressed the importance of a well-informed citizenry and the need to clean the urban river. Pearl Pohl of the La Budde Chapter of the
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IWL underscored that the best way to overcome citizen apathy was to have cleanup programs and media campaigns coincide. They argued that the public needed to know what had been done and how they might utilize the river in ways prohibited or dangerous in the past. Praising the work of the La Budde Chapter of the IWL, Pohl highlighted efforts to promote the conservation education of the youth and previous attempts by the IWL to address water pollution. Also, she expressed her approval of legislation that mandated the city to prioritize water quality over aesthetics.\textsuperscript{83} Delbert Cook, president of the Cedar Creek Restoration Council (CCRC), emphasized the work accomplished outside of the government’s aid, presenting how the public participated in hands-on efforts to clean up the river.\textsuperscript{84} The CCRC and the IWL worked outside of the government establishment. They both prioritized a healthy ecosystem as the means to a sustainable economy. The CCRC was a model for the Milwaukee River Restoration Council that formed in the late 1960s. (Chapter 4)

Although many speakers at the House Committee on Natural Resources and Power public hearing focused on river pollution, the city’s representatives concentrated on the cost and timeline to meet proposed water quality standards. Alderman Robert Jendusa reported to the Natural Resources Board that the city’s economy and tax base lacked the fiscal ability to meet state and federal pollution abatement measures. He argued that the cost to separate the CSS and make new sewer line hookups was too much to ask of Milwaukee property owners. The means to address the problem required an increase in state and federal funding. Furthermore, he stressed that the overall health of the city’s environment must be included in any plan to clean up the Milwaukee River and the waters of the Great Lakes Basin.\textsuperscript{85}

\textsuperscript{83} Pearl Pohl, “Izaak Walton La Budde Statement,” September 16, 1966, City Club of Milwaukee Records, Box 109, Folder 7, UW-Milwaukee Libraries, Archives.
The city engineer, Herbert McCullough, argued that the city government had proactively addressed pollution in the Milwaukee River. Despite limited funding, he provided various examples of what city leadership supported and accomplished. For McCullough, the reasonable approach to pollution abatement followed a long-term strategy, not the federal government’s demand for faster results.\textsuperscript{86} Also stressing the importance of time, Herbert Goetsch mentioned the prospects of storage tunnels to handle the CSS overflow.\textsuperscript{87} However, this project was estimated at $300 million to hold 900 million gallons of run-off.\textsuperscript{88}

E. R. Krumbiegel argued that the inflexibility of federal laws was at issue. He noted that river and lake pollution occurred only at times of high-water flow that resulted from spring melts and high rainfall. Thus, he postulated that the total amount of pollution that entered the Great Lakes should be more important than the amount at any particular time.\textsuperscript{89} Krumbiegel’s, McCullough’s, and Jendusa’s remarks highlighted an approach that saw the public defined by the boundaries of the city of Milwaukee. The faster ten-year clean-up programs proposed by federal and state agencies reflected a public representation of state and national interests.

Highlighting the difference between a public defined by the city boundaries and a public that included areas outside of the city limits, Lynn Stalbaum, representing the city of Kenosha, indicated that pollution was not just a city concern but also a rural problem. She noted that rural communities located further from the shores of Lake Michigan did not have the same interest level in Lake Michigan’s water quality. She claimed those distanced from the consequences of poor water quality cared less. For
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example, the cost-benefit ratio to lessen the pollution entering streams versus the trade-off of letting farm runoff continue was higher for struggling family farmers. However, the current farming practices were of great consequence to urban communities located downstream and along the beaches of Lake Michigan that accumulated pollution from multiple communities. Stalbaum’s argument for a concerted effort, which included both rural and urban sources of point and nonpoint pollution, would gain more attention in the 1980s. (Chapter 4)

The city’s government leaders sought allies to support their belief that federal and state laws harmed the overall health of America’s urban areas. For example, Mayor Maier reached out to other city government leaders through the National League of Cities (NLC). Founded in 1924, the NLC promoted local control and innovation to address urban problems and influence federal policies. Although cities were promised financial assistance from the federal government in the 1966 Clean Water Restoration Act, the NLC noted the gap between federal funding and the cost of the projects. Mayors across the country argued that the federal government’s quest to improve the water quality at the current funding levels would bankrupt many American cities.

Joseph Rodriguez, in *Bootstrap New Urbanism*, and Howard Gillette, in *Camden after the Fall*, demonstrated the disparity between the national government’s lack of financial aid to cities and budgetary needs. Joseph Rodriguez argued that New Urbanism promoted a slow incremental process of redeveloping the urban landscape. To attract people and industry to the city, grassroots advocates and planning elites needed to take the initiative to incorporate suburban-like landscapes into an urban
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setting. However, unlike the federal economic support provided for the development of suburban landscapes to attract urbanites, New Urbanism would have to transform its landscapes with little help and cooperation from the larger metropolitan area. Thus, urban self-help programs reflected local people’s agency and a lack of federal and state resources. 93 Similarly, Howard Gillette further emphasizes that the struggle to revitalize urban spaces required plans to improve the landscapes’ environmental health and the political, economic, and social will to support it financially. 94 After years of actively seeking ways to remove nature, urban planners saw nature’s role in helping to make a healthy landscape. Yet as Gillette and Rodriguez demonstrated, the political will was not reflected in the federal government’s actions.

The opinions expressed at this 1966 congressional hearing drew attention to the many different perspectives on not only who should finance the revitalization but what the riverway would look like when the abatement programs were finished. Although Henry Reuss commented on the efforts to abate pollution in the Milwaukee River Watershed, he always pushed forward on what still needed to be accomplished in the urban waterway, keeping water quality as the top concern. 95 On the other hand, city developers and state government officials agreed to address the stench of dead alewives. In 1966 after seeing the success of Howard Tanner’s leadership over the Michigan Department of Conservation’s introduction of salmon in Lake Michigan, Henry Reuss requested the development of habitats for Chinook Salmon to spawn in the Milwaukee River. 96 By 1967, the salmon were feeding on the alewives,
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significantly controlling the alewife population, and people flocked to the streams and rivers to catch Chinook and Coho salmon.\(^97\)

Scholars have documented the difficulty of searching for water pollution solutions across various political units. Mark Cioc and other historians note how river systems and nonurban lands have historically been seen for their natural abundance and potential to support human health. Yet human development has paradoxically transformed waterways and landscapes in ways that have lessened the watershed’s ability to support life.\(^98\) Cioc contends that these projects designed to improve human life failed because they sought short-term objectives and did not recognize the complexity of how these projects impacted the entire river ecosystem. Cioc traces the Rhine River’s history through the shared international boundaries and negotiated interests to transform the river for various uses.\(^99\) Cioc explains how city planners’ attempts to control the rivers for the sake of the economy were not sustainable. However, in the case of the national and federal laws of the United States in 1965, the well-being of the city was jeopardized. Adam Rome, in *The Bulldozer in the Countryside*, notes how environmental problems overlapped political boundaries. He contends that government entities outside of major cities were less willing to support regulations to address pollution in urban settings. Thus, government efforts to improve living conditions were less effective.\(^100\)

Although the state of the urban waterway and how to improve its water quality remained the top concerns, the participants at the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources hearing in November


\(^99\) Cioc, *The Rhine*, 4-5, 14, 170.

1967 addressed the requirements to achieve a healthy ecosystem and at what cost. Water quality laws set an objective to restore fishable streams by 1997. One of the points of contention was presented by Lawrence Ernest of the MSC. He commented that a goal never to decrease a stream’s water quality was unrealistic. He stressed that this would limit all development on “virgin streams” as any municipality would need to construct a water treatment facility that, by its nature, would contribute to pollution beyond the current level. Also, Sol Burstein of the WI Electric Power Company contended that fishable and swimmable water standards for all the waterways were unrealistic. He highlighted that most of Wisconsin’s citizens depended on agricultural and industrial uses of land. If these uses required more regulation, they could not be realistically maintained and provide the standard of living people were accustomed to. Similarly, an unidentified speaker at the hearing mentioned concern about the government stepping on people’s toes for the sake of the mighty minnow.101

On the other hand, Cedar Creek River Restoration president Delbert Cook spoke on people’s need to recognize that the way they were living might not be sustainable. Thus, change was inevitable. It was only a matter of time. He also noted that bacteria from farm-run-off, natural sources, street run-offs, fertilizers, and pesticides contributed to dangerous coliform levels. According to Cook, 99% of the streams were unsuitable for full-body contact and posed a risk to human health.102

Recognizing population growth and demographic changes in Southeastern Wisconsin, K.W. Bauer, executive director of SEWRPC, argued that population growth contributed to ecological problems in the watershed. Like Garrett Hardin’s warning in “The Tragedy of the Commons,” to limit the dangers of unchecked self-interest, Bauer emphasized that future development required planning, so water and land resources were sustained rather than destroyed over time. His approach was not to restore something that had been damaged or polluted but to create an urban space that recognized the value of
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these resources. In this manner, SEWRPC was looking toward the public interest of future generations in hopes that they would not have to cope with the previous generations’ decisions that created problems rather than opportunities. Alluding to Aldo Leopold’s land ethic concept, Bauer referred to this as an urban conservative ethic.\(^{103}\) Bauer’s urban conservation ethic, rather than a land ethic, emphasized the urban landscape. SEWRPC argued that you needed to promote both the city and the ecological system.

In December 1968, the Milwaukee River Technical Study Committee finished its study of the Milwaukee River. “The Milwaukee River: an Inventory of Its Problems, An Appraisal of Its Potentials” primarily focused on the waterway’s appearance and a desire to make the river a recreational and tourist attraction.\(^{104}\) However, the mayor criticized the plan for not including a cost-benefit analysis. Not satisfied with the results of the 1968 report, the mayor advocated hiring SEWRPC to study the entire Milwaukee River Watershed. Even though the mayor had expressed Milwaukee’s interest in taking the lead in revitalizing the Milwaukee River, he was now calling for other communities to cooperate with the city’s leaders to restore the river. This also represented a change in Maier’s belief that the city of Milwaukee desired to revitalize the Milwaukee River with the support of a broader audience. The public interest needed to be defined by a cooperative effort of communities and counties throughout the watershed.

Another change in Maier’s perspective may have resulted from the rising voices of Milwaukee’s Black community. When the projects and ideas for the downtown redevelopment began in the earlier 1960s, the Black citizens’ voices were largely ignored. However, in 1967 the Open Housing Marches in Milwaukee were at their height. Perhaps the civil rights protests helped to promote more discussion on


residents’ quality of life through more significant cultural and recreational opportunities beyond the riverbanks. In Mayor Maier’s first six years of office, he saw the development along the river as a means of saving the city. However, in the late sixties, Maier began to argue that city planning needed to address housing, health, employment, education, care for the elderly, safety, and recreation. All these programs required the city to raise revenue and weakened the city government’s ability to improve water quality. Herbert Goetsch, Commissioner of Public Works, confirmed the financial limitations of the city government but stressed that the city acted. He argued that outside funds would need to be raised if more pollution abatement programs were desired.

**Conclusion**

Despite many pressing needs, pollution continued to be a top priority for many residents in Milwaukee and around the country. In 1969 Senator Gaylord Nelson called for a nationwide environmental teach-in. In April 1970, approximately 1,500 colleges and 10,000 schools were involved in the First Earth Day celebration. Much attention was placed on pollution in urban environments. Maier was flooded with mail from schoolchildren. Others asked what was being done to clean up the rivers. Maier noted the city of Milwaukee’s previous actions and emphasized the importance of considering these programs’ costs and benefits. Also, the mayor’s office stressed the importance of everyone

---


doing their part. For example, he reminded schoolchildren to be responsible and stop littering streams. He called for a solid education to foster a new ethic in the minds of the citizens to do their part.\textsuperscript{109}

Furthermore, Mayor Maier reemphasized that water pollution was not simply a Milwaukee issue, as the Milwaukee River included six counties and fifty-one cities, and all these government agencies must do their part.\textsuperscript{110}

The public interest in the waterway, as defined by Maier’s administration, represented a public defined by its geographic boundaries and a viewpoint that the redevelopment of the riverway needed to foster economic growth in the city of Milwaukee. These efforts would continue throughout the 20\textsuperscript{th} century. However, the passage of federal and state laws in 1965 expanded the understanding of the public interest to include people’s perspectives outside the city’s boundaries. State and federal government representatives provided greater attention to voices prioritizing water quality ahead of the city’s economic well-being. Although all government entities expressed an interest in restoring the watershed, they primarily focused on revitalizing a particular section of the river.


To look at anything,
If you would know that thing,
You must look at it long:
To look at this green and say
‘I have seen spring in these
Woods,’ will not do – you must
Be the thing you see:
You must be the dark snakes of
Stems and ferny plumes of leaves,
You must enter in
To the small silences between
The leaves,
You must take your time
And touch the very peace
They issue from.¹ (John Moffit)

As Mayor Henry Maier and various civic groups worked to revitalize the downtown along the Milwaukee River in the 1960s, a group of suburban women from the Whitefish Bay Garden Club (WBGC) set their sights north on a parcel of land believed to be untainted by urbanization. These women viewed the urban landscape primarily as a threat rather than something that needed revitalizing. They underscored that urbanization threatened the existence of vibrant animal and plant habitats. Thus, they led an effort to rescue lands that would eventually be the home of the Riveredge Nature Center (RNC), just a short paddle downstream from Newburg, Wisconsin, and approximately a 55-mile float to downtown Milwaukee. To raise money for the establishment of the nature center, the Whitefish Bay Garden Club formed the Riveredge Foundation, Inc (RFI) in 1968. Isabel Lillie, Donna Hodgson, and Margaret Reisinger led the WBGC efforts to establish the foundation. The first officers of the RFI were: Isabel Lillie, president; Bill Ahrens (Biology teacher at Whitefish Bay High School), vice president; Roger Boerner (Milwaukee attorney), secretary; and Donna Hodgson, treasurer. They desired to find a place

relatively untouched by humans’ destructive hands and nurture a vibrant and diverse habitat. This chapter analyzes the founding of Riveredge and how it evolved from an area separated from the urban environment to a place intertwined with the urban environment through its relationship with the Milwaukee River and its watershed.²

Adam Rome, in *Bulldozer in the Countryside*, and Christopher Sellers, in *Crabgrass Crucible*, studied suburbanites’ efforts to address environmental degradation. Rome describes the paradox of suburbanites coping with the reality that their desire to bring urban amenities to the suburbs contributed to the devastation of the environment. For example, contractors, real estate developers, and homeowners built homes in environmentally sensitive areas, including wetlands, steep hillsides, and floodplains. These practices often resulted in more frequent flooding, costly erosion, and drastic changes to wildlife populations.³ Similarly, Sellers describes how suburbanites’ demand for multiple cars, houses, and other forms of material consumption alienated them from nature.⁴ Despite this paradox, both scholars contend that suburbanites’ experience with wild spaces deteriorating in their backyard helped to fuel the growing conservation movement. Suburbanites, ecologists, public health officials, landscape architects, and urban planners helped motivate the federal government to enact laws to protect open spaces and limit the spread of large housing tracts.⁵ Similarly, the women of the WBGC were inspired to conserve rural lands not only for conservation but to educate people about the workings of nature, removed from urban areas.

Recognizing the pervasive nature of consumerism, Ann Vileisis, in *Discovering the Unknown Landscape*, postulates that the history of the United States has been dominated by stories of how
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humans created the urban landscape and agricultural lands. Vileisis contends this occurred as the habitats for non-human species were buried and fragmented. Secondly, perhaps more importantly, she stresses that the wetlands’ productive power and benefits to humanity have been hidden between the lines of progressive narratives. Thus, people’s understanding of the processes of nature and life cycles was lost. In addition, as justice advocates often recognized the urge to hear the voice of the oppressed, ecologists and environmental activists argued that humans needed to learn from the voices of nature. For example, United States Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas promoted the notion of a Wilderness Bill of Rights in the 1960s. He argued, “Since one function of a free society is to protect minority rights, we need to guarantee that large areas of America will be preserved in perpetuity.” If not for most citizens, those who desired the lands were protected and conserved.

Vileisis stressed that the danger to the overall health of an ecosystem was not just whether various ecosystems existed but whether people understood how human and nonhuman influences produced abundance. I contend that the RFI created Riveredge to provide the people of southeastern Wisconsin with a place to hear nature’s voice and observe nature’s role in the community. To witness nature, the RFI believed the area needed to be removed and protected from the urban setting. Secondly, these protected spheres were necessary for humans to understand how natural forces and non-human species benefited the world community.

Like the city planners and the Maier Administration that sought to revitalize the downtown along the Milwaukee River in the name of the public interest, the WBGC saw their efforts to conserve land from urbanization as a public interest. In the case of Mayor Maier, he hoped for a vibrant downtown bustling with economic activity while onlookers enjoyed observing the Milwaukee River flowing to Lake Michigan. On the other hand, the founders of the RNC envisioned an island protected from urban
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development on lands adjacent to the Milwaukee River, approximately 30 miles north of downtown Milwaukee. Thus, the founders of Riveredge and the board members that followed fought for a natural space endangered by economic development. However, they created habitats for people to witness nature’s marvels at Riveredge and in urban areas.

Adam Rome, in *The Bulldozer in the Countryside*, argues that divergent views between suburbanites and urban residents weakened the environmental movement. For example, he notes that suburban interests may have resulted in a lack of support to address environmental degradation in the city. This belief was reflected in Mayor Maier’s frequent criticism of communities outside of Milwaukee for not contributing their fair share to restore the river’s water quality in the 1980s. Rather than working towards a common public interest, which included rural, suburban, and urban perspectives, each entity prioritized its community over the other. Although the RNC was founded as an “island” removed from the city’s environment, the Riveredge community embraced how the urban and rural waterways were interconnected. This might be seen as a fissure within the environmental movement but I would argue it was part of the process of seeing places disconnected from one another to appreciating how the public interest in the watershed could be considered from multiple perspectives.

Another division in the environmental movement can be seen in the creation of the Wilderness Society in 1935. As a national organization, the Wilderness Society worked to protect wild places from human endeavors throughout the United States. In part, it grew out of a conflict between competing environmental groups’ interests over access and use of national parks. Paul Sutter, in *Driven Wild*,
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demonstrates how the Wilderness Society sought to preserve wilderness areas from modern American consumerism. Efforts led by the Wilderness Society helped to persuade President Lyndon B. Johnson to sign the 1964 Wilderness Act. This act and subsequent amendments have protected over 800 federally designated wilderness areas from the encroachment of human society and the steady intrusion of humans’ mechanical and energy needs. As the United States constructed more highways, wilderness advocates argued that lands less touched by human endeavors were becoming endangered. However, others saw the attempts to lessen access to these wilderness zones as restrictions on opportunities for the working class to restore their physical and moral fitness after a long work week. Critics of the Wilderness Society asked how humans would come to realize the relationships shared between humans and other lifeforms in a biotic community. Also, if people had less experience with the “wild,” they might understand nature only as a place removed from where people lived and worked. Unlike the Maier Administration and the RFI, which sought to bring people and nature into appreciative contact, the Wilderness Society sought to define the public interest in wilderness areas as dependent on limited public access to the space. Although the RFI recognized the value of spaces removed from urban commercialism, they evolved to appreciate how urban and rural lands were intertwined.

Although the WBGC started in 1958 as a group that primarily brought suburban women together to learn techniques for creating flower arrangements and gardening techniques, the group’s blend of conservationists and educators soon worked to save lands from the encroachment of urban and suburban development. In addition, they cultivated opportunities for young and old students and rural and urban residents to learn how natural forces and non-human life helped to sustain life. They saw
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humans’ role as sustainers rather than destroyers of these relationships. Although RFI and the RNC board started with a vision of an island removed from urbanization, their understanding of its land and community became intertwined with the Milwaukee River Watershed (MRW), which included urban and rural spaces.

In this chapter, I will argue that the Riveredge community fostered an interest in the Milwaukee River that united urban and non-urban environmental interests, worked to conserve natural domains, and improved human understanding of nature’s role in watershed communities. I will start by examining how the WBGC and others helped to establish the Riveredge Nature Center, a refuge and sanctuary that highlighted its separation from the urban and suburban places people worked and lived. This sanctuary fostered a diversity of life in its attention to plant and animal life and welcomed people regularly excluded from the opportunity to participate in environmental education. In this manner, the RNC sought to teach people in southeastern Wisconsin that the conservation of lands was in their public interest. This included continued efforts to purchase more property and to fight against the Waubeka Reservoir proposal (Chapter 3).

Then, I will draw attention to the Riveredge members’ efforts to connect peoples’ experiences at the RNC sanctuary to children’s schoolyards and members’ backyards through the Teacher-Naturalist program and Wild Yards workshops. These learning experiences were embraced by WBGC members and Andy Larsen, RNC’s first hired naturalist. Although WBGC members were regularly known for their lush lawns and ornamental plants, these members used their skills to promote diverse landscapes using native plantings. In this manner, the public interest was not just a human interest but a community that fostered biological diversity and human relationships with all living things. Also, the RNC members’ promotion of indigenous plantings in the area connected with people’s efforts to conserve areas throughout the watershed.
The chapter ends with an investigation of how the RNC community began to see its community intertwined with urban and suburban settings rather than as an island separated from the urban landscape. This transformation occurred through their dedicated efforts to educate its members, protect its lands from encroachment, and later partnerships with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) to test the Milwaukee River of pollutants. Although the concept of a watershed was not new, the evolution of the RNC from an island community to a strand in the interconnected web of the MRW demonstrates one of the many paths people living in southeastern Wisconsin learned how their actions influenced the well-being of all life throughout the region. RNC members stressed that it was in the public interest to recognize that MRW’s ecological health required cooperation from various entities and appreciation of the RNC’s interconnections with urban areas rather than their separation. In this manner, the RNC board promoted the public interest in the MRW and the importance of lands to witness natural processes and nonhuman life in relationship with urban spaces rather than separated as an island.

The Vision and Development of a Place Called Riveredge

The motives of the WBGC members, unlike the Milwaukee urban planners, grew out of their passion for preserving areas that thrived with little human contact instead of revitalizing lands destroyed by human actions. In May of 1960, the WBGC, under the leadership of Winnie Davies and Isabel Lillie, toured the Fairy Chasm Reserve with Lorrie Otto as the guest of honor.\textsuperscript{15} Otto led a protection effort to stop additional development in her backyard, the Fairy Chasm Reserve. The land contained rare native plant species, an 80-100-foot-deep chasm cut by Fish Creek, and a meeting ground for neighborhood children who lived on each side of the ravine. This land would eventually come under the ownership of the Ozaukee Washington Land Trust in 1968. Rather than market these lands to attract human

\textsuperscript{15} “Bay Gardeners to Tour Reserve,” \textit{Milwaukee Sentinel}, May 9, 1960.
interactions with the habitats of Fairy Chasm, the land trust followed the Wilderness Society’s model to lessen human exposure. In addition, Otto led a fight against spraying DDT to save the Dutch Elm tree. She drew attention to DDT’s devastation on the environment, especially bird populations.\textsuperscript{16}

WBGC members recalled the leadership of Isabel Lillie and the influence of Rachel Carson’s \textit{Silent Spring} on the group. Rafael De La Uz and Michelle Ferrari, in “Rachel Carson: She Set Out to Save a Species... Us,” recognized the role Carson’s work had in starting conversations about the impact of technology on the natural world and that people were members of the natural world rather than separated from it.\textsuperscript{17} Robert Musil, in \textit{Rachel Carson and Her Sisters}, depicts the efforts of women before and after Rachel Carson to promote people’s understanding and interest in the world around them.\textsuperscript{18}

Inspired by Carson’s concern for natural habitats for birds and other nonhuman species, which were threatened by human activity and the use of DDT, Lillie, Otto, and other WBGC members envisioned the creation of a place devoted to good land management. The group believed one of the primary threats to these natural habitats was urban sprawl. Thus, the WGBC pursued opportunities to purchase lands for endangered species habitats threatened by urban and suburban expansion.\textsuperscript{19}

In the 1950s and early 1960s, other organizations failed to gain enough financial support to create a nature center in Southeastern Wisconsin. However, the WBGC continued efforts to find land and money.\textsuperscript{20} The Milwaukee Audubon Society (MAS) eagerly supported the WBGC. Noticing a decline in migratory bird populations due to the spraying of DDT and the destruction of bird habitats, the MAS worked to protect wetland habitats in southeast Wisconsin. They cited farming and real estate practices

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Rachel Carson: She Set Out to Save a Species... Us} (American Experience, 2017), http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/rachel-carson/.
\textsuperscript{19} Riveredge Foundation, Inc, “Proposal for Establishment of Riveredge Nature Center”; Davis, Winnie Davis Intro.
\textsuperscript{20} Riveredge Foundation, Inc, “Proposal for Establishment of Riveredge Nature Center.”
that drained water from the lands as the two main culprits in destroying bird habitats. They believed land conservation projects could work as “islands” for migratory birds to rest on their journeys north and south.\textsuperscript{21} The effort to preserve such “islands” in the Milwaukee area coincided with the WBGC’s desire for a space protected from the urban environment. This strategy differed from the efforts to preserve corridors that connected urban and rural lands proposed by Charles Whitnall, Milwaukee County Park Commissioner from 1907 to 1941, and the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC) in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{22}

Members of the WBGC were also interested in saving lands for educating youth. Margaret (Marge) Reisinger led WBGC’s conservation committee. Reisinger, a former educator, member of multiple conservation organizations, and a board member of the Nature Conservancy of Wisconsin, had a particular interest in outdoor education sites.\textsuperscript{23} Acting on a lead from the Audubon Society in 1966, Reisinger contacted E.P. Grady, a dentist from Kewaunee, Wisconsin. Since the 1930s, E.P. Grady owned over seventy acres outside Newburg, Wisconsin but allowed his brother, Oscar Grady, to live on the land until his death. Oscar Grady, a Saukville banker convicted of bank fraud during the Great Depression, lived a secluded life on the property. Tragically, Oscar Grady was hit by a car while walking alongside a country road one dark evening in 1965.\textsuperscript{24}


The Riveredge founders learned of the Grady property’s natural and social history. Over 10,000 years ago, before human settlement, the Laurentide Ice Sheet shaped the terrain of Southeastern Wisconsin, leaving behind two kames and a giant esker. Although some founders considered the land primarily left to nature’s devices, the Grady property had a long history of development and redevelopment.25 Before the arrival of European immigrants in the 1800s, the land likely contained effigy mounds and provided a gathering space for Potawatomi and Ojibwe communities. Arrowheads found on the property date back to 3000-1000 BCE. Also, the Snyder Point arrowhead fashioned by mid-Woodland Indians 300 BCE-400 CE was found on the site.26

After the Fox-Sauk War, European immigrants settled the lands. Solomon Juneau, co-founder of Milwaukee, and other settlers and landowners logged basswood, maple, and beech trees from the area for the Newburg sawmill. Through the 1920s, many of the land’s resources were sent to the rapidly expanding cities of Chicago and Milwaukee.27 Also, natural spring water from Grady’s property was delivered to Milwaukee in the 1930s.28 Residing on the land during the Great Depression, Oscar Grady replanted trees and created the many stone buildings and other structures on the property.29 Intrigued by his natural surroundings, Oscar Grady frequently wrote articles in local newspapers and kept a scrapbook containing many stories depicting humans’ relationship with nature. He observed the changing state of the river in different seasons, the impact of human attempts to alleviate ice dams, and

28 Lasca and Larsen, “The Land Called Riveredge.”
the harm caused by the expansion of Highway 57.\textsuperscript{30} The WBGC saw these lands bordering the Milwaukee River as the perfect place for the RNC.\textsuperscript{31}

The vision for a nature center started with the WBGC members’ and their close acquaintances’ passion for preserving lands. Convincing the public to share their vision required WBGC members to educate the communities they wished to serve and find financial support. E.P. Grady’s remembrance of his brother Oscar as a naturalist motivated his desire to sell the land to a conservation group. Yet Grady was not going to donate the property to the WBGC. Grady offered to sell the estate for $1000 per acre or $72,000 for the entire acreage.\textsuperscript{32} In 1967, this presented a significant challenge for the WBGC as it only had $300 to offer. If funds were not secured, E.P. Grady reminded the WBGC that he would not have any problem selling to a real estate developer.\textsuperscript{33} The price was non-negotiable.

In 1966 Isabel Lillie organized a meeting at Whitefish Bay High School. Lillie and the founders of Riveredge hoped that the Whitefish Bay School District would purchase the land as a school forest. Not only would this help conserve the natural habitat, but the school could also use the land as an outdoor laboratory.\textsuperscript{34} To help persuade school officials, business leaders, and representatives from various area organizations and clubs, the WBGC invited Paul J. Olsen, Principal of the Midvale School in Madison and director of the Madison school forest, to speak on the value of school forests for nature studies.\textsuperscript{35} In 1960, the Milwaukee University School established the first school forest in southeastern Wisconsin. Jim Ahrens, Whitefish Bay High School teacher, and Jim Zimmerman, UW Arboretum staff and chief naturalist at the Madison School Forest, praised the estate for its plant diversity and the future home of
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a nature center. However, the school district board claimed it could not finance the land purchase. Thus, the Riveredge founders began to think of the Grady property as a place for the Milwaukee metropolitan area rather than a community defined by the school district’s boundaries.

The WBGC members and other supporters founded the RFI to raise funds necessary to purchase the lands. Not only did they expand the communities that would be represented, but they also created a private rather than a publicly administered organization. Unlike other land conservation projects, which severely limited public access to the conserved land, the founders hoped to create a place encouraging urban and suburban, young and old, to travel a short distance and learn about the many interactions between animal and plant species. For example, a portion of the Saukville Bog was recently purchased as a field station for the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (UWM) researchers. Dr. Philip Whitford of the UWM Botany Department mentioned his interest in the nature center because it would help to alleviate human pressure on the newly created University of Wisconsin Field Station. Whitford was also a charter member of the Wisconsin Natural Conservancy, advisor to the Aldo Leopold Conservation Club at UWM, and the Environmental Education Council of Greater Milwaukee. Although the RFI recognized the importance of ecological studies, they envisioned a center for the public. The nature center would not have land locked up to a few researchers but would be available to school children of all grade levels and backgrounds. This focus helped the founders gain support from

---

However, the search for funding continued.

Roger Boerner mentioned that the group wanted to avoid government funding as this money was earmarked for recreation rather than preservation/restoration of land and education. Although the source of the government program Boerner was referring to was not explicitly stated, the government money was likely associated with the Wisconsin Outdoor Recreation Act Program (ORAP) drafted by Governor Gaylord Nelson in 1961. This program raised revenue from a statewide penny tax on cigarettes to fund the acquisition of lands. However, most funds went towards purchasing and renovating land for recreational purposes. Boerner noted that the state funds required asphalt parking facilities and swing sets. Boerner also argued that the RFI would be stronger with widespread financial support rather than relying on a few wealthy donors or government funding. The RFI understood the importance of building a community that would support not only the creation of Riveredge but have a stake in its long-term survival.

WBGC members and their friends believed land conservation was in the public interest. Yet convincing members of the public to open their wallets was a difficult task. Publicizing the importance of conserving the land for educational purposes, Isabel Lillie presented slide shows to civic groups. In addition, Lillie partnered with the Friends of the Milwaukee Public Museum and John Diedrich, museum zoological collector, to share insights on the diversity of plant life and its value to the City of Milwaukee, only an hour’s drive away. WBGC member Mary Berry led fundraising efforts by selling stationery and

---

other RNC merchandise at various commercial outlets. Also, schoolchildren created and sold RNC buttons. John Roethle, Roger Boerner, and David Fleck, all attorneys in Milwaukee, likely used their networks to secure more significant donations.⁴⁴

Although the RNC would be the first nature center in southeastern Wisconsin, plans for the Nine-Mile Farm in Bayside (Schlitz Audubon Center) and the Wehr Center on the Southside of Milwaukee were created in the 1960s as well.⁴⁵ The founders argued that these nature centers, located in three different natural settings, could foster environmental education throughout southeastern Wisconsin. However, the founding of these three nature centers made fundraising more competitive with a limited pool of donors.⁴⁶ Not to be discouraged, the RFI pushed ahead. James Grootemaat, a real estate developer and MAS member, worked to secure a property for the RNC. His passion for expanding bird habitats likely influenced his interest in conserving lands. Grootemaat alerted the founders that the sale price of $1000 per acre was reasonable, given the proximity of Grady’s land to the Milwaukee River and various land features.⁴⁷

In October 1968, despite the many attempts to attract donors, the RFI still needed to reach its $150,000 goal. Although the overall price of the land remained over $70,000, Grady agreed to accept $15,000 upfront and that the rest of the balance could be paid over ten annual installments.⁴⁸ Soon after the publication of an October 20th article in the Milwaukee Journal, “Have You Heard,” a check for


$2,000 arrived, stirring the founders’ confidence. With the help of a few wealthy donors and the many children who ran bake sales and button sales, the RFI agreed to make the first installment of $15,000 to purchase the lands, having just raised $25,000. Over the next ten years, they hoped to pay off the mortgage and raise an additional $175,000 for programming and further land restoration. Despite the initial failure to gain the Whitefish Bay School District funding, the foundation secured funds from many young and old donors. 49 The dream of creating a nature center was coming to fruition.

After securing Grady’s property in 1968, the RFI set out to develop an outdoor laboratory and create an “island” protected from urban sprawl and unwanted human interference. Lillie underscored the importance of preserving various habitats, including five different forest environments, a meadow, and wetlands. Also, the group would look to protect geological formations, woodland vegetation, and wildlife on the site. John D. Roethle, a principal in Anderson, Roethle, and Associates management consulting firm, succeeded Isabel Lillie as president of the Riveredge board of directors. WBGC member Char Johnson replaced Bill Ahrens as vice president. David Fleck, a Milwaukee attorney, replaced Roger Boerner as secretary, and Alton Bathrick, assistant vice president of First Wisconsin National Bank, assumed the treasurer position, formerly held by Donna Hodgson. Although Lillie and Hodgson stepped down from their leadership roles on the Riveredge board, they continued to hold director positions. Besides the four officers, there were sixteen board directors, evenly split between men and women. 50

Despite a desire to open the lands to the public, the RNC board cautioned that too many visitors could degrade the reserve. This concern fit the board’s vision of a place where visitors would recognize a natural space where people’s roles in shaping the landscape were less noticed than non-human actors in the landscape. Yet people would have more access to Riveredge than to lands protected by the


Wilderness Act of 1964. According to the original plans for the RNC, the land was to be fenced and supervised to protect it from overuse and vandalism. It is important to note that the public interest expressed by the RFI did not advocate for free and unlimited access to the place. In addition, the public interest was to be defined by the particular use of an outdoor nature center. Unlike the Kettle Moraine Forest or the Milwaukee River, both available for multiple uses nearly every day and hour, the founders worked to protect the property by limiting its access. Yet the primary goal of providing opportunities for natural education required that children and adults were readily welcomed to Riveredge’s diverse landscape.⁵¹

Although the WBGC members continued to be instrumental in the RNC’s development, the creation of the place called Riveredge was also shaped by its first staff naturalist, G. Andrew Larsen, who was known as Andy. In January 1969, the Junior League of Milwaukee granted the RFI over $33,000 for teaching purposes. Since its founding in 1915, the Junior League of Milwaukee has educated young women on community issues and trained them to serve in leadership roles. With the Junior League’s donation, the RFI hired Larsen. Larsen earned his undergraduate degree from Carleton College in Minnesota and a master’s degree in forestry from Yale University. Before he arrived at the RNC, he was the director-naturalist at Lakeside Nature Center, 20 miles north of New York City along the Hudson River. Raised in Fond Du Lac, WI, he eagerly moved back to the Midwest.⁵²

The importance of conservation education throughout the twentieth century was noted by Benjamin Heber Johnson, in Escaping the Dark, Gray City. Johnson argues that the movement’s strength...
was not in its efforts to persuade lawmakers to change laws but in its attempt to transform American culture through promoting outdoor recreation and the study of nature in schools. Following other environmental educators’ footsteps, Larsen saw the landscape as a tool to educate children and adults rather than simply as a wild terrain. Larsen and a core of volunteers developed trails to keep feet from wandering over unique species of plants. In addition, the pathways provided opportunities for a multi-sensory understanding of how the land, plants, and animals achieved harmony at Riveredge.

Although the RNC board was actively protecting its land from urbanization, they saw their work as essential to the public interest of southeastern Wisconsin’s diverse residents. Lillie and Reisinger emphasized the need for inner-city youth to escape the urban landscape and experience woodlands along the Milwaukee River. In addition, board members thought the RNC could be a place for urban and suburban children to escape the tensions of the urban environment and come together to learn about nature.

In *The Sand County Almanac*, Aldo Leopold espoused the importance of the “Land Ethic.” He argued that people needed to understand that “the individual is a member of a community of interdependent parts.” This philosophy was instrumental to the construction of the Riveredge trails. These trails not only helped people learn about nature’s doing but also provided opportunities to those usually denied access to natural areas. For example, Riveredge’s paths were developed and utilized by RNC members with various physical disabilities. Ruth Brunner, a WBGC member and longtime crafter at
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the Homecrafter Shops, undoubtedly influenced the trail development. In addition, Allan Goldman, Chairman of the Handicapped Children’s Education Board of Ozaukee County, was on the RNC Board. Furthermore, Linda Stephenson, the media relations volunteer at RNC, had contracted polio in 1955, six months before the Salk vaccine became public. Committed to the community’s needs, she joined the board of Goodwill Industries and the Wisconsin Society for the Prevention of Blindness. Also, she played an active role in the Junior League of Milwaukee, interested in the destruction or the overcoming of “Architectural Barriers.” Likely emboldened by these people’s passions, Lillie sought donations not only for the purchase of the property but for the construction of these trails. In June 1974, Brunner was one of the first people to enjoy access to the new paths.

More importantly, it was not simply enough to provide trail access. Riveredge also sought to create opportunities for people to experience nature using multiple senses. Thus, people with physical disabilities or vision impairments could come to experience nature at the RNC in ways that were not available in many other southeastern Wisconsin nature preserves. Describing the pathways, members observed that the trails were not all on the same surface. Some paths were hard-packed gravel, and other routes were constructed of wood chips. People with vision impairments could sense the land’s sponginess underneath their feet, get tickled or scratched by various plants growing up near the pathways, or smell skunk cabbage near the stream’s shady banks. Visitors experienced Riveredge’s wonders that were otherwise denied to them. Although the RNC board desired to limit the number of
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visitors to protect the site’s sanctity, under Larsen’s leadership, Riveredge provided people with new experiences, regardless of their physical capabilities. At the trail dedication on June 11, 1974, Larsen mentioned that the trails would continue to be designed to provide opportunities for all. Michael Sullivan, handicapped from polio at six, stressed that people needed opportunities to demonstrate that they could do things themselves, regardless of their various physical abilities. Harold M. Emch, Jr., the Riveredge president, mentioned the importance of providing opportunities for people to come and enjoy RNC was more than just getting people in a car or a bus. Larsen asserted that people needed to share communal spaces. Humans’ survival on the earth depended on fostering the value of sharing. Laura Goetsch commented, “at last someone has thought of [people with physical disabilities]. There’s a whole world out there, and now we can experience it too.” Accessibility to nature was one of the founding principles of the RNC in 1968. This attention to accessibility for people with varying physical abilities occurred twenty-two years before the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1990.

**Naturalist like Gardener: Fostering a Diverse Habitat**

Creating pathways through wild terrains was not Larsen’s only passion. Larsen saw himself as a nature developer. He saw the property not only as it existed in 1969 but also as how humans could shape the area to provide more learning activities. For example, dams could be constructed to create marshes. Lands could be dynamited to craft spring pools. Unlike the efforts to redevelop the riverway in
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the city of Milwaukee, the RNC’s community strove to expand space for non-humans. For instance, they established salamander and migrating bird habitats. Furthermore, he perceived his role as a gardener who worked to foster a diverse landscape, watching over and tending the land to ensure no plant or animal species begins to box out another species. Contrasting the labor of a forester who harvested trees in the 19th and early 20th century with a nature developer, Larsen argued that naturalists labored to promote diversity.  

Larsen’s fervor for cultivating multiple habitats and safe places for many living creatures was shared by other RNC members. For example, Lorrie Otto led efforts to shrink the deer herd, threatening the endangered pinedrops on the Fairy Chasm Preserve. This quest for diversity required continual attention. Reflecting on Otto’s devotion to maintaining multiple landscapes, Larsen commented, “Riveredge will be ready in the spring, but it will never be finished. There is always something new.” In this manner, he saw the public’s need to experience and learn that it was in their interest to utilize humans’ talents to provide biodiversity. In Second Nature: A Gardener’s Education, Michael Pollan argued, “Even Yellowstone, our country’s greatest ‘wilderness,’ stands in need of careful management.” This was not a call to develop more subdivisions and highways but to develop the community’s interest to deliberately alter landscapes in manners that provided a variety of life.

Riveredge’s mission at its inception was to have its members and visitors learn to make educated choices recognizing how social, economic, and political decisions affected the environment. The land was to promote environmentally literate citizens through their interactions with the land and the many RNC programs. In 1971 board president John Roethle described the RNC as an ecological laboratory to
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develop people’s awareness of their inter-relationship with all living things. Rather than see the environment as a commodity belonging to humans, he argued that people must appreciate the environment as a community of many living creatures and natural resources shared by all.67 Larsen, while enjoying the exclamations of children as they investigated the different habitats and animals, reiterated the RNC’s mission that “Riveredge was created to provide opportunities for discovery and understanding of the natural environment.”68 By 1974, Riveredge was serving 10,000 students per year. In recognition of his work, the Wisconsin Wildlife Federation named Larsen the Educator of the Year in March 1974.69 The RNC’s mission was tied to the place and the land rescued from residential development for education.

Fostering the development of a community and the public’s interest, Larsen created work experiences and projects at the RNC to create a sense of ownership. This helped to develop a more personal interest in the well-being and sustaining of a nature sanctuary. Not only was it maintained through financial contributions but also many organizations’ voluntary labor force.70 Jim Grootemaat, director of Riveredge’s development program, recognized how businesspeople, school children, teachers, homemakers, Scouts, and many others were involved in creating a place for everyone. For example, the Aldo Leopold Club at UW-Milwaukee, Girl Scout troops, and many others volunteered to clean up the land. Also, Whitefish Bay schools regularly had students working on projects. The high school graduating class of 1969 donated $1,000 to install drinking water at the RNC.71 Public interest was generated through a sense of ownership and participation.

71 “Riveredge Center to Enroll Members”; “Naturalist Larsen Hired for Riveredge”; “Clean-up Almost Accomplished, Thanks to Our Friends,” Riveredge Newsletter, Summer 1969, Binder - Library, Riveredge Nature Center.
Researchers also came to the RNC. Collaborating with the Audubon Society of Milwaukee and the Milwaukee Public Museum (MPM), the RNC launched a bird banding project. Acting director of the MPM Wallace MacBriar led the first effort netting, banding, and taking the measurements of thirty-six species of birds. Data from the project contributed to the US Fish and Wildlife Service studies. In 1971, Riveredge members participated in a yearly Christmas bird count, starting in 1971, sponsored by the Wisconsin State Ornithological Society and the National Audubon Society. Most of the birds tagged at the RNC were temporary residents migrating to a new destination. However, some of the previously tagged birds returned to Riveredge each year. Through the members’ participation in the bird count, they recognized the land’s importance for people and birds.

Although the RNC was named for its location along the Milwaukee River, it did not take a prominent position in creating the place during its earlier years. Most of the attention was on land restoration projects and trail construction throughout the property. However, visitors remembered their encounters with the waterway. A Henry Clay School student who participated in a river ecology course thanked the RNC for the experience and her new desire to become a river ecologist when she grew up. Another student enjoyed a river walk and learned about all the animals in the waterway. Furthermore, the RNC hosted “River Clean-Up” events yearly. Classes on the river included “Life in the River” and “Will


the Milwaukee River Support a Trout Population?" Donna Hodgson, one of the founders of the RNC, identified the waterway as her true home at the RNC, helping children explore its life.

**Welcomed and Unwelcomed Human Intervention**

Although the Riveredge founders had also searched for a space removed from urbanization, they recognized the need to seek opportunities to expand and protect the existing property from outside threats and limit human activity. Many environmental histories investigate the suburban space in relationship to the city, but Lincoln Bramwell examines the suburban edge with the wilderness, an area he called “the Wilderburbs.” Bramwell notes how Wilderburb residents sought to escape traffic and proximity to neighbors while maintaining various urban amenities and protection from wild animals and fires. Bramwell argued that the Wilderburbs, like their “sister suburbs,” created novel landscapes that appealed to homeowners’ changing attitudes about the quality of life and nature. Yet this new landscape produced unintended consequences, which were more difficult and complex than anyone had imagined. Thus, Bramwell drew attention to the reality that environmental conflicts were not just between human groups but also nature’s capacity to support their aspirations. RNC board members shared developers’ interests in lands and waters outside the city limits. However, they feared land speculators’ and housing contractors’ ambitions might harm the RNC sanctuary. Protecting the land from urbanization, the RNC board promoted a public interest that contrasted with planners who sought watershed solutions for economic development.

---

The first threat to the property came from the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Committee’s proposal to construct the Waubeka Reservoir. In 1965 SEWRPC formed the Milwaukee River Watershed Committee. This committee was responsible for providing recommendations for seven fundamental problems with the watershed that required long-term solutions and cooperation between all levels and agencies of government involved. These problems dealt with water pollution; inadequate soil and water conservation and management practices; deteriorating fish and wildlife habitat; flooding; open space and recreation needs; groundwater problems; and problems associated with changing land use. They promoted the reservoir as a recreational outlet and a means to protect urban property from flood damage. Recognized in this study was that no river community was an island disconnected from the others. However, RNC board members claimed that the reservoir would flood a third of the Riveredge property and farmlands owned by local families. Professor Whitford from the UWM Biology department and RNC supporter argued that eutrophication and sediment buildup would occur behind the dam, lessening the reservoir’s recreational appeal and likely requiring costly measures to address sediment buildup and algae growth. In addition, the value of the RNC for educational purposes would decrease if its lands were flooded. Moreover, the founders had hoped to distance the RNC from the likely commercialization of nature that the Waubeka reservoir would generate.
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Supporting the idea of the Waubeka Reservoir, Kurt Bauer, the executive director of SEWRPC, argued that if flooded out, the RNC could relocate to a site with more valuable wetlands, woodlands, and agricultural lands that could be preserved. SEWRPC was working to address the forecasted recreational demands of a growing urban population. They hoped that the reservoir could be planned in a manner to limit the ecological damage, although they could not stop it completely. SEWRPC executive director Kurt W. Bauer argued, “Sprawl is unplanned growth outside existing or planned rational urban service area, existing or potential.” In 1965 SEWRPC was not attempting to stop development but to moderate it through zoning and land ordinances to channel growth in desired locations. As explained in the next chapter, the Waubeka Reservoir never materialized, and the RNC escaped one of its first threats. Although the public was interested in recreational facilities, the Riveredge community defended the public interest in lands developed for biodiversity and education (more on the Waubeka Reservoir and other SEWRPC plans in Chapter Three).

Protecting the lands from encroachment also involved the purchase of more properties. In the fall of 1970, one year after the purchase of the original 72 acres, the Riveredge Board approved the acquisition of another 70 acres bordering the site’s northeast corner. Development of this area consisted of a 750-foot boardwalk through a marsh. Larsen remarked on the stream’s cleanliness and the possibility that children could drink water directly from the streams. President Fleck suggested that constructing a dam on the little creek running through the property would form a pond so that children could learn about aquatic life in still and moving water. On the one hand, this suggestion reflected the

board members’ belief that people played a role in creating space for the public interest. On the other hand, the RNC board viewed the creation of the Waubeka reservoir as a threat to the public interest.\textsuperscript{83}

Unlike the proposals to redevelop the riverway in the city of Milwaukee for economic activity, the Riveredge board rejuvenated and expanded its space to promote biological diversity and educational opportunities for children to study life in ponds created by humans to witness nature’s activity.\textsuperscript{84} At this time, the Riveredge board deemed lands separated from the places in which people worked and lived as the best opportunities to witness these nonhuman relations. In part, Riveredge was a sanctuary where people would allow “nature” to perform its work to heal the human mind from the daily grind of living in suburban and urban landscapes.

Between 1972 and 1985, Riveredge’s territory expanded from 72 acres to just over 350 acres. In 1972 the Riveredge board approved the purchase of the 70-acre Wallner property, further providing space to escape the confines of the city. This land was adjacent to an existing site, expanding the entire property to 220 acres.\textsuperscript{85} A temporary setback occurred in February 1975, when a fire consumed the buildings used for storage and indoor class opportunities during inclement weather. Larsen’s daughter commented that she was happy it was not the forests and fields that burned. Despite this loss, the Riveredge board purchased the Sugarline farm, which bordered the Milwaukee River and encompassed
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a vernal pond. This expanded Riveredge to 250 acres. In 1985, it purchased additional property, bringing the total acreage to 351 acres.

The Riveredge board worked under the conviction that people needed access to sanctuaries removed from urban and suburban environments. They purported that the land and society’s relationship with the Milwaukee River should not be to expand an urban, economic landscape nor for recreational interests that threatened the living diversity. The Riveredge board redeveloped land along the Milwaukee River, creating a new relationship with nature. The ecological diversity witnessed at Riveredge could be seen as a strength rather than an inefficiency. Riveredge was a place where humans could focus on learning how plants and life interacted with one another to sustain and, at times, threaten the livelihood of another. At first, this effort was to save a rural or non-urban landscape from further human development. However, rather than rescue the land from human development, the founders of Riveredge demonstrate how humans could develop and maintain a space to promote diversity. Although human labor shaped the landscape, people shared the spotlight with the products of nature at Riveredge.

In the late 1960s, the Riveredge founders and the Maier Administration saw their redevelopment projects along the riverway in separate spaces rather than belonging to a single watershed community. Contrastingly, the Maier Administration argued that residents of Milwaukee and tourists would appreciate the natural terrain within the urban environment if properly redeveloped for commercial activity. The administration looked at the riverway as an underutilized economic space. On
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the other hand, SEWRPC’s proposal for the Waubeka represented a conscious effort to address a watershed concern. However, as RNC members defended their lands, they emphasized the importance of protecting areas from urban encroachment. The time for more cooperative efforts to address water quality would have to wait.

**Bringing the Lessons of Riveredge into People’s Living and Workspaces**

Michael Rawson, in *Eden on the Charles*, emphasized that Boston residents continued to connect with the natural world, despite visual contrasts between the urban and the wild. Unlike other American cities in the nineteenth century, Rawson argues that citizens of Boston worked for the broader public good rather than embracing American ideals of privatization and individual rights. Regardless of the path taken by city planners, Rawson noted that Boston’s urbanization never severed human relationships with the natural world but produced new ones. Moreover, nature was not only to be experienced “out there,” away from the city. Although the Riveredge founders stressed the importance of a place removed from the urban, it also searched for ways to spread its influence outside the RNC’s property lines. These programs would help its members and others recognize that Riveredge was interwoven with rural and urban areas throughout the watershed, not removed.

In 1970 Andy Larsen started the Teacher-Naturalists (T-N) program. The first group of T-Ns was a group of nine women: Kathy Bourne, Donna Hodgson, Hildy Liebherr, Sylvia Miller, Laurie Otto, Hattie Purtell, Mary Simpson, Libby Smyth, and Betty Winter. Although these women were well versed in environmental causes, they attended class with Andy Larsen in the winter of 1970 to learn or perhaps help to formulate the “Riveredge Philosophy.” Heavily influenced by Aldo Leopold’s *A Sand County Almanac*, the T-Ns embraced the idea that all living things, including humans, were interdependent and
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that humans were part of a community that implied reverence for all life.\textsuperscript{90} The emphasis was on a “life ethic” that could not simply be purchased as pollution control technologies were developed.\textsuperscript{91} The T-Ns embraced and nurtured this philosophy at the RNC and then spread it to other communities. Lorrie Otto, no stranger to environmental activism, said that Larsen’s course helped her to find her eloquence and build more confidence in her speaking.\textsuperscript{92} In 1972, this program ran alongside an in-service program for area schoolteachers at Riveredge to develop strategies for implementing nature activities in their communities.\textsuperscript{93}

Other naturalists worked with adults. For example, in November of 1972, Laurie Otto started a course called “Environmental Sensitivity for Suburban Homemakers.” She promised her class would leave no stone “unturned in helping you understand how to heal man’s injury to the earth.”\textsuperscript{94} Otto convinced several RNC and WBGC members to remove their lawns and plant wildflowers to provide habitats for animals, butterflies, hummingbirds, and other living things threatened by the expansion of manicured lawns.\textsuperscript{95} Otto stressed that learning and teaching needed more consistency. She argued that starting at an early age, people had been taught that one form of life depended upon another. Yet, in the very places where people often spoke of the value of life and the desire to preserve life: schools, hospitals, churches, and people’s backyards, the habitats that supported life were often degraded. Otto saw women as natural caretakers for the earth. She vowed that her class “will act upon the public with

\textsuperscript{91} Larsen, “The Land Ethic.”
\textsuperscript{92} Hayes, “Doing What Comes Naturally.”
the force of fashions that led millions of women into pointed-toed and stiletto-heeled shoes, and then changed them into square-toed, high, chunky boots."96

In 1974 Isabel Lillie and Lorrie Otto continued to spread the seeds of the “Riveredge Philosophy” as they worked with the Milwaukee Public Museum to open a wild plantings exhibit. Lillie and Otto explored ways to help property owners bring a natural setting to the suburban landscapes by replacing green lawns with native plants. Virginia Scott Jenkins, in The Lawn: A History of an American Obsession, demonstrates that the American definition of a good lawn, consisting of a single type of grass properly mowed and edged, was unlike any other country in the world.97 Although the Garden Club of America helped to spread the ideal American lawn, two WBGC members, Lillie and Otto, promoted an alternative. The Wild Yard supporters, as they came to be known, considered grass lawns to be only a small step above artificial turf.98 Like the human labor involved in developing the RNC’s lands, Otto stressed that “wild” lawns required human effort to establish native plants, much like the efforts many gardeners took to establish non-native plantings in their yards. Although natural lawns were promoted in drought areas, Otto understood how native lawns could help to reduce runoff into the combined storm and sewer system contributing to flooding and pollution in area rivers. For example, a rain garden might direct runoff to holding areas where water might be slowed down before entering streams or slowly filtering into the groundwater. This practice also helped to lessen the effects of pesticides and fertilizers entering the streams.99 Thus, not only was the natural lawn a gardener’s endeavor, but it also


99 “Wild Plants Deserve Place in Yard, Too”; “The Debate Over Natural Plantings,” Milwaukee Journal, April 20, 1975, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Historical Newspapers; Jenkins, The Lawn, 156; Wisconsin Department of
demonstrated how a person’s decision to create a wild lawn could impact others and promote biodiversity in lands far from the RNC.

Leaders of the museum exhibit recognized that wild lawns often conflicted with local ordinances. David Kopitzke, the acting curator of botany at the Milwaukee Public Museum, observed that city ordinances usually banned noxious weeds, and the definition of a weed varied in different cities. In addition, he stressed that Wisconsin prohibited people from removing plants from state and county parks. Laurie Otto argued that laws were often inconsistent. For example, a vegetable garden on a front lawn could look like a wild yard.

Arguing for a person’s right to a naturally kept lawn, Otto and other RNC members looked to defend people in the court system. Otto was no longer new to this battle, as she had already fought against the “weed laws” in her home community of Bayside, WI. In 1974, Donald Hagar, a wildlife biologist, violated a New Berlin weed ordinance. The grass on Hagar’s 2.8-acre lot was more than 12 inches high. In addition, some of the plants were labeled as noxious weeds. Laurie Otto, a naturalist at the RNC, declared, “We’re going to conduct a fund drive to support him. This is an ideal case to take to court.” The RNC board officially voted to support Hagar and urged RNC members to support him financially as his case was heard before the courts. Otto’s efforts in raising money and assembling a team of lawyers helped Hagar defend himself. One of the trial highlights occurred when Canadian thistle and ragweed (understood as weeds on both sides of the case) were found on the lawn at the New Berlin Natural Resources, “Rain Gardens: A Beautiful Way to Reduce Runoff Pollution!,” 2022, https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/topic/Stormwater/raingarden#:~:text=Rain%20gardens%2C%20which%20are%20small,protect%20our%20lakes%20and%20streams.

101 Berry, Banning DDT, 78.
city hall but not on Hagar’s property. After many years in court, Hagar eventually won his case in 1978.\(^{104}\)

In 1975 Andy Larsen was in the courts after Cedarburg authorities mowed down his lawn. Larsen and other defenders of the natural properties argued that the weed ordinances were similar to school dress codes; therefore, they should be ruled unconstitutional as the Supreme Court was striking down school dress codes.\(^{105}\) What started as an effort to promote the creation of an alternative lawn with a variety of plantings, indirectly promoting healthier waterways, turned into an individual’s right to choose a lawn that did not conform with the American “ideal” yard. Environmental organizations often seemed to rely on regulations restricting a property owner’s actions in the name of the public interest. However, the Wild Yard supporters worked to promote property owners’ free will this time.

**Protecting the Interest of the Watershed**

As noted at the beginning of the chapter, the RNC started with a mission that stressed the natural center’s distinction or separation from the urban environment. The founders believed it was in the public’s interest to separate themselves from the degraded environment of the city and save a pristine land. Although it may be said that the Riveredge board looked at the needs of the entire watershed through its educational outreach throughout southeastern Wisconsin, it saw Riveredge as an island, separated from the more urban areas of the region. The community of Riveredge supporters was people who looked for a natural sanctuary removed from the urban environment. However, the idea of separating themselves from the urban environment changed as the Riveredge community’s awareness of the Milwaukee River swelled. Like the river, overflowing its banks and spreading out over flood lands,


the Riveredge board recognized Riveredge’s interconnection with the city rather than its separation. This change occurred as the Riveredge community became more involved in watershed issues, which affected urban, suburban, and rural spaces. The RNC developed into a place interconnected with the urban environment through its relationship with communities throughout the Milwaukee River Watershed. Rather than think of the public interest in an area removed, the Riveredge board promoted a public interest as something that connects a rural nature conservancy with the urban environment.  

The idea of a watershed was not new to southeast Wisconsin. Cyril Kabat, President of the Social Society of Wisconsin, called for a study of the Milwaukee River Watershed in 1958. As early as 1940, he helped his 6th-grade class trace the Milwaukee River from one of its sources in Sheboygan County. Shen Hou, in *The City Natural*, notes how Garden and Forest magazine editors in the late 19th century tried hard to transcend the confines of urban spaces and reached out to remote regions to redefine a state of harmony between all of nature and all people. They saw urban and rural areas connected by natural, economic, and cultural links. Recognizing various interests, the editors tried to balance urban and rural needs.

In 1976 Larsen began stressing the interconnections between communities. Not only with the various communities within the nature reserve boundaries but also with Riveredge’s connection with other communities within the watershed and the world. Larsen described Riveredge as a “Noah’s Ark,” providing a sanctuary for wildlife and endangered species to live and a space for migrating birds to rest in their journeys north and south.

The most visible link between rural and urban communities was the Milwaukee River. In RNC classes, schoolchildren investigated and searched for caddisflies, mayflies, and stoneflies. Riveredge educators taught the children that these insects, highly sensitive to pollution, were all classified as “class one” organisms. On the other end of the spectrum were “class three” organisms that could tolerate high levels of organic pollution, including midges, mosquito larvae, and leeches. Investigating the various microorganisms in the streams, the school children assessed the waterway’s health.

The RNC’s connection with the rest of the watershed expanded with the help of the Milwaukee Foundation, founded in 1915 by Patrick Cudahy. They provided a grant to increase the recreational use of the Milwaukee River in the northern sections. Unlike the effort to engineer recreational activities at the proposed Waubeka Reservoir, people were encouraged to pursue recreational opportunities primarily created by the Laurentian Ice Sheets retreat. The Milwaukee Foundation’s grant also helped to support courses on wetlands, the publication of the book, Listen to the River by Andy Larsen, and a new club, the Milwaukee River Natural Living Club.

The Riveredge board also recognized that their efforts to provide a sanctuary and biologically diverse landscape required them to address pollution from other lands. Students in RNC classes had already learned what happened when humans did not care about their natural surroundings. Although students enjoyed their river experiences, RNC educators warned them that they should not drink polluted river water. Further connecting the RNC to the public interest within the entire watershed was the Milwaukee River Priority Watershed Program (MRPWP). In 1978 the Priority Watershed
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Program began in the state of Wisconsin. In 1984 the State legislature identified the Milwaukee River as a priority watershed. The program’s primary goal was to address nonpoint pollution and target best land management practices to improve the water quality in the state waterways.\textsuperscript{113} Involved with the MRPWP, Larsen became more active in addressing farm runoff and its impact on the life forms in the Riveredge sanctuary.\textsuperscript{114} Also, Larsen helped to push the Newburg water treatment facility to reduce its chance of polluting the Milwaukee River while it was painted.\textsuperscript{115}

Another way the Riveredge community began to see itself as part of the watershed was its purchase of 50 acres along the Milwaukee River in 1985. In the past, land purchases were seen in the public interest to protect and expand the sanctuary. However, the justification this time was in the interest of the public throughout the watershed. RNC board members commented that the land provided an area for flood waters to collect, lessening the chance of flooding downstream and providing additional habitat for bird populations.\textsuperscript{116} Although most hydro specialists would likely say this one act by Riveredge would do very little to lessen floods further downstream, it did reflect a perceived benefit to a public that might never travel to RNC.

In 1986 both Larsen and Suzanne Wade became more involved in MRPWP. Larsen joined the Information and Education subcommittee of the MRPWP. Suzanne Wade, an education specialist at Riveredge, was a member of the Wisconsin Association for Environmental Education and the Wisconsin

Electric Education Advisory Board. Both Larsen and Wade understood that educating youth was not just about what was happening within the RNC sanctuary but also about the role of a watchdog protecting the entire watershed system.117 Although Riveredge’s primary focus and mission was to educate the next generation and provide a sanctuary, Riveredge began to highlight the land’s interconnections with the rest of the watershed and beyond.118 As a result, Riveredge needed to address a broader public audience.

Larsen and Wade were aware of the ongoing attempts to improve water quality in the Milwaukee River Watershed since the 1960s and the problems of NPS pollution. NPS pollution abatement got more attention with the formation of the MRPWP and legislation signed into law by Governor Tony Earl. However, Larsen was cautiously optimistic as he recognized the complexity of the river system and the difficulty of finding paths to cooperate across political boundaries.119 In 1990, the Testing the Waters (TTW) program started, the RNC’s mission to both educate youth and speak to a broader audience. The TTW program was coordinated by Suzanne Wade and sponsored by the Greater Milwaukee Foundation, Helen Bader Foundation, Miller Brewing Company, the WDNR, and other state agencies. Children from sixteen schools, eventually expanding to over thirty-two schools, learned how to collect water samples throughout the watershed to understand better where problems existed and practices that might help abate pollution.120

The first water tests found Water Quality Indexes between 58-85, giving the river system an overall “good” rating. However, water collections in the spring and after heavy rains often found higher
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fecal coliform in the streams due to farm run-off. In 1995, the students connected their studies with researchers worldwide, sharing data through the internet. Also, the TTW program led to partnerships with the Izaak Walton League’s “Adopt-a-Stream” program. The RNC sanctuary’s interconnections with the world and residents throughout the watershed were emphasized more than its separation from urban areas.

Other times students documented improvements in water quality. For example, Milwaukee’s Jackie Robinson School students observed sow bugs in the Milwaukee River, just upstream from where the North Avenue Dam was removed (Chapter Five). The existence of sow bugs and other class one insects reflected a healthy stream, as they could not tolerate polluted waters. The Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District and the WDNR also performed their own waters tests, but Riveredge led the TTW program itself after two years of the program. Terrie Cooper of the RNC took over the project’s leadership when Suzanne Wade moved to lead water quality initiatives in southwestern Wisconsin. Moreover, students from participating schools gathered to report on their findings and suggest ways to improve water quality further.

Challenging the perspective of the hinterland and urban landscape were separate spheres of influence; William Cronon, in *Nature’s Metropolis*, demonstrated how the development of Chicago shaped the hinterland landscape. He also emphasized that the city was a product of nature rather than
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an example of its separation from nature. Chicago’s landscape depended on “first nature” to create
what he describes as a “second nature” landscape. Cronon defined “first nature” as before the evolution
of humans and “second nature” as the development that people erect over the first nature landscape.
Cronon demonstrated the interconnections between urban and rural space through the markets and the
natural systems which supplied it. However, he notes that economic exchanges, which took place
through markets, also blinded people to the interconnections he sought to demonstrate. However,
the TTW program and the educational programming that went along with the river testing program led
by the RNC staff helped its members see the interconnections between the hinterland and urban
landscape from a watershed perspective.

Conclusion

The work of RNC staff with the TTW program was also a story of its effort to build a community
that recognized its interconnection between rural and urban watershed areas. The Riveredge
community looked to educate their members about people’s relationship with the Milwaukee River and
to imagine new interactions with life within the watershed community. In the 1960s and much of the
1970s, as state and federal government leaders regulated cities’ relationship with the rivers to improve
water quality and the Henry Maier Administration looked to redevelop its downtown, the RNC
community separated themselves and their land from the city. However, in the 1980s, the RNC, WDNR,
and the Maier Administration (Chapter Four) emphasized their connections with areas throughout the
watershed. The evolution of the RNC as a sanctuary separated from the urban environment to a
community through its experiences with the river and the urban, suburban, and rural watershed
communities began to imagine opportunities for cooperation rather than division.

64, 384.
The work of the RNC community not only represented the importance of rural and urban areas’ interconnectivity but also represented the effort within commonly held areas to promote biodiversity. At first, this was emphasized by the RNC board members welcoming a community that reflected the diversity of human life in southeastern Wisconsin. However, the development of the “Wild yards” reminded participants of the value of a biodiverse community. They demonstrated that the public interest in areas held in common could benefit human life by promoting biodiversity.

Riveredge expanded its sense of community, recognizing its relationship with people throughout the Milwaukee watershed community. The TTW program continues today with partnerships with the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District and the Urban Ecology Center located in the lower stretches of the Milwaukee River. Over 37,000 students have participated in the TTW program since its beginning. The understanding of community connected with others over a shared public interest in the river continues to thrive among the participants.
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Chapter 3: Contesting the Flow of the Milwaukee River

The study of landscape history contributes its share to the new approach by reminding us, among other things, that since the beginning of history humanity has modified and scarred the environment to convey some message, and that for our own peace of mind we should learn to differentiate among those wounds inflicted by greed and destructive fury, those which serve to keep us alive, and those which are inspired by the love of order and beauty, in obedience to some divine law.¹

In Chapters One and Two, we examined how the city of Milwaukee’s leaders and Riveredge Nature Center members worked to develop areas along the Milwaukee River for economic growth and conservation of natural resources and public spaces. These efforts also coincided with attempts to improve water quality. In Chapter Three, we examine how the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC) proposed watershed approaches to control the flow of the Milwaukee River. The people residing in suburban areas along the riverway expressed a desire for the government to protect their homes from flood damage; however, engineered fixes did not come to fruition. The opposition noted ecological factors against the construction of a channel and reservoir. In addition, rural residents felt their way of life and property rights were threatened by these proposals. Both sides presented a public interest in the watershed from their point of view. Although some may contend that the enlargement of the environmental corridor served the public interest, the SEWRPC proposals to lessen flooding failed to recognize how both rural and urban perspectives could shape a watershed approach.

In the 1930s, New Deal programs put human labor and earth-moving equipment to work to control the hydrologic labor of the Milwaukee River Watershed (MRW) with levees and dams to contain

Humans attempted to protect property interests and bring order to the water flow within the MRW. Despite these attempts to reshape the riverbanks to keep the water contained, ice dams formed along its winding course, and the flooding continued.

After WWII, US citizens took advantage of many government programs to build single-family homes, rapidly extending metropolitan areas into rural landscapes. Unlike early European migrants to the Milwaukee area who shaped the landscape for agricultural interests, many of these city migrants attempted to change the landscape to meet “urban” needs. Between 1945 and 1959, land developers in the seven southeastern counties of Wisconsin converted 170,000 acres of agricultural land for urban expansion. Every three days, the equivalent of a 115-acre farm was transformed into a metropolitan landscape. By the early 1960s, less than half of the original MRW’s wetlands remained.

Seeking spacious lots for their homes, new residents of these suburban communities of Milwaukee transformed the landscape. During this time, the city of Glendale, incorporated in 1950, was advertised as a place close to everything with low taxes. Furthermore, suburbanites supported the construction of a new expressway to provide them with quick access to work and shopping.

In the 1960s, some scholars worried that the quick influx of people to these rural lands would destroy nature and spread urban problems across a wider area. For example, William Whyte in “A Plan to Save the Vanishing Countryside” and Peter Blake, in God’s Own Junkyard, depicted the carnage or “rape” of the countryside. Across the United States from the mid-1950s to the mid-1970s, almost a
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million acres of marshes, swamps, bogs, and coastal estuaries were drained by urban development.⁶ This damage to the MRW ecosystem motivated the Riveredge founders to purchase lands, protecting areas from further encroachment (Chapter Two). In effect, human-built landscapes have reduced the biological processes of the watershed’s ability to filter and store water. For example, the wetlands slowed the water movement after spring snow melts and heavy rains, which helped reduce flood damage. Ann Vileisis, in *Discovering the Unknown Landscape*, argues that the destruction of wetlands has contributed to the public’s willingness to drain wetlands in the name of economic progress as they don’t understand the actual costs.⁷ Also, the Milwaukee Department of City Development (MDCD) noted that flooding occurred in urban areas where structures built on floodplains, paved roads, driveways, and rooftops had increased runoff. Thus, further development in the northern regions of the MRW could increase the chances of flood damage within the city limits.⁸

Between 1940 and 1960, the population of the metropolitan area of southeast Wisconsin expanded from 745,000 to 1,025,400.⁹ Developers began to question how the region could grow to an estimated 2.7 million people by 1990. One of the ideas was for the construction of “new towns” to better distribute population or build “another Milwaukee.”¹⁰ John McCarthy, in *Making Milwaukee Mightier*, argued that the 1954 Housing Act was passed, in part, to lessen US urban density, making cities less vulnerable to nuclear attacks. Mayor Frank Zeidler’s administration encouraged civil defense planning to relieve Milwaukee’s congestion and housing shortage. Zeidler’s plans to lower the city’s
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density also called for annexing communities as “satellite cities.” Despite Zeidler’s desire, the bordering districts rebelled and fought annexation. Yet, the number of people moving to southeast Wisconsin continued to increase along with pressure to build homes in environmentally sensitive areas, including flood plains.  

SEWRPC was founded in 1960. Helping to create SEWRPC, Wisconsin Governor Gaylord Nelson recognized that a growing state population would require more recreational spaces. Nelson hoped SEWRPC would foster development with recreational sites near metropolitan areas by promoting regional solutions. SEWRPC took an active role in studying regional problems and advising local municipalities and the seven county governments of southeast Wisconsin of possible future development and conservation of lands. SEWRPC reported that some 1,700 acres in the lower MRW had been taken from their natural floodwater storage and wildlife habitat uses and converted to residential and industrial landscapes. SEWRPC recognized that these concerns coincided with population growth and property damage resulting from flooding in the MRW. Forecasting the population of southeastern Wisconsin would double between 1970-1990, SEWRPC argued that unplanned development and increased demand for public access to natural resources would lead to more property damage.

Working to address environmental concerns from a regional perspective, the Milwaukee Common Council and the Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors in 1965 asked SEWRPC to study the MRW. Forming the Milwaukee River Watershed Committee, they recognized how using the waterway in one section could adversely impact communities in other parts of the watershed. The committee included twenty-four elected and appointed local public officials and concerned citizens, along with
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eighteen SEWRPC technical advisors representing local, state, and federal agencies responsible for resource conservation and management. The study was financed by county, state, and federal government agencies. Members of the committee studied and reviewed the alternative plans for pollution abatement and flood control “in terms of engineering, economic, and legal feasibility, and how well each element satisfied the watershed development objectives.” SEWRPC published a two-volume study, *A Comprehensive Plan for the Milwaukee River Watershed, Inventory Findings and Forecasts*, in 1970 and, *A Comprehensive Plan for the Milwaukee River Watershed, Alternative Plans and Recommended Plan*, in 1971. Although several alternatives were examined, the Saukville Diversion Channel and the Waubeka Reservoir were the most controversial plans. Expanding an environmental corridor through local land use plans became the preferred action plan. However, even this plan was deemed controversial as supporters and opponents of the environmental corridor plan debated what authority would enforce and fund it.

In this chapter, I will examine the proposals for a Saukville Diversion Channel, the Waubeka Reservoir, and the environmental corridor to control the water flow of the Milwaukee River. Although SEWRPC stressed the importance of a watershed approach to address regional concerns, the commission found translating these proposals into a shared public interest challenging. William Cronon, in *Uncommon Ground*, contends that seeing beyond experts’ cultural views of nature is essential. He notes how people who have failed to understand the environment from other peoples’ perspectives often misunderstand the world and themselves. Although the failure of the Saukville Diversion Channel and the Waubeka Reservoir engineering fixes to control flooding could be viewed as unacceptable based
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on ecological grounds or a preference for a non-engineered solution, the failure to gain a consensus or a holistic solution is best understood by the inability to find common ground between people’s conceptions of nature and humans’ relationship with natural resources, especially between rural and suburban residents. Thus, the failure of these proposals for a watershed solution highlighted the importance of recognizing regional, cultural, and historical understandings of people living within the watershed and not just the portrayal of an engineered or ecological solution to lessen property damage caused by flooding in the MRW.

To demonstrate my argument, I will examine the unruly Milwaukee River and the previous decisions made by various government agencies to address flooding and property damage. Often these plans involved engineered fixes to contain the water within the banks. However, accurately determining how the waters would flow after heavy rains and spring snow melts appeared elusive. Also, housing developers built on floodplains as the chance of floods lessened. As a result, when floods did occur in the early 1960s, more people’s property was destroyed. Moreover, people clamored for additional government assistance.

The second half of the chapter analyzes the debates over the three proposals presented by SEWRPC to address flooding in the MRW: the Saukville Diversion Channel, the Waubeka Reservoir, and an environmental corridor. These proposals and the following debates revealed the difficulty of finding common ground over common water. In addition, rather than reflect a special interest, I claim the opposing sides of the debate reflect different conceptions of public interest in the utilization and protection of the public and private lands and waters throughout the MRW. Although a shared public interest did not form over how best to control water flow and protect property, the debates revealed the need to incorporate rural and urban perspectives if a substantial change was to occur.
**The Milwaukee River: The Unruly Waterway**

Urban planners envisioned methods to control the Milwaukee River’s water flow to accomplish economic development goals, expanding suburban residences and recreational interests. The US Army Corps of Engineers described floods as events when the water flow within the riverbanks exceeded the river’s capacity. The capacity of a waterway was measured in cubic feet per second (cfs). Therefore, a river’s capacity denoted the amount of water (cfs) the river could move inside its banks. The Milwaukee River’s capacity at Saukville was 3000cfs and 6000cfs near the river’s mouth. The average flow of the Milwaukee River was approximately 400cfs. The most significant floods recorded in the twentieth century were in March 1918 and August 1924. These natural disasters had peak water flows over 14,000cfs, thirty-five times the river’s average flow. Property damage for the 1918 disaster was not provided, but the 1924 calamity was over one million dollars. Although these twentieth century floods caused significant property damage, the US Corps of Engineering estimated a peak discharge of 35,000cfs was a statistical possibility. This potential catastrophic event would result in astronomical destruction to public and private properties. In addition, higher Lake Michigan water levels, development around the Milwaukee River banks, and changes in the river channel’s depth and width could put the city’s public and private properties at risk during lower flows.

Although the MRW’s flood waters were higher in the early twentieth century, property damage resulting from highwaters was rising. According to the MDCD, between 1914 and 1960, sixteen floods averaged over 6000cfs. The disasters of April 1959 and March 1960 each resulted in an estimated
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$400,000 damage.\textsuperscript{22} Ted Steinberg, in \textit{Acts of God}, argues that human decision-making, not nature’s perceived uncontrollability, was often to blame for increased property damage. For example, he notes that the 1993 flood damage along the Mississippi River at St. Charles, Missouri was a product of federal programs that had encouraged development within the flood lands and the drainage of wetlands.\textsuperscript{23} Similarly, SEWRPC’s 1966 study on the Milwaukee River watershed attributed residential and industrial occupancy in the floodplain to the rise in flood damage.\textsuperscript{24}

Richard White, in \textit{The Organic Machine}, demonstrates how nature has acted according to its own rules and shaped human decisions. White contends that the human world and the natural (non-human) world are not separate entities but intertwined and inseparable. White demonstrates how the Columbia River acted on its own accord. For example, the river’s tendency to maintain an even velocity resulted in the widening or building up of the riverbed over time. White notes that the Columbia River was dammed to maximize profit, yet the hydrologic power of the river’s natural flow limited humans’ control. Moreover, human intervention in the natural system of the riverway required human labor to maintain the dams.\textsuperscript{25}

Scholars have noted the failures to lessen flood damage in the twentieth century, as city planners relied on engineered solutions.\textsuperscript{26} For example, Jared Orsi, in \textit{Hazardous Metropolis}, notes that city of Los Angeles officials often assumed that nature’s chaos caused havoc only when engineers did

\textsuperscript{22} Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, \textit{Milwaukee River Watershed Planning Program Prospectus}, 23.
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not adequately prepare. The engineers’ solution to flooding required more bulldozers and concrete.\textsuperscript{27} The 1930s engineered solutions to address the Milwaukee River’s unruliness proved equally inadequate. For example, funded through the federal government, Works Progress Administration (WPA) workers redirected the flow of the Milwaukee River in Lincoln Park.\textsuperscript{28} However, in the 1950s, property owners in Glendale continued to experience flood damage. Rather than recognize the hydrologic process that made earlier programs fail, Glendale’s solution to the flooding was another engineering fix. Beginning in the 1950s, the Milwaukee and Metropolitan Sewerage Commissions began deepening and widening tributaries of the Milwaukee River, including Lincoln Creek. This strategy, in theory, common throughout the country in the 1960s, was a way to accelerate water through flood areas before it overflowed the banks. However, flood damage continued.\textsuperscript{29}

A flood would cause minor property damage without human activity within a floodplain. Ironically, humans’ desire to live and work closer to the river expanded the possible threats and yearly damages resulting from floods in the MRW. During the fifties and sixties, Glendale followed this blueprint and developed land in the floodplains. By 1971, developers had constructed 200 homes within the 100-year flood plain.\textsuperscript{30} Following a consistent pattern to protect against property damage, SEWRPC looked for engineered solutions to lower the chances of flood damage in Glendale and throughout the MRW. Although SEWRPC offered proposals to reduce development in the floodplain, the public interest and opposition to more engineered solutions to lessen flood damage garnered the most attention. Yet the opposition did not reflect a widespread dislike for engineered solutions. Instead, the most significant resistance correlated to regional differences. One vision shared a public interest in expanding urban areas, and the other shared a public interest in preserving rural lands.

\textsuperscript{27} Orsi, Hazardous Metropolis, 9.
\textsuperscript{29} Gurda, \textit{Milwaukee}, 172–73.
\textsuperscript{30} Hayes, \textit{Master Planners}, 51.
Saukville Diversion Channel

One of the proposed engineering plans, which would have been capable of containing many of the floods experienced in the twentieth century, was the Saukville Diversion Channel. The plans called for a diversion channel starting along the Milwaukee River in Saukville, diverting waters 1.5 miles south of Port Washington to Lake Michigan.\(^\text{31}\) Representative Henry Reuss supported scientific data collection to evaluate the project’s economic feasibility.\(^\text{32}\) Studies claimed that flood waters would be effectively removed from the river to the channel when the water reached 4,000cfs, sending the additional water to Lake Michigan, just south of Port Washington. Researchers argued the channel would protect people’s property from a flood with a discharge of 17,500cfs, which had an estimated frequency of once every 100 years (1% yearly chance), exceeding the two most significant floods of record.\(^\text{33}\) To be this effective, the channel needed to be 70-90 feet wide at the bottom and 390-1,105 feet wide across the spoil banks at the top of the levees. This diversion channel would be capable of diverting approximately 11,000cfs from the Milwaukee River, helping to ensure that water, even at the height of the highest recorded flood in 1918, would remain in the riverbanks as it traveled to Lake Michigan.\(^\text{34}\)

According to the 1965 US Army Corps of Engineers Survey, the total cost of the diversion dam would be $4,410,000 for construction, $350,000 for land rights and easements, and $591,000 for the construction of highway bridges over the diversion channel. In addition, various government units would need to spend approximately $12,000 on yearly maintenance. However, the US Army Corps in early

1964 said the channel could save $181,000 in annual flood damage. With the project’s capital costs amortized over many years, the benefits appeared to outweigh the costs.\textsuperscript{35}

Support for the Saukville Diversion Channel came from various river committee members and residents impacted by the recent floods. For example, Leroy Grossman, Chairman of the Milwaukee River Flood Control Committee, supported the project.\textsuperscript{36} Grossman, seemingly confident in the likely construction of the diversion channel, petitioned the Wisconsin Public Service Commission to act on behalf of petitioners in Saukville, Grafton, Mequon, Thiensville, River Hills, Brown Deer, and Glendale.\textsuperscript{37} In letters sent to Representative Henry Reuss, the Mequon-Thiensville Advancement Association and Irwin Unger expressed support for the diversion proposal to lessen future property damage.\textsuperscript{38} Members of the Milwaukee River Technical Study Committee (MRTSC) claimed the diversion channel would allow the City of Milwaukee more freedom in planning and executing river projects in downtown Milwaukee.\textsuperscript{39} Originally, Congressman John Race, representing the people from the northern counties of the MRW, showed his support for the channel. He noted that the diversion channel would not impact existing fish and wildlife resources.\textsuperscript{40} Representative Henry Reuss supported the multi-million-dollar diversion channel, claiming it was the best possible means to prevent yearly flooding of properties south of Saukville.\textsuperscript{41}

Despite perceived benefits, the voices of those who opposed the construction of the Saukville Diversion Channel would eventually defeat its passage. Representative John Race, seemingly
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backtracking on his original comments that the diversion channel would be a good idea, called for more public hearings on redirecting the river’s waters. Defending his apparent flip-flop, he mentioned that the channel was previously considered in the 1950s and that recent development along the proposed water passage made it less appealing. At these local hearings, residents in Ozaukee County spoke out against the plan for a “Big Ditch” splitting Ozaukee County in half, north and south, suburban and rural. In addition, Port Washington mayor Frank Meyer defended his community’s economic and property interests, claiming that Port Washington would be asked to pay for the ditch, but would not benefit, because it was not in the flood area (Port Washington is also outside of the MRW). Moreover, he mentioned residents’ concerns that pollution would enter Lake Michigan from the diversion channel rather than be contained in the Milwaukee River Basin. Port Washington residents worried this might lessen their property values and recreational opportunities.42

Other SEWRPC members expressed their dismay over the limited practicality of the diversion channel. For example, George Watts, a Milwaukee River Watershed Committee member, spoke negatively of the enormous ditch and its limited use-value beyond flood control.43 SEWRPC desired a watershed plan that addressed water pollution concerns, open space, and recreational needs. In addition, they recommended that planning maps delineated floodplains and floodways to assist land control measures.44 Also, George Watts, SEWRPC, and the MDCD expressed concerns about restricting the water flow during high water because it would handicap the river’s ability to flush debris and pollution out of the waterways. In addition, reducing the water flow increased silting in the lower

44 Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, Milwaukee River Watershed Planning Program Prospectus, 40.
Milwaukee River. Although Wisconsin Governor Warren Knowles initially expressed support for the Saukville Diversion plan, he was ultimately persuaded by SEWRPC, and perhaps the City of Milwaukee, to hold off on the start of the channel until SEWRPC completed its study of a multi-use reservoir at Waubeka. However, due to rising inflation, costs outweighed the benefits when the diversion channel was finally reconsidered in 1970.

Matthew Klingle notes that groups in Seattle framed their sense of place into a utopian ideal that reflects a narrow perspective. Supporters of the Saukville Diversion plan appeared to hold their vision of a natural landscape that needed to be fixed or improved to keep the river in its banks, pleasing the residents along the river south of the diversion. These residents, especially with homes along the riverway, appeared to value the river for its aesthetic appeal. However, these interests required human labor to limit the MRW’s “chaotic nature,” especially during spring rains and snow thaws. From the perspective of the residents living near the proposed diversion channel, their natural landscape would be scarred by constructing a “large ditch” to solve the suburbanites’ problems. Thus, they viewed the diversion channel as an economic and aesthetic burden. Although SEWRPC proposed the Saukville diversion channel as a possible solution to address flooding in the watershed, its impact would burden rural residents disproportionately while favoring suburban residents living downstream.

James D. Proctor argues, “the intrinsic value in nature implies that its worth is independent of its utility to humans; instrumental value implies that its worth depends on its ability to serve a human...”

45 Watts, Insurrection in Milwaukee, 54; Cutler, Greater Milwaukee’s Growing Pains, 121–22; Department of City Development, Preliminary Report: On the Milwaukee River.
end.” SEWRPC studied the economic cost of the project, which viewed the instrumental value of the property, reflecting an estimated cost of sale. However, the lands that were not being “used or maintained” held more intrinsic than economic value by people who resided in the area. Moreover, creating the “big ditch” would have little utility or intrinsic value for them. Fortunately for the people against the diversion channel, the development interest, expressed partly by SEWRPC, hoped for a multi-use flood control measure rather than a structure limited to flood control use. The Saukville diversion channel failed to portray a shared public interest in its construction.

The Waubeka Reservoir: A Multi-Purpose Fix to an Imperfect Stream

Regional planning efforts also reflected the public interest in more recreational opportunities. Many Milwaukee area political leaders and state organizations concerned with the expected population explosion called for the development and protection of lakes and open spaces for recreation. For example, the Wisconsin Conservation Department supported legislation to ensure greater access to the waterways and the need to clean them of debris, which clogged the streams and created “mud holes” of the lakes. Also, a SEWRPC study revealed the high demand for swimming, boating, and fishing in the MRW.

The northern MRW was important not only because it was the origin of surface waters but also because it was a place for weekend tourists’ recreational interests. For example, Long Lake was filled with skiers, fishers, and bathers from Milwaukee and Chicago metropolitan areas on summer weekends. Although dairy farming and agriculture operations desired land for food production, most economic
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users hoped for more recreational areas throughout the MRW.\textsuperscript{52} The cultural complexity of citizens’ expectations exemplified in this transition period mirrored the arguments debated over changing the landscape of the MRW.

Matthew Gandy, in \textit{Concrete and Clay}, argues that the reshaping of nature has made urban life possible.\textsuperscript{53} In \textit{Taming Manhattan}, Catherine McNeur demonstrates how Manhattan officials’ attempts to erase urban agriculture in the nineteenth century resulted in debates over what was appropriate in urban versus rural spaces. Wealthy patrons desired parklands for leisure, while the poor sought the same areas for labor and survival.\textsuperscript{54} In the 1960s, people residing in the MRW debated how much of the urban landscape would expand into the rural lands. Like the Saukville Diversion Channel arguments, the Waubeka Reservoir debates demonstrated residents’ conceptions of the public interest based on where they lived in relationship to the proposed structure.

SEWRPC’s most extensive and expensive engineering proposal was the Waubeka Reservoir. It would include a 50-57 foot dam at an outlet of a natural valley, approximately a half-mile upstream from the village of Waubeka, Wisconsin, stretching across parts of Ozaukee and Washington counties. The dam could hold about 155,000 acre-feet of water (an acre-foot is equivalent to a foot of water spread across an acre of land) and form a 10,400-acre lake with average depths between 15-40 feet. In addition, it would have the capacity to expand to 12,200 acres during high water times to help contain water equivalent to the highest floods of record.\textsuperscript{55} Moreover, other potential projects suggested the Waubeka Reservoir could have been utilized as a hydroelectric storage pond with water pumped from

\textsuperscript{52} Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, \textit{Milwaukee River Watershed Planning Program Prospectus}, 13–14.
Lake Michigan to Waubeka in low-peak energy times and then reversed to Lake Michigan during high-peak energy demands. In addition, the pumping station could maintain a consistent flowage in the reservoir and current in the river downstream. Although the public was interested in more water recreation opportunities, this project, like the Saukville Diversion Channel, was never authorized.

Harza Engineering, the firm that designed the plans for the Waubeka Reservoir, recommended the construction of a multi-purpose reservoir to control drainage and provide a place for water recreation. A new dam would contain the downward rush of floodwaters after snowmelts and heavy rains to limit flooding. It would also create a recreational lake serving residents and tourists. Finally, the third advantage was that it could improve water quality downstream by increasing the water flow of the Milwaukee River during low flow periods. Although the Waubeka reservoir’s total cost was over $47 million, the annual benefit of eliminating flood damage, creating another space for water recreation activities, and other economic benefits associated with the water reservoir construction would more than compensate for the expense.

Moreover, its 1.37 benefit-to-cost ratio was better than the Saukville Diversion Channel’s perceived benefits. In addition, if the reservoir increased the Milwaukee River current during dry periods, it could help to address stagnant water and the stench of dead alewives in downtown
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Thus, like the Saukville Diversion Channel, urban and suburban residents downriver
favored the proposed dam as it satisfied their recreational and housing concerns.

The most extensive support for the Waubeka Reservoir came from Glendale’s residents, the
people most frequently impacted by the Milwaukee River’s floodwaters. Without the reservoir, over 500
homes would continue to be in danger of flood damage, with over 300 homes in Glendale alone. In
the 1950s and 1960s, federal housing programs contributed to Glendale’s residential boom. However, the
unruliness of the Milwaukee River dampened their dreams.

Not only did the engineers predict a decrease in the number of flood events, but also, the
artificial lake would have the ability to generate $1.2 million in recreational fishing and $2.3 million in
additional recreational spending. This spending coincided with Gaylord Nelson’s Outdoor Recreation
Action Plan (ORAP), passed in 1961. ORAP was a $50 million program paid for by a one-cent cigarette
pack tax. The money raised through the tax was earmarked to pay for the land acquisition for recreation
and conservation purposes. Supporters of ORAP hoped to alleviate health and sanitation problems that
resulted from overcrowded parks. Like SEWRPC’s regional planning focus, Nelson recognized the
necessity of ensuring urbanization and development coincided with the protection and expansion of
open space and recreational opportunities for a growing population. In 1969, assisting recreation
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enthusiasts, Governor Knowles supported additional funding to restore and protect existing lakes and create more lakes.\textsuperscript{62}

George Watts noted that the cost-benefit ratio of the Waubeka dam was favorable. A critic of the Saukville Diversion channel as nothing more than a big ugly ditch, Watts commented that the Waubeka Reservoir could provide lakeside development, effectively expanding the property tax base of communities bordering the proposed reservoir.\textsuperscript{63}

Similar to the Saukville Diversion plan, the most outspoken critics of the Waubeka reservoir were local residents. For example, Joan Rosenberger, a resident of Farmington, Wisconsin, argued that the strategy was not worth drowning 3,000 trees and acres of beautiful land.\textsuperscript{64} Norbert Dettman reminded fellow residents of Farmington that they had been fighting the plans for a reservoir since the 1930s. Dettman blamed the “uninformed Milwaukee politicians” for failing to recognize that the federal Works Progress Administration (WPA) and Wisconsin Public Service Commission had rejected plans for a reservoir multiple times since 1938.\textsuperscript{65} The Works Progress Administration, one of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs during the Great Depression, constructed dams and deepened river channels to lessen flooding along the Milwaukee River. Yet they didn’t pursue the creation of the reservoir.

Others from Washington County mentioned their desire to maintain the region’s rural character.\textsuperscript{66} Farmers and landowners argued they would be flooded out “just to provide recreation to
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the people from the Milwaukee area. SEWRPC representative Richard Cutler recalled that the most effective opposition came from farmers and local officials who disapproved of the lake because it would remove nineteen square miles from the tax rolls. They did not believe Harza Engineering’s forecast that the lake would attract new recreational facilities more valuable than the lost tax base.

Also, ecological interests spoke up against the proposed Waubeka Reservoir. For example, Philip Whitford, a UWM ecologist and member of Riveredge Nature Center, opposed the reservoir. He reported that sediment would collect behind the dam, and the lake would silt up quickly. Moreover, the shallow waters would heat up so the reservoir would only support rough fish: carp and bullheads, rather than sport fish that were more desirable to catch and eat. He estimated the reservoir would have a 20-year recreation value before it filled with cattails. In addition, Whitford also noted that the studies did not include a groundwater impact survey to determine if surrounding lands would be turned into swamplands.

The lack of support from Representative Henry Reuss and the US Army Corps of Engineers effectively ended the plans for the Waubeka reservoir. Although Reuss conceded that the benefit-to-cost ratio worked in favor of the reservoir, the recreational benefits exceeded the flood and energy benefits. Thus, federal funding was unlikely. Congressman Reuss objected to the proposal, highlighting that northern MRW residents, most directly impacted, should not have to pay for a project they did not
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want. Moreover, Reuss also contended that land speculators seeking lakefront real estate would benefit the most from the publicly financed Waubeka Reservoir.\(^{71}\)

The failure to build or “engineer” support for the Waubeka reservoir partly reflected rural and suburban residents’ inability to find a shared public interest in the upper and lower sections of the Milwaukee River watershed. The urban residents desired more recreation opportunities, and rural residents argued for protecting agricultural lands. Also, the Waubeka reservoir proposal benefitted those who saw the outdoors for boating and water sports at the expense of those that would rather hunt whitetail deer, waterfowl, and other wild game in the existing wetlands slated to be drowned by the reservoir. Others desired retirement homes overlooking the countryside or the protection of agricultural lands, while others envisioned lakeside properties and future economic development.

Urban planners and city leaders downstream from the proposed reservoir desired the creation of spaces for more suburban landscapes that controlled the drainage of the Milwaukee River more than the cultural ties to preserve the rural landscape and wetland areas along the riverway. Ecologists viewed their relationship with nature as honoring the centuries that wetlands and floodplains labored to absorb the snow melts and drenching rains. At the same time, suburban residents desired human labor to engineer and construct a solution to contain the drainage of the MRW. From the perspective of suburbanites, agricultural opportunities and rural landscapes were in plentiful supply, and land tracts for housing were in low supply.

Although the Waubeka site was eventually voted down, SEWRPC recommended the Waubeka site be zoned primarily as open space, should development factors and public attitudes warrant or necessitate a reservoir in the future.\(^{72}\) As of 2022, the Waubeka Reservoir has yet to be constructed.
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The Environmental Corridor

A third proposal called for expanding and protecting environmental corridors along the Milwaukee River and its tributaries. These lands contained the best natural resource base available in the state, including wetlands, woodlands, wildlife habitats, lakes, and streams. SEWRPC identified primary environmental corridors as areas at least two miles long, 200 feet wide, and covering at least 400 acres. These corridors were deemed essential to the overall MRW health. SEWRPC would recommend the protection of over 100,000 acres of land and water. Two-thirds of this land they hoped to secure for public ownership. In 1970 approximately 24,000 acres were owned by the public.

Milwaukee River Watershed Committee member George Watts claimed in his book, *Insurrection in Milwaukee*, that he was instrumental in the eventual Watershed Committee vote against the dam. He prioritized the efforts to secure more land for the environmental corridor. Although Watts favored the Waubeka reservoir’s potential to improve the property tax base, his main argument against the reservoir was that he believed the existing environmental corridor along the riverway would be at risk if there were no longer concerns about a 100-year flood. Although many critics argued that the reservoir would not work as planned, he argued that it might work too well. If land speculators, farmers, and citizens received word that there was no longer a flood threat, they would be eager to develop the floodplain and effectively contribute to urban sprawl at the expense of the environmental corridor.

Unable to enact an engineered solution, various governing bodies eventually accepted the formation of the environmental corridor to address regular flooding. The idea of an environmental
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corridor was not new. In the 1920s, Milwaukee Park Commissioner Charles Whitnall designed plans for an environmental corridor throughout the city, following the path of its waterways. Preserving these areas would provide urban residents an escape from what Whitnall viewed as the deplorable conditions ubiquitous to the city’s landscape.\textsuperscript{76} Forty years after Whitnall first proposed the environmental corridor, regional planners continued to garner support for these conserved natural areas along the riverway. In the 1960s, federal and state funding contributed to the conservation of these lands. The federal Land and Water Conservation Fund (LAWCON) provided $2.5 million a year, and the Wisconsin ORAP, provided funding to expand environmental corridors.\textsuperscript{77}

Stressing the importance of reducing flood damage, University of Wisconsin-Madison agriculture professor Walter Rowlands argued it was better to keep people out of the flood path. This policy was also a product of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, which required the mapping and zoning of flood-prone areas to limit flood damage. As a result, river communities gradually began removing structures in the floodplain and returned the lands to open space.\textsuperscript{78} In 1968, K.W. Bauer, the chairman of SEWRPC, warned that without proper planning, urban sprawl would contribute to more property damage and deterioration of fish and animal habitats with increased flooding and water pollution. He contended that the development on floodplains decreased groundwater supplies and should be limited.\textsuperscript{79} Furthermore, in 1971, when SEWRPC published its final Milwaukee River Watershed report, the Wisconsin Legislature enacted Section 87.30, requiring counties and municipalities throughout Wisconsin to zone against development in floodplains.\textsuperscript{80} SEWRPC worked to identify and delineate areas
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where concentrations of scenic, recreational, and historical resources could be preserved and protected. These zoning efforts recognized that the natural resource base was essential for the ecological balance and the watershed’s natural beauty. Most environmental corridors lay within the Northern Kettle Moraine or northern MRW, surrounding lakes, and along major stream valleys.81

David Fonesca Jr., the SEWRPC administrator, defended the “Stream’s Right” to its natural floodplain at periodic intervals. Fonesca supported more zoning to prevent construction in floodplains because residential, business, and agricultural interests could work outside of these areas rather than in them.82 In addition, Fonesca implied that the stream had rights as humans had rights. His views corresponded with many environmentalists, including Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas, who promoted a Wilderness Bill of Rights (WBR) in the 1960s. The basic premise was that people who enjoyed the wilderness had as much right to protect their interests, even if they were in the minority of US citizens. Also, automobiles, bulldozers, and industries defaced and destroyed the natural areas. Therefore, the WBR supporters reasoned that the government needed to protect these areas, like the efforts to safeguard people’s civil rights.83 Interesting to note about Fonesca’s argument was that he reasoned that not only homeowners and businesses should remain out of the floodplain but also agricultural interests. Much opposition to the Waubeka reservoir came from agricultural interests that desired to keep their landed interest around the waterway. As nonpoint source pollution gained greater attention, the call to separate, perhaps remove, agrarian lands from the river’s edge became more vocal (Chapter Five).

Many residents in the floodplains, noting the failure of the government to support their interest in either the Waubeka Reservoir or Saukville Diversion, criticized what appeared to them as the

government’s lack of concern for their property rights and the apparent desire of an overanxious
government to take land out of private interests.\textsuperscript{84} However, land developers benefitted from building
construction and selling lands in the flood plain as the cost of flood damage did not burden them. The
property damages were often dispersed to state taxpayers when county agencies or municipal
governments provided relief to flood victims. SEWRPC’s eventual recommendation against the Waubeka
Reservoir demonstrated an ecological perspective to protect the environmental corridor from
developmental interests and protect wetlands bordering the river. However, in 1971 the City of
Glendale passed a resolution against creating an environmental corridor.\textsuperscript{85} Two years later,
development lobbyists encouraged a bill to the Wisconsin state government that passed the Senate to
shrink the defined flood plain to 10-years rather than 100-years.\textsuperscript{86} With or without the Waubeka
Reservoir, the battle over the rights to decide how the floodplain was utilized continued.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Some people may look at the debates over the Waubeka and Saukville diversion plans as an
example of northern MRW residents’ ability to push back against plans to shape the landscape for the
suburban residents’ benefit at their expense. Although the results prevented the large, engineered
solutions that would have altered their rural landscapes, the debates also reflected how public interest
in shared spaces is not singular. Multiple perspectives shaped a broad audience’s conception of the
public interest. The proposals SEWRPC presented to the MRW citizens demonstrated how problems

might be resolved and how the future uses of lands and waters would be utilized. Jennifer Bonnell, in *Reclaiming the Don*, often uses the term “imagined futures.” She notes that in the 19th and 20th centuries, human development of the landscape was built on an “imagined future” that would alter an unpredictable wilderness and transform it into a productive and efficient garden. In addition, she notes that these imagined futures must also displace or replace earlier visions. Similarly, the rural and urban perspectives reflected the people’s present concerns and future aspirations to protect or preserve a way of life. Ecological answers were given to improve the waterway’s health, and engineered solutions were provided to lessen flood damage. These claims were widely accepted with little disagreement. However, the social and cultural understandings of people’s relationship with the riverway fueled the divide. Rural residents fought over preserving their farmlands and family remembrances of living in the countryside against urban residents’ future desires to drown out these traditions to reshape the landscape, protect downstream homesteads from flood damage, and create another lake for water enthusiasts.

The unruly river described at the beginning of the chapter continues to leave its mark on and shape the landscape. In addition, the ecological understanding of human development limitations and the harm of potential overuse or misuse of resources remains an important factor to consider. Garrett Hardin’s “The Tragedy of the Commons” addressed the prospect of the degradation of the land by the self-interest acts of herders. The story of the attempts to control water flow in the MRW demonstrates the difficulty when people’s understanding of the land is not shared. How farm and urban communities imagined the future of the landscape conflicted with one another. In the 1960s and 1970s, the quest to find a regional solution that reflected the public interest defined by the Milwaukee River Watershed was led by SEWRPC. As these failed attempts to find answers to address flood control measures and expand recreational opportunities demonstrated, a shared public interest requires greater cooperation between
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rural and urban residents. Without a cultural or social understanding of people’s aspirations, the quest to address watershed issues continued to trickle along.
Chapter 4: Water Quality, Working towards a Watershed Perspective

As Mayor Henry Maier’s administration fought with the state and federal governments over how to clean up the Milwaukee River, a group of suburban residents in Grafton, Wisconsin, formed the Milwaukee River Restoration Council in March 1967. This organization was modeled after the Cedar Creek Restoration Council (CCRC), founded by Delbert Cook. The CCRC was active in water quality programs cleaning up Cedar Creek and weighing in on other projects and problems throughout the Milwaukee River Watershed (MRW). To lessen confusion between the similarly-named Milwaukee River Restoration Council and the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council, which was formed in the late 1980s (discussed in Chapter 5), I will refer to the Milwaukee River Restoration Council as the “Restoration Council.” Based in Grafton, members of the Restoration Council first focused their energies on municipalities north of Milwaukee County. Not content to restore a section of the river, they united with government agencies and nongovernment groups demanding pollution abatement throughout the watershed. As discussed in Chapter One, Milwaukee’s aging combined storm and sewer system (CSS) significantly contributed to water pollution entering the Milwaukee River Watershed, which emptied into Lake Michigan. Joining the fight, the International Joint Commission of the Great Lakes, founded in 1912 between the United States and Canada, recommended updating the City of Milwaukee’s outdated sewage system. Also, Chicago and the State of Illinois government leaders filed a lawsuit with the city of Milwaukee. They argued that pollution entering Lake Michigan threatened their public water supply from sewage overflows. Although their tactics differed, they all agreed that the time to cleanse the waterway should not be delayed as the public living within the MRW and Great Lakes Basin demanded cleaner waters. Although attacks came from people representing different territories, the debates and actions taken to address pollution furthered the need for a watershed perspective.
In Mayor Maier’s first two terms, his administration focused on a community defined by the city boundaries, not a community defined by state or federal boundaries. Mayor Maier worked to revitalize the Milwaukee River’s economic and aesthetic beauty in accordance with the public interest, representing the city’s residents. However, as the Restoration Council and government entities urged Milwaukee’s leaders to prioritize water quality, the Maier Administration emphasized that pollution was a watershed problem, not just a concern within the city of Milwaukee. Moreover, if Milwaukee government leaders needed to prioritize water quality over economic development, Maier contended that nonpoint source (NPS) pollution must be addressed with the same enthusiasm and government mandates. He stressed that if billions of dollars would be spent to address CSS overflows, then NPS pollution abatement programs needed strengthening to justify the cost and to attain “swimmable and fishable” waterways in a timely manner.¹

Addressing the Milwaukee river’s polluted water over the multiple decades of Maier’s term as mayor must be recognized as an attempt to restrain the behavior of others. Matthew Klingle, in Emerald City, notes how struggles to control nature in Seattle, Washington, often coincided with attempts to regulate other humans.² In this chapter, I demonstrate how the Restoration Council’s energies overlapped with the methods state and federal agencies used to control how the Maier Administration tackled point source pollution. However, as municipalities improved their aging sewer systems, the Restoration Council joined forces with the Maier Administration to regulate rural landowners’ farming practices that contributed to nonpoint source (NPS) pollution. Andrew Needham, in Power Lines, argues that urban growth in Phoenix, Arizona impacted people’s lives beyond city boundaries. Needham focuses on how infrastructures, particularly power sources, were constructed for Phoenix’s benefit at
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the expense of those living away from the city. Contrarily, the federal Water Acts of 1968 and 1972, and coinciding state laws, passed the financial burden of pollution abatement on city governments without mandatory regulations placed on private landowners upstream. Urban and rural MRW residents disagreed over how pollution abatement programs would be implemented. Like the debates over controlling the flow of the Milwaukee River’s waters, perspectives were shaped by how they envisioned the permanence of rural and urban spaces within the watershed, reflecting a cultural understanding of their relationship with the waterway.

In this chapter, I argue that Mayor Henry Maier, through his battles against state and federal mandates and public pressure from the Restoration Council to address the aging Milwaukee CSS, began to emphasize a public interest defined by the watershed’s boundaries more than the city limits. Addressing the watershed’s residents, Maier stressed the importance of NPS pollution abatement. Although the federal and state government would not address NPS pollution with the same vigor, Maier and the Restoration Council argued that the public interest in cleaner waters required the watershed communities, the state of Wisconsin, and the federal government all to take greater responsibility to lessen pollution.

First, I will look at the formation of the Restoration Council and its urgent conviction to address pollution in the Milwaukee River’s northern branches. Much of their attention was on volunteer clean-up projects and public criticism of the state government for continuing to study the river instead of enforcing water regulations and taking action to abate pollution. Then, I will examine how international bodies and the State of Illinois attempted to force Milwaukee to address its aging CSS, along with the Restoration Council’s continued public outcry against Milwaukee and state government officials’ lack of action. Resigned to the construction of an over $2 billion clean water infrastructure program to limit
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sewer overflows, the Maier Administration pushed the State of Wisconsin to recognize NPS pollution’s impact on the Milwaukee River’s water quality. Concerning the Maier Administration, the state government insisted on voluntary programming to lessen farm runoff instead of mandating regulations as imposed on the city of Milwaukee. Although the Restoration Council and Maier Administration would disagree on how best to reduce NPS pollution, their alliance represented an effort to improve water quality from a watershed approach. As a result, the public interest was defined more by residents living within the watershed than a public interest represented by municipal boundaries.

Milwaukee River Restoration Council: Cleaner Waters Now!

Grounded in the MRW, the Restoration Council understood that cleaning up the waterways was in the public interest. Like the CCRC, the Restoration Council embraced the responsibility to act without delay. They hoped that by providing a model for citizen groups, others would join them, and the watershed’s water quality would improve. Unlike the constituents of a government district or the members of the Riveredge Nature Center, Restoration Council members represented a public not bound by territorial boundaries. Instead, they represented a public that desired clean waters immediately, regardless of residence or affiliation with a particular place. Although motivated by the recent state and national clean water legislation and the work of the CCRC, the Restoration Council members were inspired by personal memories of swimming in the river without the fear of getting sick. Some of the
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most active early members of the Restoration Council were its first president Oliver Fick, a barber from Grafton; William B. Wolf, a bus driver and Ozaukee County supervisor; and Joseph Zingsheim, a music store owner in Grafton. Unlike the RNC, which was formed to protect lands bordering the Milwaukee River from urbanization, the Restoration Council started with the purpose of cleaning the waters.

The Council recognized that pollution was a Milwaukee issue and a problem throughout the watershed. Its charter read, “To restore the waters of the Milwaukee River so as to support game fish and permit swimming with a reasonable degree of safety from contamination; to improve the stream bed and its banks, to prevent erosion and silting and to restore its natural beauty.”6 Rather than pointing a finger to abate water pollution in a single area or emphasizing Milwaukee’s failures, they sought to address the sources of pollution wherever it existed.

One of the Restoration Council’s proposed strategies to cleanse the riverway called for the removal and replacement of existing dams with new structures that would allow for the seasonal free flow of water to help remove the silt buildup in the waterway. Along with initial support for the Waubeka Reservoir (Chapter 3), the Restoration Council conceived plans for a large, artificial lake along County Highway C near Saukville. They argued that these artificial lakes would not only ensure places for leisure but also provide collection areas to dredge sediment, lessening silt downstream. The Restoration Council supported recreational opportunities that required human construction for people to enjoy the waterway. They argued that more people would recognize the value of the watershed’s clean waters if “better” recreational opportunities were available.

Similarly, Dan Egan, in *The Death and Life of the Great Lakes*, spoke of the excitement young people have had catching fish and how these experiences might foster a love of the waterways.7 In the 1950s, the federal Sport Fish Restoration Act was passed. Over the next 40 years, the US Department of

---

6 Kinchen, “Grafton Barber Cuts into Pollution Problem.”
the Interior helped expand over 40,000 acres of new fishing waters by constructing small artificial lakes. This approach contrasted with the Riveredge Nature Center (RNC) board, whose goal was to bring people to their site to experience nature in a non-urban setting and find value in conserving natural areas. However, the RNC board and the Restoration Council agreed that there was a need to increase the public interest in revitalizing the rivers.\(^8\) The Restoration Council’s quest to expand the public interest coincided with their efforts to persuade the public and government officials to work for cleaner waters.\(^9\)

Members of the Restoration Council stressed that the public should not have to wait for government action. In the 1960s, Wisconsin governor Warren Knowles called for a study to reorganize state government to improve efficiency. As a result, the state government approved consolidating the Department of Conservation and the Department of Resource Development into the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR). This newly constructed government authority was charged with enforcing environmental laws and protecting the public’s interest in the state’s waterways.\(^10\) However, the Restoration Council argued that reorganizing the government bureaucracy or forming the WDNR was not the solution.

Like the CCRC, the Restoration Council complained about the government’s insistence that more studies were necessary rather than focusing on better enforcement of existing water laws. Thomas Kroehn of the WDNR-Milwaukee Branch mentioned that the state actively tested the water quality in the 1950s. However, the WDNR’s 1967 study provided essential information for effectively cleaning the waterways.

---


\(^9\) Tatarsky, “Measures Proposed to Clean Milwaukee River”; United States Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife Service, “Restoring America’s Sport Fisheries,” c1989, Box 1988-1994, Folder 1990, Blue Folder, MRRC - Ray Krueger Collection. The Ray Krueger Collection was kept in storage at the River Revitalization Foundation in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. It has since been donated to the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee Archives Department. As of October 2022, it has not been cataloged.

\(^10\) “History and Role: NRB Turns 50.”
waterways. This study identified thirty-five municipal sewage plants that contributed to river pollution.\textsuperscript{11} Also, the WDNR gave legal notices to responsible parties for point source pollution based on investigations of the Milwaukee River Basin between 1966 and 1967.\textsuperscript{12}

The Restoration Council also criticized Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC), which often led watershed studies. For example, SEWRPC was in the process of a $500,000 study of the Milwaukee River. SEWRPC contended that the watershed study was critical because a solution in one part of the river might lead to problems in other parts of the river. Richard Cutler, Secretary of SEWRPC, insisted that a united front between SEWRPC, WDNR, Restoration Council, and CCRC representatives was necessary so that the public did not become confused. Delbert Cook, CCRC president, appeared to agree on the surface. However, the CCRC and the Restoration Council continued to criticize the WDNR’s and SEWRPC’s support for additional studies. The Restoration Council argued that more studies were simply delay-tactics and that the public wanted cleaner rivers now.\textsuperscript{13} Although the Restoration Council may have had a point that the government was more interested in studying the problem rather than abating pollution, the need for a watershed approach to clean up the riverway would eventually be realized.

The Restoration Council members were not the only ones looking to improve waterway cleanup. Supporting the Restoration Council, US Congressman Henry Reuss argued that too much blaming and pointing fingers in the fight against poor water quality had led to inaction. Yet a finger-pointer himself, Reuss criticized local governments’ inaction, despite the national and state governments’ inadequate

funding and enforcement of regulations.\textsuperscript{14} Agreeing with Reuss, Restoration Council president Oliver Fick stressed that town boards refused to enforce pollution violations. The Restoration Council had already located septic drainpipes and other pollution sources emptying directly into the Milwaukee River. They found that most septic outfalls were near older subdivisions. In addition, milk plants, canning companies, and other industries contributed to pollution entering the Milwaukee River and its tributaries.\textsuperscript{15} The Restoration Council argued that now was the time to rectify the problem. WDNR representative Thomas Kroehn asserted that they had been prosecuting offenders, noting the Libby Company in Jackson, WI. The Restoration Council replied that the state did not enforce the law as quickly as the public wished. They argued that a state sanitarian might be a better law enforcer. The sanitarian’s primary duty would be to investigate health and safety complaints and enforce state water laws.\textsuperscript{16}

Suburban residents seemed happy to have Milwaukee deal with its own river problems. Yet they were less enthusiastic about addressing pollution in their communities. The Restoration Council continued to pressure suburban communities to assume their responsibilities to revitalize and protect the northern branches of the Milwaukee River. For example, Ozaukee County Board Supervisor and Restoration Council member William Wolf proposed that Ozaukee County hire health supervisors to inspect septic systems that appeared to be leaking effluent into the river. Oliver Fick noted the relative success of Sheboygan County in addressing pollution violations as an example of how well a hired sanitarian helped enforce regulations. Furthermore, Wolf recommended that legislation require


landowners to upgrade faulty sewer systems at their own expense. However, the Restoration Council’s efforts were shot down twice. Opposition came from suburban housing tract owners suspected of having faulty septic systems. Even though the water quality of the northern sections was generally better than the downtown sections of the Milwaukee River, the Restoration Council argued that Saukville and other northern communities must learn from the mistakes made downstream before upstream waters were degraded. This required expanding and improving the sewer systems to meet the growing population’s needs.

Earth Day, April 22, 1970, and subsequent Earth Day celebrations continued to remind the public of their relationship with nature and the importance of quality air, water, and land. As already noted, many environmental groups worked for a healthier environment before the spring of 1970. Earth Day hardly represented people’s first encounter with nature and concern for the planet’s ecological well-being. However, as Christopher Sellers, in *Crabgrass Crucible*, and other historians argue, the event helped to galvanize people in the United States and around the world that the time to restore the planet’s environment was paramount to our survival. Despite an understanding that we all live on a shared Earth, people’s reactions to clean-up programs and environmental regulations appeared to complicate what was understood as a “shared experience” of a community. Depending on how the borders of the community were defined, the interest in utilizing the resources of air, water, and land varied.

---


The Restoration Council demonstrated multiple activities that would immediately impact the waterway’s health. For example, the Restoration Council and other civic groups organized debris clean-up programs and identified locations where pollution entered the Milwaukee River and its tributaries. Another aspect of Earth Day was to educate the public. Joseph Zingsheim of the Restoration Council let people know that politicians dragged their feet on enforcing pollution laws and working to clean up the river. For the Restoration Council, Earth Day was a reminder of what individuals and communities might accomplish and when government entities had failed to improve water quality.20

Demanding immediate action, the Restoration Council continued its strong stand against municipal governments’ lack of enforcement of state laws throughout the watershed. For example, between 1974-1975, the Restoration Council sued the local governments of West Bend, Saukville, and Jackson for approving permits to extend sewer lines even though the existing sewer systems were not equipped to handle the added sewage loads.21 Local and state government authorities compromised under the condition that upgrades to the sewer system would occur as the construction of the site proceeded rather than requiring the upgrade to occur before any construction could begin. The Restoration Council worried whether promises to make improvements would be kept.22


Continued Pressure on the City of Milwaukee

While the Restoration Council initially focused most of its attention on cleaning up the MRW north of Milwaukee County, the International Joint Commission (IJC) agreement of 1972 and amendment 1978 worked to monitor the water quality of the Great Lakes between the United States and Canada. As a point of reference, the MRW drains water from approximately 900 square miles of land into the Milwaukee River. The Great Lakes Basin includes the MRW but covers about 94,000 square miles of land transcending state and international political boundaries. My attention to the following arguments between the international organizations and the state of Illinois with the city of Milwaukee is to demonstrate how a watershed approach evolved. These arguments represented struggles to find agreeable solutions to improve the water quality in the Great Lakes Basin area. Like SEWRPC’s watershed proposals to find an acceptable means to control flood damage, finding a shared public interest in the MRW was elusive (Chapter Three). However, they also provided the catalyst to revitalize the waterway from a watershed perspective.

The IJC worked to control municipal and industrial pollution sources and NPS pollution from agricultural and forested lands. In 1971, the IJC published the *IJC Lower Lakes Report*. The IJC recommended actions to protect the shared water resources of the Great Lakes. Lake Erie was the primary concern. Yet Lake Michigan was not immune. Like SEWRPC’s regional approach to addressing

---

recreational needs and flood control measures and the Restoration Council’s efforts to lessen water pollution, social and cultural consideration were also not prioritized by the IJC.

Working with the IJC, the Great Lakes Conference on Pollution (GLCP) in 1968 addressed water quality in the Great Lakes Basin. Governor Otto Kerner of Illinois and Secretary Stewart L. Udall, US Secretary of Interior, requested an investigation of pollution entering Lake Michigan. Kerner served two terms as the Illinois governor from 1960-1968. He was most remembered for his role as chair of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, better known as the Kerner Commission.\textsuperscript{25} Stewart Udall served as Secretary of the Interior for nine years, first appointed by President John F. Kennedy. He was most noted for his work on the Wilderness Bill and the 1968 Wilderness and Scenic Rivers Act.\textsuperscript{26} The GLCP identified several Wisconsin rivers that were not meeting the state and federal government’s water quality standards. This conference charged cities with the responsibility to address the outdated CSS and lessen overflow events.\textsuperscript{27} Udall further expressed his support for an abatement program for Lake Michigan that restored the lake in the shortest time possible.\textsuperscript{28}

In 1968 the Federal Quality Water Act was amended. Representing a broader constituency, the federal law confirmed a willingness to move forward with point source control measures. The Water Quality Act of 1968 stressed the need for federal funding to lessen city governments’ financial burden to cope with aging municipal waste treatment facilities.\textsuperscript{29} Yet city governments were still mandated to


address their CSS and municipal water treatment facilities. Mayor Maier welcomed federal support but also argued that a broader community shared the interest and the burden to manage the MRW’s water quality. Similarly, SEWRPC claimed that the best way of protecting, conserving, and utilizing southeastern Wisconsin’s water resources was through a watershed perspective. However, as Samantha Fleischmann notes in “Redistributing Resources,” the conflicts between the city of Milwaukee and the surrounding communities have existed since the 1920s. They were magnified in the 1950s over access to public water services and tax reforms.

Like the Restoration Council, the voices at the conference wanted the abatement of pollution addressed in a timely fashion. Effectively, the public concern over the water quality of the Milwaukee River included not only the residents in the MRW but also people represented by the states and nations bordering the Great Lakes. Milwaukee city officials, speaking for the public interest defined by the city’s boundaries, protested the difficulty of correcting the CSS and that the high cost of such a project was unreasonable.

Mayor Maier’s administration also stressed that although the city was considered a significant contributor to the pollution of Lake Michigan, it was also part of a federal research project to examine the feasibility of detention tanks to treat storm sewer overflow before it entered the Milwaukee River. The federal government provided a grant of 1.5 million dollars to offset the 2.1 million dollar cost for this study. Reuss urged the city to meet the federal guidelines sooner rather than later by utilizing pillow tanks that could capture storm sewage overflow along an 11-mile stretch of the Milwaukee River.

---

River.\textsuperscript{33} Reuss argued the costs would not be unrealistic if rubber storage “pillows,” or Fabridams, similar to ones installed in St. Paul, Minnesota, were used in the Milwaukee River.\textsuperscript{34} This approach prioritized the speed at which the riverway’s water quality improved. Contrastingly, Maier’s administration concentrated on developing an aesthetically pleasing place that was also an economic asset. More importantly, these quick fixes did not recognize all the sources of pollution the pillow tanks would not be able to capture. Thus, the waters would remain degraded.

Unwilling to wait, nor seemingly concerned about the economic implications, the state government of Illinois held Maier Mayor’s administration responsible for the sewage overflows that polluted Lake Michigan, particularly Chicago’s water supply. Attorney General William Scott of Illinois stressed the injustice of fining two women for throwing bras into the Chicago River while steel companies poured 800 million gallons of pollutants and the Milwaukee emptied its sewage overflow into the same lake that the children of Illinois were trying to swim in.\textsuperscript{35} Scott sued the city of Milwaukee to clean up its act. Attempting to defend Milwaukee, Wisconsin Governor Warren P. Knowles supported the Maier Administration’s abatement programs related to the existing problems associated with the CSS. Governor Knowles stressed to Walter Hickel, the US Secretary of the Interior, that the Jones Island water treatment facility near the mouth of the Milwaukee River received international recognition for its efforts to abate pollution. Although Hickel praised the strides Milwaukee had achieved, he sided with Murray Stein, the Chairman of the Lake Michigan Enforcement Conference, that Henry Maier’s


administration was not doing enough to clean up the municipal waste that entered Lake Michigan. Hickel argued that better coordination must exist between federal, state, and local entities to get the water quality to meet the mutually held goal of all parties to protect Lake Michigan’s water quality. Yet this did not excuse the city of Milwaukee for delaying its clean-up.

As Illinois used the courts to appeal its desire to clean the waterways, the Maier Administration argued that there were not only environmental and economic implications but also social considerations. Maier stressed that the public interest included a nourishing environment with adequate housing, open spaces, quality schools, and an economy where citizens could earn a living. Thus, the city of Milwaukee could not afford to put all its tax revenue into this one cause. In addition, the responsibility to restore the waters of the Milwaukee River Watershed and Great Lakes Basin area could not be left to the cities. Reemphasizing his point to the Milwaukee Common Council’s Water Pollution and Sewerage Control Board in July 1970, Maier reported that the city of Milwaukee shared a mutual interest with other states and cities bordering the Great Lakes in cleaning up the environment. However, separating the existing sewer system would cost the city over $500 million by 1977. (This number would eventually go over $2 billion.) Herbert Goetsch, Commissioner of Public Works, and Herbert McCullough, the city engineer, further emphasized that current plans to address the outdated sewer system could not be fiscally achieved without federal and state funding or loans.

Furthermore, addressing the public interest in clean water, the mayor contended that the city of Milwaukee had already taken significant action to reduce pollution entering the waterway. He
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highlighted that the city had spent millions since 1950. For example, effective in 1953, construction companies were required to have footing drains connected to a deep storm sewer or install sump pumps on all new buildings. In addition, in 1957, all 8-hole sewer maintenance holes were replaced with new one-hole lids to slow water drainage into the sewer system. Another effort established new city codes to decrease sewer and drainpipe leaks. These efforts and others were meant to limit clear water entry into the overburdened sanitary systems after heavy rains and spring snow melts, which resulted in sewage overflow into the Milwaukee River system. However, Maier emphasized that requiring the city to spend $500 million within a decade to address an aging CSS was unreasonable.39

Industrial leaders united with city representatives to express dislike of the expensive pollution abatement mandates. For example, W. C. Messinger of Rex Chainbelt Inc. representatives argued that fighting pollution was not simply a collaboration between local, state, and federal officials but also a partnership with industry and the government. He claimed that the crackdown on industries to lessen pollution required a more realistic approach. Also, the cost to clean up the existing industries needed to be shared if the community desired to keep these businesses solvent.40

This did not mean the city of Milwaukee abandoned its future responsibilities to address the CSS’s failings. Goetsch and McCollough mentioned the city’s efforts to address the CSS, including eight ongoing studies to address sewer overflows. For example, Bauer and Harza Engineering were waiting on reports of deep tunnel projects in Boston, Chicago, Canada, and Germany.41 Also, SEWRPC continued its studies to address sewer overflows, including the Deep Tunnel System.42

39 McCullough and Goetsch to Frangos; Maier, “Pollution Control and Cost Conference.”
Milwaukee’s Deep Tunnel System became the cornerstone program to address the aging CSS and lessen the sewage overflows into the watershed. Before the Deep Tunnel System construction, the CSS was ill-equipped to handle the water that entered the system after heavy rains and snow melt, overflowing sewage 50-60 times a year. Opened in 1994, the first phase of the Deep Tunnel System would be 19.4 miles long and could store 405 million gallons of runoff approximately 300 feet under the ground. With two additional Deep Tunnel System expansions, this project lessened the overflow events on average to 2.3 per year.43

Similar to Maier’s reservations regarding the 1968 Water Quality Act, he expressed his concern over the passage of the Clean Water Act of 1972. Maier stressed the economic and social implications of federal mandates. He claimed that the expense to the city would result in higher property taxes for city dwellers and further limit low-income residents’ housing opportunities.44 In Mayor Maier’s 1973 inaugural address, he stressed the importance of continuing the development of Milwaukee’s economic growth and ability to attract businesses rather than have them migrate South. He warned that if Milwaukee’s economy was not vibrant, the city government would not have funding to address other pressing needs and invest in leisure activities that more citizens desired. City officials continued to communicate back and forth with the EPA over the 1972 Clean Water Act and its impact on the fiscal realities of cities.45

Responding to further criticism over continued water pollution in the MRW, Mayor Maier announced the formation of another river committee, the Milwaukee River Technical Task Force

(MRRTF), to examine the cost and benefits of proposals submitted by SEWRPC. He commended the work of SEWRPC, which completed its study of the Milwaukee watershed, for its effort to include a cost-benefit analysis of various alternatives the city of Milwaukee and the region, more importantly, could use to make informed decisions on how to proceed. This report suggested the construction of the Deep Tunnel System to address the poor water quality of the river during sewer and storm runoff that previously went into the river. More importantly, SEWRPC’s studies, as noted earlier, emphasized that healthy waters required more than an upgrade to Milwaukee’s sewage systems. Healthy waters required a watershed approach that addressed sources of pollution in the cities and the countryside.46

The Restoration Council Joins with the State of Illinois

Although Maier’s administration attempted to enlarge the scope of the problem to include the entire watershed, the Restoration Council joined with the State of Illinois to demand that the city of Milwaukee’s leadership promptly address the CSS. Similar to the Restoration Council’s attacks on Ozaukee County municipalities and the state’s delay in enforcing pollution violations, Restoration Council members argued Milwaukee’s government leaders could improve the river’s water quality with little expense. Moreover, they argued that Maier’s formation of MRRTF was unnecessary. One of the MRRTF’s primary tasks was to examine how to fund the Deep Tunnel System, a costly endeavor. Despite the Restoration Council’s appeal for less expensive abatement projects, the Deep Tunnel System gained support for addressing Milwaukee’s CSS overflows. State and city political leaders noted the importance

of federal funding to pay for 80% of the costs of managing sewage systems.\textsuperscript{47} Seeing a fight over funding as another delay tactic, Marcey Jaskulski, a Restoration Council and League of Women Voters member, argued that cities and states could not use the lack of state and federal funding as a permanent excuse. If the federal government did not provide the funds, cities and states still needed to address water pollution rather than ignore the problem. Although Jaskulski did not live in the MRW, she argued that polluted waters threatened people regardless of where they lived.\textsuperscript{48}

Although the Restoration Council continued to hold the city of Milwaukee primarily responsible for the polluted waters, under the leadership of Robert Fuller and Helen Jacobs, they pushed the WDNR Secretary Anthony Earl to enforce pollution controls on the city of Milwaukee and the necessary improvements to the MSC South Shore Treatment facility. Fuller claimed that this facility was the largest polluter in the state. The Wisconsin Environmental Decade joined the Restoration Council in its effort to demand the enforcement of current legislation. The Environmental Decade, later named Clean Wisconsin, helped create Wisconsin’s Environmental Policy Act (WEPA) in 1972 and defended individuals’ right to sue a state agency if they did not comply with WEPA.\textsuperscript{49}

The Restoration Council further highlighted the failures of the CSS after a flood on March 4, 1976. The Oak Creek Sewage plant (OCSP) suffered one million dollars in damages. As a result, the OCSP sought a permit to build a bypass system allowing sewage to pass directly into Lake Michigan. The Restoration Council countered that this was an attempt to place a band-aid over the problem rather than spending money to eliminate illegal clear-water hookups that overburdened the system. They


noted that Brown Deer and other communities required home inspections after each sale to check for illicit connections to the sewer system and argued that Oak Creek should do so. Furthermore, every time the sewage overflowed or bypassed the treatment centers, the city was forced to close local beaches due to high fecal counts along Lake Michigan’s shores.\textsuperscript{50} With the growing threat that sewage overflow could impact the public’s drinking water supplies, the Restoration Council demanded that the time to act was now.\textsuperscript{51}

Complicating the matter, the water overflowed into the river and backed up into people’s homes after heavy rains. Although Milwaukee had over 200 sewer outlets leading to the rivers, city officials argued that 18 additional outlets were required to lessen residential sewage backups. The Restoration Council sympathized with the misfortune of homes being backed up with sewage but also noted that the problem related to the overall CSS and the water quality of the rivers could not improve without getting the sewer system fixed.

Despite the Restoration Council’s claim that the WDNR did not do enough, local communities and contractors argued that the WDNR’s recent attempt to enforce regulations usurped the local communities’ power.\textsuperscript{52} Also, the Restoration Council and WDNR were blamed for the loss of tax dollars and jobs. In the spring of 1976, seventy-two building projects were put on hold.\textsuperscript{53} Richard Snow of the Allied Construction Employers Association argued that the WDNR’s recent enforcement attempts were moving the region to a zero economic growth policy. Interestingly, Richard Snow would later become the first chairman of the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council in 1988, under the direction of Tommy


\textsuperscript{52} “City Officials Blast State Sewer Plan,” \textit{Milwaukee Sentinel}, October 8, 1976.

Thompson and the WDNR (Chapter 5). Snow contended that the WDNR regulations cost many jobs and lessened the tax base when cities were asked to contribute more tax dollars to make the necessary sewer upgrades. Rodney Vandenhoven, Waukesha’s Public Works Director, argued that all the restrictions on the city contributed more, not less, to urban sprawl, as contractors and builders worked on locations outside the city.\(^{54}\) In other words, the WDNR critics claimed the city’s leaders were in a better position than the state to determine the public interest.

The WDNR was caught between critics on both sides, arguing for either less or greater enforcement of environmental regulations. Keeping the WDNR on task and addressing other municipalities’ violations, the Restoration Council forced the WDNR to schedule hearings. The Restoration Council believed public participation would motivate the WDNR to act and force municipalities to upgrade sewer systems. For example, Secretary of the Restoration Council Robert Fuller wanted the WDNR to publicly acknowledge when they approved discharge permits, allowing cities to drain overflow waste into riverways. These hearings took place throughout the watershed.\(^{55}\)

In the ongoing fight against sewage overflows, the State of Illinois continued its lawsuit against the city of Milwaukee. Joining in on the case, the Restoration Council filed a friends-of-the-court brief in favor of the State of Illinois that stressed that Wisconsin and Milwaukee had known of the problem for a long time and failed to act.\(^{56}\) In the early spring of 1977, the Restoration Council praised WDNR for taking a stronger stand against the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage Commission (MMSC). However, it attacked the WDNR’s desire to permit the South Shore Treatment facility to discharge sewage when the flow exceeded 320 million gallons of waste. The Restoration Council emphasized more vigorous


enforcement of illegal installations and preventing new service hookups that allowed additional development on an already overloaded system. In May 1977, the State of Wisconsin reached a deal with the MMSC to extend services and allow 420 square miles of sewer extensions on the condition that it continued to upgrade its sewers. These upgrades would cost the city $667 million and lessen the amount of pollution entering the waterways. However, the Restoration Council feared that the enhancements would fail to meet the daily loads and that new construction might create more pollution violations.

In July 1977, a federal judge ruled in favor of Illinois, demanding that Milwaukee clean up its sewer systems. This ruling effectively voided the Wisconsin agreement reached just months earlier. Maier called the ruling absurd. He queried why Milwaukee would have to pay for its pollution overloads into Lake Michigan when Chicago sent its waste down the river towards St. Louis. In addition, the demands effectively required the city government to spend all its tax revenue on sewers. Acting Wisconsin Governor Martin Schreiber said the federal government needed to step up its funding. On the other hand, support for the ruling came from a previous critic of environmental regulations, Richard Snow. He hoped it would end debates, solve problems, and get construction companies back to work. In other words, the city and state needed to get the job done to prevent further construction delays.

The federal court ruling did not end the lawsuit as the city of Milwaukee petitioned the US Supreme Court to grant a writ of certiorari to review the case. Milwaukee attorneys argued that the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) allowed the city government to consider the financial burden to the party charged with cleaning up the riverway. Countering the Milwaukee attorneys, the Illinois attorneys utilized 19th-century law, the federal “Common Law of Nuisance.” Attorneys of

Milwaukee argued this was beyond a reasonable cost and outside of the intent of current federal law.\textsuperscript{60} Maier noted that the district court was ordering the city of Milwaukee to clean its wastewater to a level six times the requirement of the current regulations. In Maier’s view, this was ridiculous in that it would cost an additional $300 million to $600 million more on top of an already estimated $1.3-billion clean-up program currently underway.\textsuperscript{61} Even more, Wisconsin residents were being held to a water quality standard higher than the standards set by Illinois for its communities.\textsuperscript{62}

Part of the issue was that the federal government was not funding its mandates, despite laws requiring federal spending and support.\textsuperscript{63} Maier wrote James McIntrye, Director of the Office of Management and Budget of the Natural Resources Division of the US Department of Justice, warning that if Illinois won its case against the city of Milwaukee, Maier would be forced to sue the EPA for funding that was promised to Milwaukee.\textsuperscript{64} After multiple appeals, the US Supreme Court ruled in favor of Milwaukee on April 28, 1981.\textsuperscript{65} However, over the next 40 years, the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, along with state and federal government support, would spend over $3 billion on clean water infrastructure programs, including expanding the Deep Tunnel System. Since 1994, less than 2% of the stormwater and wastewater has entered the system untreated. This amount exceeded the

\begin{itemize}
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national standard in capturing and cleaning 85% of the wastewater and stormwater. However, as SEWRPC and Milwaukee’s government leaders warned, all these efforts were still not enough to revitalize the waters.

Struggling to Build a Watershed Solution

Throughout the 1970s, Mayor Maier emphasized that the Milwaukee River’s uncleanliness was not just the city’s responsibility. Many levels of government, upland farmers, suburbanites, other property owners, and city dwellers all shared a role in the waterway’s health. The public quickly identified the city’s outdated CSS for its contribution to pollution. However, urban and rural landscapes degraded watershed habitats, as they were designed to drain polluted water into the river to support city development, housing construction, and agricultural interests. Commenting on the need for government authorities to work together, Harry Brockel, former head of the Milwaukee River Technical Committee, noted that communities along the upper branches of the waterway also needed to change their practices. Farming strategies, housing developments, and inefficient sewage systems continued to pollute the waterway. If not addressed, these problems would only worsen as the population expanded upstream. Stressing the need for a regional approach, Mayor Maier promoted a “Little TVA” to fight pollution. The “Little TVA” was intended to draw a comparison to President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s

Tennessee Valley Authority, formed in 1933 to address residents’ flood control and energy needs living in the Tennessee River Watershed.\(^70\) Maier favored a regional response to address the financial burden that included urban and rural residents of the Milwaukee River Watershed.

As municipalities addressed their outdated sewage treatment facilities, Maier’s administration and the Restoration Council took aim at NPS pollution. If the public desired swimmable and fishable waters, then the landscapes and infrastructure, shaped by human development, would need to be upgraded to address NPS. Unlike industrial and municipal sewer sources of pollution, NPS often originates from multiple sources, as rainfall and snowmelts collect pollutants as it drains to the rivers.\(^71\)

One of the top concerns was the phosphorous levels in the waterways. Phosphorous was a significant contributor to the growth of algae. In 1979 Kurt Bauer of SEWRPC recommended setting a goal of 1/10 of the current levels or 60lbs per day in the MRW. He warned that one pound of phosphorous could stimulate 10,000 pounds of additional algae growth. At the current levels, phosphorus and the ensuing algae growth made many streams un-fishable and un-swimmable. Humans exposed to blue-green algae sometimes experience temporary bowel discomfort. In cases of acute exposure, humans can suffer liver damage and respiratory failure.\(^72\) SEWRPC’s recommendation was to spend $6.7 million on technology to improve water treatment facilities’ ability to remove phosphorus. SEWRPC estimated that 90% of southeastern Wisconsin’s streams would be fishable and swimmable if the plans were adopted. The Restoration Council supported the effort and noted that the cost to deal with the problem was high, but it would only increase if it were left unchecked.\(^73\)

---


\(^{73}\) “Sewage Chiefs Hit Phosphorus Plan.”
Maier expressed his frustration to WDNR secretary Caroll D. Besadny over Milwaukee’s mandated multi-billion-dollar Deep Tunnel System without equal attention being placed on other projects to address NPS pollution. The agreement between Wisconsin state authorities required the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD) to take measures to prevent sewage overflows, but rural landowners were being asked to address dangerous runoff from their lands voluntarily. Maier emphasized that the MMSD had no control over NPS pollution. If NPS pollution was not deterred, the city would be unable to meet the “swimmable and fishable” standards demanded of them. Maier had focused on reducing the cost and increasing the clean-up time to reduce the burden on the city. However, he claimed this financial burden could not be justified without “fishable and swimmable” waters. The Mayor’s Task Force on Pollution from Sources Outside the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District published a report in July 1983, highlighting the city’s pollution abatement strategies but dismay at the lack of NPS abatement programs throughout the watershed. SEWRPC member Kurt Bauer argued that the water quality standards would not be met without addressing NPS pollution outside of the MMSD. Mayor Maier argued that more point source pollution could not be exchanged for less NPS programming.

In August 1982, Paul Hayes, Milwaukee Journal editor, praised the work of cities and environmental groups for raising public awareness to address the inefficiencies of municipal treatment facilities. The Restoration Council was one of the environmental groups he praised for its efforts. Interviewed by Hayes, Robert Fuller and Helen Jacobs mentioned that there was more to do. They both

---
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recognized the continued problem of NPS pollution. Robert Fuller stressed the difficulty of generating public support for a more complex problem to understand and correct. Restoration Council member Joseph Zingsheim wrote Maier to support his effort to reduce farm runoff. He noted several suggestions to clean the river, from fencing to keep animals out of the stream, buffer zones between streams and croplands, and better fertilizing techniques. He also criticized the WDNR for not doing its job.

On the surface, the watershed community shared an interest in the Milwaukee River’s water quality. However, many communities debated how to clean the riverways and timetables to complete abatement programs. Besadny mentioned that in Wisconsin, NPS pollution reduction was a voluntary program. He argued it was the only way to succeed, as mandated NPS regulations would have faced political opposition. Challenging the effectiveness of voluntary programming, Maier claimed local and state governments would not be incentivized to address NPS. Maier noted the importance of seeing water quality as a watershed community issue. Thus, river health would continue to suffer if the state focused only on urban areas. Reemphasizing this claim for a mini-TVA, Maier explained that the watershed community needed to address rural runoff to revitalize the river. Furthermore, if the city of Milwaukee taxpayers were paying over $2.5 billion to rectify the CSS, then they should expect clean waters. Part of Maier’s reaction stemmed from WDNR’s fast-track push to address the CSS problem by
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78 Task Force on Pollution from Sources Outside the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, “Mayor’s Task Force on Pollution from Sources Outside the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District.”
Maier issued a public statement condemning Governor Tony Earl’s decision to keep a hearing on NPS pollution entering the Milwaukee River off the July 1983 agenda. He referred to SEWRPC studies that indicated NPS pollution would continue to plague the watershed for 140 more years if abatement programming remained voluntary in rural communities. This was too long, considering the forced mandates placed on the city of Milwaukee, and MMSD needed to remediate point source pollution in 10-12 years.82

Fuller emphasized that the city and rural areas were to blame for NPS pollution. In addition, he did not agree with the need to create another layer of government or “Little TVA.” He argued that the government just needed to fulfill its existing responsibilities.83 However, residents in the watershed did not just argue over another layer of government but also the assumption that a watershed community had a shared interest. As previously discussed in the debates surrounding the Waubeka reservoir proposal, common ground over common water was elusive between urban and rural interests throughout the watershed. Although both areas shared resources, the communities within the MRW saw themselves as separate entities rather than part of a collective group. For example, residents in Ozaukee County were concerned that their perspectives would not be valued as much as visions reflected by people in Milwaukee.84 Thus, a shared public interest between residents of the MRW failed to emerge.

Farmers questioned why agriculture and dairy practices were being targeted. When Milwaukee’s economy thrived and the waste of industrial and manufacturing filled the waterways, there was little concern over agricultural runoff. However, as these point sources of pollution were addressed,

83 Hayes, “Upstream, the River Is Now Cleaner.”
84 Kosterman, “River Cooperation Needed.”
the problems of rural NPS pollution entering streams became a more significant concern. Farmers argued that farm waste was only cited for 50% of the NPS pollution, but they were being blamed disproportionately. However, farmers’ use of fertilizers, insecticides, and herbicides (familiar sources of NPS) had rapidly increased, and the number of small farms steadily declined since 1950. Although these chemicals contributed to the increased productivity of farms, applying these chemical and synthetic products on cropland had potential environmental consequences, including the pollution of rivers.85

The state legislature considered laws to regulate barnyard runoff (another NPS source) of farms with over 1000 cattle, manure equivalent to a city of 10,000 people. Yet this would only include 1% of the farms in Wisconsin. The state budget would provide $10,000 for the larger farms to address runoff. Yet many small farms could not spend the time or the money addressing some of these issues.86 Also, farmers wanted the State Department of Agriculture Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP) to regulate the farms rather than the WDNR.87 This proposal gave farmers more control and would be addressed during the Tommy Thompson administration (Chapter 5).

Even though Earl and Maier were part of the Democratic Party, they were at odds over how best to address NPS pollution. Maier’s letter to Governor Earl in July 1983 emphasized his dismay that rural nonpoint pollution was not being addressed with the same diligence as the city of Milwaukee was being charged to do by federal and state mandates at great expense to all parties. If the sources of pollution entered the river upstream from Milwaukee, the city’s clean-up efforts would still result in polluted waters. MMSD would not be able to meet the water quality standards imposed on it by the state

without NPS abatement.\textsuperscript{88} If Milwaukee residents were required to pay the expense necessary to address the failings of the CSS, Maier expected fishable and swimmable rivers.\textsuperscript{89} Maier called for the WDNR to require NPS abatement programs to match what was being asked of the MMSD.\textsuperscript{90} However, Governor Tony Earl reminded Maier that all levels of the government were under budget constraints.\textsuperscript{91}

In 1984 the Wisconsin State Legislative Audit Bureau recommended a plan to address NPS pollution. They called for watershed-focused efforts first to identify the most drastic NPS sources of pollution. Then state agencies and local landowners could collaborate to lessen NPS pollution and improve water quality. The idea was first to consider what worked before assuming one project worked better, especially when heavy or unexpected rains might foil plans.\textsuperscript{92} In June 1984, the WDNR announced that it would begin a new study of the Milwaukee River. As before, the Restoration Council argued that the river had been studied to death, and it would be better to spend $200,000 on efforts to clean the river with already established knowledge. For example, the state could give money to farmers as incentives to provide buffer zones between fields and the riverway. More importantly, despite calls for mandatory regulations, NPS abatement remained voluntary.\textsuperscript{93} Edwin Laszewski, Milwaukee engineer, speaking before the State of Wisconsin Senate Energy and Environmental Resource Committee, noted

\textsuperscript{88} “Media Brief of the Report from the Task Force on Pollution from Sources Outside the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District.”
\textsuperscript{93} Carol Wahlen, “DNR Schedules Study of River’s Non-Point Pollution,” \textit{Milwaukee Journal}, June 4, 1984, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Historical Newspapers.
Milwaukee’s frustration that the urban sewers were regulated but NPS pollution on rural lands was not, even though 50% of the pollution in Milwaukee and Menomonee rivers came from rural lands.\footnote{Edwin J Laszewski, “Laszewski Statement on Senate Bill 548,” January 25, 1984, Records of Mayor Henry W. Maier Administration, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1957-1989, Box 142, Folder 12, UW-Milwaukee Libraries, Archives.}

Supporting Maier’s call for a government advisory committee, the state designated the Milwaukee River as a Priority Watershed (MRPW). Wisconsin legislature enacted the MRPW program to assist the MMSD’s efforts to address NPS pollution throughout the watershed. This designation also approved funding for NPS pollution abatement programming.\footnote{“River Quality to Be Topic,” \textit{Milwaukee Sentinel}, June 18, 1984, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Historical Newspapers; Bode to Maier, “Milwaukee River Priority Watershed,” May 7, 1984; “Cleaner Waters in the Milwaukee River Basin,” \textit{Milwaukee River Priority Watersheds Program}, c1989, Box, Priority Watershed, Box 00001852140, Folder MRRC Initial Materials, 2005, MRRC - Ray Krueger Collection.} Neil O’Reilly, a DNR water resources manager, called on people at the meeting to stop pointing fingers at each other, noting the squabbling between rural and urban land interests. WDNR was content with landowners’ voluntary efforts to reduce runoff. However, the WDNR and the Restoration Council agreed that the endeavors to improve municipal waste treatment facilities over the past 15 years would not make rivers swimmable and fishable if field and farm runoff were not addressed.\footnote{Carol Wahlen, “Unity on River Cleanup Urged,” \textit{Milwaukee Journal}, June 22, 1984, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Historical Newspapers.} In his inaugural letter to the city in 1984, Maier mentioned his continued frustration that the city of Milwaukee would pay $500 million towards a $2.6-billion project, equivalent to Milwaukee’s entire capital budget to address pollution abatement over seven years. Yet even then, the waters would not be fishable or swimmable if NPS pollution in rural areas was not averted.\footnote{Henry W. Maier, “Fiscal and Human Needs Fill Mayor’s Agenda,” April 17, 1984.} The WDNR indicated that NPS should be significantly reduced in the Milwaukee River Watershed by 1996. Yet this goal required continued funding by the state and, hopefully, additional support from the federal government.\footnote{William C. Carey to Henry W. Maier, “Carey’s Notes Konrad DNR Nonpoint Concerns,” May 10, 1984, Records of Mayor Henry W. Maier Administration, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1957-1989, Box 142, Folder 12, UW-Milwaukee Libraries, Archives.}
Further pushing the need to address NPS, Maier held a symposium on non-point pollution on May 11, 1984. He continued to speak about the expenses Milwaukee County citizens were paying to clean up the waterway, while NPS pollution had no timetables and mandates. He mentioned Milwaukee residents, on average, could be asked to spend $3000 to clean up a river that would still be dirty. Bauer, Executive Director of SEWRPC, reported on the findings from their study that addressing NPS pollution was crucial to making waters fishable and swimmable. Yet, at the current rate, it would take 80-140 years if landowners were not required to participate and state funding of the program remained low. Chairperson of the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage Commission Dean Showers reported on the federal and state government’s efforts to address NPS pollution. Both emphasized the watershed approach and that voluntary NPS programming was the only way to pass legislation. Thus, Governor Earl continued to move forward with voluntary programming, unwilling to challenge the farm lobby.

Conclusion

Despite the Restoration Council’s attempts to build public interest to address the overall health of the Milwaukee River, the community defined by the watershed stumbled to find common ground over its common waterway. The Maier Administration initially stressed the importance of recognizing mandated abated programs’ social and economic impact. At the same time, the Restoration Council and
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state and Federal government agencies pressured the city government’s compliance. However, as the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewer District and the city administration worked to construct the Milwaukee Deep Tunnel System, the Maier demanded a more comprehensive pollution abatement program, which included NPS pollution. The Milwaukee Deep Tunnel System became active on August 1, 1993. In the first year of operation, 4.1 billion gallons of flow and another 4.1 billion gallons of inflow were collected in the tunnels. This prevented billions of gallons of untreated wastewater from entering the waterways. The work and effort of the Milwaukee River Basin communities and partnerships were showcased at the National Watershed Conference in 1995. Unfortunately, Maier noted that the rivers remained polluted without additional efforts to address NPS.

In Chapter Two, I demonstrated how the Riveredge community initially looked to separate itself from what it perceived as the degradation caused by urbanization. In Chapter Three, I described the difficulty of forming a shared public interest in the watershed. SEWRPC shared proposals to limit flood damage and expand recreation opportunities that emphasized engineered solutions without considering the social implications held by rural and urban residents. Similarly, Maier’s administration was forced to interact with the state of Illinois and rural areas of the MRW, even if they desired to emphasize their separation. The use of the waterway in one section of the river influenced the use of it in another area. If water quality was to be prioritized, a watershed approach was required. However, the communities that separated themselves would not agree to the terms.

Attempts to address NPS pollution continued to stagger through the end of Maier’s administration. In September 1985, Maier appointed Milwaukee City Engineer Edwin J. Laszewski to the Milwaukee River Priority Watersheds committee; however, Maier remained skeptical of the organization moving forward as the Wisconsin legislature gutted the program’s effectiveness by not

funding SEWRPC’s research that coincided with it. He did not see it as a priority of the state legislative branch and wondered about its ability to have much success or value without the necessary funding.\textsuperscript{102} In addition, voluntary programming for NPS abatement became the standard, and advisory committees and state agencies would seek a 25% reduction through voluntary programming as a push for mandatory controls was seen as a threat to the state’s watershed programming.\textsuperscript{103}

The Restoration Council continued to push for cleaner waters. Regularly on the defense of Restoration Council attacks, industrial, agricultural, and elected officials came to despise the group.\textsuperscript{104} In 1989, Oliver Fick mentioned his support for programs to give farmers incentives to improve structures and drainage to limit the amount of phosphorus and material that enters the Milwaukee River. However, Fick argued that the program should have been mandatory. Fick compared letting farmers continue to pollute the river was like allowing car drivers to drive as fast as they like but requesting that they voluntarily follow posted speed limits. Robert A. Fetcher, a farmer and county supervisor in Ozaukee County, expressed his dismay that the WDNR was focused on farmers rather than the expanding development in the area.\textsuperscript{105}

The Restoration Council continued to work under the assumption that the best way to improve water quality was to address pollution at its source. Their efforts helped to inform the public of water pollution violations and the inability of state and local governments to enforce water regulations.


Although studies performed by SEWRPC helped to shape the clean-up debates on the need to take a watershed perspective, the Restoration Council worked under the assumption that lessening pollution entering the stream today was better than waiting until tomorrow. Despite an active membership for most of the 1970s and 1980s, the Restoration Council would terminate in the early 1990s. The Milwaukee River Revitalization Council assumed the quest to develop a watershed perspective.
Chapter 5: Milwaukee River Revitalization Council

The Milwaukee River Revitalization Council (Revitalization Council) was formed at the beginning of Governor Tommy Thompson’s first term of office in 1988. Unlike the non-profit Restoration Council, which worked outside the reins of government, the Revitalization Council was an active government advisory group through 2010 under the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources’ (WDNR) leadership.\(^1\) As noted in the previous chapter, Mayor Henry Maier consistently argued that the WDNR and the state must do more to clean the waters, especially addressing nonpoint source (NPS) pollution. Maier and the state authorities’ primary contention against one another revolved around the timing of NPS abatement in the Milwaukee River Watershed. Maier demanded that the NPS abatement programming have mandatory regulations and finish in a similar period as the point source requirements placed on the city. However, the WDNR and Governor Tony Earl argued it was impossible. They claimed that the state’s political will was not present and that the public outcry against mandatory NPS regulation would not allow it. Carroll D. Besadny, Secretary of the WDNR, further defended the work of the WDNR, claiming that long-range education programming would inform the public of the waterway’s value and generate more community involvement to make cleaner waters a reality in the Milwaukee River Watershed (MRW).\(^2\) In 1988 newly elected Governor Tommy Thompson formed the Revitalization Council to foster public interest in the river and to improve the MRW’s overall health.

Although 18\(^{th}\) and 19th-century developers sought ways to separate nature from the urban landscape, William Cronon, in *Nature’s Metropolis*, draws connections between the city of Chicago and the hinterland through economic processes. Challenging the perspective that the hinterland and urban
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landscape were separate spheres of influence, Cronon demonstrates how the city’s development shaped the landscape of the hinterland.\(^3\) In the late twentieth century, water quality initiatives attempted to reshape urban areas and hinterlands to support cleaner riverways. The Revitalization Council’s efforts to improve water quality stressed the importance of forming a watershed perspective to achieve many of its goals. How people utilized the waterway in one section of the river impacted the use and water quality in other parts of the river. For example, in the 1990s, the agricultural uses of the waterway in the upper sections influenced downstream recreation and economic development.

Ecologically, one defined the watershed as the area in which waters drained from land into a common river or lake system. Although people resided in a watershed together, a shared perspective of a watershed’s use and importance did not come automatically. People might have identified with residents in politically defined areas or other geographic regions more than they might have associated themselves as part of a shared watershed. Although the Revitalization Council promoted and educated the public on the importance of a watershed perspective, this did not appear to be a common way people recognized their relationship with one another.

As noted in previous chapters, the city of Milwaukee was required to address its combined storm and sewer system (CSS), which had contributed to the Milwaukee River’s degradation when overflows occurred throughout the sewer district. However, rural agricultural lands, cultivated to support the growing population of Milwaukee and beyond, also contributed to MRW’s poor water quality as pollution and soil runoff entered the riverway. Although the city administration attempted to stimulate economic growth through the river’s revitalization along the banks downtown, the waterway’s health required more than closing the Milwaukee River to commercial traffic and addressing pollution within the city limits. However, unlike the businesses and industries that had closed along the riverway in Milwaukee, agricultural interests strove to keep their family farms solvent and to use the river as a
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channel to remove access water from the fields. Thus, the Revitalization Council needed to encourage a watershed perspective that met the public’s rural and urban interests.

Scholars have depicted the stories of a city’s renewal and attention to addressing environmental degradation as a Phoenix rising from the ashes. For example, David and Richard Stradling note how Cleveland and other cities sought to remake themselves by embracing nature and transforming waterfronts for residential and recreational use. Industrial cities evolved into service cities as urban developers worked to maintain healthy environments for the residents to live, work, and play.4 Jennifer Bonnell, in Reclaiming the Don, emphasizes the need to recognize the “imagined futures” of the Don River Valley. She defines imagined futures as the practice of re-envisioning a landscape in harmony with the economic and political realities, and technological capabilities of a particular time and place.5

As the Revitalization Council worked with the WDNR and Milwaukee’s city government to reimagine the human interactions with the riverway and the watershed’s health, they were required to adapt their strategy to promote a shared public interest, reflecting on the social and economic needs of rural and urban residents within the watershed community. Unlike city leaders attempting to redevelop the downtown into a service-orientated economy, the rural farm communities fought to maintain, rather than change, their economic livelihood. From this urban and rural divide, the Revitalization Council members tailored their strategies to educate the public on how rural and urban landscapes must be redeveloped to improve the MRW’s water quality.

Although the Revitalization Council was involved in programs to address water quality, I argue that working with rural and urban communities to develop a shared public interest in the value and human use of the Milwaukee River was essential to the success of improving the watershed’s overall

5 Jennifer L. Bonnell, Reclaiming the Don: An Environmental History of Toronto’s Don River Valley (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014), xx.
health in the late twentieth century. Representing Milwaukee residents, Mayor John Norquist and his administration (1988-2004) worked with the Revitalization Council to expand green space and access to the Milwaukee River through the extension of the Riverwalk, long supported by Mayor Henry Maier’s administration. Working to address NPS pollution required the Revitalization Council to work with people throughout the watershed. The WDNR, with the Revitalization Council’s assistance, hoped to capture a broader audience and build public support for voluntary NPS pollution abatement. Despite Mayor Maier’s outcry that a lack of mandatory programming would leave the Milwaukee River “unswimmable and unfishable” for decades, the Revitalization Council strove to clean the waterway through voluntary programming.⁶

Examining the efforts of the Revitalization Council to find common ground over the common waters of the MRW, I will first discuss the formation of the Council. Then, I will share how the Revitalization Council addressed NPS pollution within the confines of a voluntary approach. This required changing the people’s will and the redevelopment of lands to lessen NPS pollution from entering the riverway. The Revitalization Council succeeded in educating the public through workshops, video productions, and other programming. The Revitalization Council made significant strides in addressing water quality. They demonstrated how some farmers’ voluntary contributions to the watershed’s overall health occurred without damaging their economic well-being. However, NPS pollution still degraded the waters through the twentieth century. Finally, I will look at the Revitalization Council’s determination and success in creating more urban green space and improving residents’ access to the waterway, especially after the formation of the Riverway Plan in 1991 and the removal of the North Avenue dam in 1997. Like the efforts of Riveredge’s Teacher-Naturalist program to bring wild planting into people’s suburban landscapes, the Revitalization Council worked to restore urban lands by

expanding city residents’ access to the waterway and places to experience nature’s wonders within the
city boundaries. In the 1990s nonprofit River Revitalization Foundation (RRF) was formed. The work of
the Revitalization Council provided the base for the RRF and other civic organizations to further expand
Milwaukee’s green space along the Milwaukee River. Although these efforts can be seen for their
attempts to improve the ecological balance in the MRW and develop the environmental corridor, they
also recognized the need for people to understand the value of nature within both urban and rural areas
and how human actions may foster or hinder water quality.

Formation of the Revitalization Council

The Revitalization Council’s primary purpose was to help fulfill the expectations of Wisconsin’s
Milwaukee River Program. Governor Tony Earl and the Wisconsin legislature designated the Milwaukee
River as a Priority Watershed in 1984. The WDNR would oversee the efforts to address NPS pollution
and help to allocate funding to programs addressing Milwaukee River water quality issues.7 At first,
Governor Tommy Thompson desired the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
(DATCP) to address water quality issues in the state instead of the WDNR. This would give farmers more
control over the enforcement and creation of regulations.8 Mayor Maier and Carrol Besadny expressed
their opposition to transferring power away from the WDNR, especially NPS pollution and soil erosion
programming. Maier argued that the DATCP was more likely to take a county-by-county approach rather
than a basin-wide approach, which was most efficient for looking at the problem. In addition, the DATCP
aligned with farm interests that favored voluntary rather than mandatory programming.9 With public

8 “Pollution on the Farm.”
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Archives; Henry W. Maier to Tommy Thompson, “Addressing Nonpoint Pollution in Rural Landscapes,” May 8,
1987, Records of Mayor Henry W. Maier Administration, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1957-1989, Box 142, Folder 17,
UW-Milwaukee Libraries, Archives.
outcry against removing the WDNR from its responsibility, a compromise was reached, agreeing to
shared duties between the two agencies. Both agencies acknowledged that urban and rural NPS needed
to be addressed and that a cooperative approach between the DATCP and WDNR was critical.\textsuperscript{10}

In 1988 Wisconsin State Senator Barbara Ulichny and Wisconsin State Senator Gary George
helped draft the legislation to form the Revitalization Council. The Council was a government agency
that reported to the WDNR representatives. Both Senators mobilized private and public support for
water quality initiatives. Newly elected Milwaukee Mayor John Norquist also provided his insights.
Governor Tommy Thompson appointed the Council members to work with the WDNR. Although people
shared an interest in clean waters, the public’s will to revitalize the Milwaukee River slowly drifted. The
first Revitalization Council members came from a variety of backgrounds. Gary Ahrens and Ray Krueger
were attorneys. James Williams and Charles McNuer represented southeastern Wisconsin companies.
Judith Murphy and Janet Hessler represented banking and finance institutions. Loren Anderson was on
the Milwaukee Department of City Development. Ron Kazmierczak worked for the WDNR. Gerald
Ninneman represented northern sections of the Milwaukee River and wrote for the Campbell Sports and
News. Michael Mervis owned a public relations firm. Richard Snow was the first president of the
Revitalization Council. He sparred with Delbert Cook of the Cedar Creek Restoration Council over
enforcing state water regulations limiting effluent overflow from the sewer systems when he
represented the Associated Contractors of Greater Milwaukee (Chapter Four).\textsuperscript{11}

WDNR employees Carroll Besadny, Sharon Gayan, Jo Mercurio, and Therese Gripentrog worked
actively with the Revitalization Council. Sharon Gayan was the coordinator of the Milwaukee River
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Program and liaison to the Revitalization Council. She provided the coordination and direction for the Integrated Resource Management plans and the Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement Program for the five watersheds in the Milwaukee River Basin. Program planning agent Jo Mercurio worked with Gayan on planning and implementing water quality programming. Landscape architect and park planner Therese Gripentrog provided staff assistance to the Revitalization Council working on identifying recreational activities in the Milwaukee River Basin.12

Despite the previous efforts to address the water quality, Besadny and the Revitalization Council argued that much was still left to be accomplished. The state of Wisconsin and its residents had failed to live up to their responsibility to protect Wisconsin’s waters.13 Working with the Revitalization Council, Besadny insisted that the Council’s vision for the riverway utilize the Public Trust Doctrine to guide them.14 Legally, Wisconsin’s legislative branch was the trustee of Wisconsin’s waters and was responsible for protecting the public interest as defined by the Public Trust Doctrine. These legislative duties date back to the federal Northwest Ordinance of 1787, which outlined states’ responsibilities to protect the public’s rights to access the navigable waters of the Mississippi River and the St. Lawrence waterways. In 1848, these same water rights were written into the Wisconsin constitution.15 In addition, the trustees’ duties were expanded to protect water resources for recreation and maintain pollution-free waters.16 Despite a region rich in water resources, conflicts emerged as competing interests fought over what they believed was in the best public interest.
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Although the federal Clean Water Act in 1972 demanded that streams be fishable and swimmable by 1983, Wisconsin still struggled to achieve clean waters in 1989. The EPA gave Wisconsin waters an “F” rating and declared them among the worst in the nation. WDNR disputed their grade as Wisconsin collected more data than other states, which skewed their data. However, the WDNR stressed that more pollution abatement was still needed. The report identified the southern two-thirds of the state’s agricultural activities as contributing to most of the water pollution, now that point sources of pollution were widely addressed. Although much attention was given to rural problems, the WDNR also identified urban sources. The promising news in 1989 was that most industrial and municipal waste was widely corrected, and the construction of Milwaukee’s Deep Tunnel System to reduce the CSS overflows would be finished in 1993.17

The Revitalization Council members were not the only people working to inform the public of Wisconsin’s degraded water resources. In 1989 Don Behm, a Milwaukee Journal writer, published the series, Ill Waters, describing the problems of NPS pollution in the MRW. Behm explained that the WDNR reported that 93% of lakes and 40% of Wisconsin streams were polluted and that most pollution came from diffuse sources or NPS pollution. Behm identified agriculture and construction as the primary sources of NPS pollution. For example, farmers were blamed for overplanting and fertilizing to maintain crop yields. Concerning Behm, livestock owners who dumped manure into streams went without prosecution, while a recreational fisherman could be fined over $1000 if caught overfishing. Behm argued that NPS pollution would likely have caused more harm to the fish population than one person’s overabundant catch.18 Manure runoff of 100 cows caused the same water pollution as untreated sewage of 1500 humans. Noting the inconsistency, Behm highlighted that communities were required to

clean up water by installing sewage treatment facilities costing 1.5 million dollars or more, equivalent to $1000 per person. However, farmers were asked to address manure runoff voluntarily.\textsuperscript{19}

Behm highlighted farmers’ practices that were a cost to others, as river harbors needed to be dredged and storm sewers unclogged. Federal soil research estimated that approximately 6.8 tons of soil were lost in fields per acre of land each year. The soil runoff filled streams, clogged recreation routes, disrupted fish breeding and spawning grounds, and blocked light for submerged plants. Glenn Stoddard of the Wisconsin Farmers Union noted that Wisconsin farmers had soil losses 4-5 times the established tolerable rate and still received federal subsidies. He argued that the federal farm program encouraged soil erosion, water pollution, and cultivation of marginal lands at an environmental cost to the rest of the citizens, resulting from the subsidies the federal government provided to farmers.\textsuperscript{20}

Blaming the urban development of rural lands, Behm noted that construction sites cause 25 to 200 tons of erosion from each acre. In addition, wetlands were often drained for the creation of suburban plots. On the one hand, these practices were often recognized as signs of economic growth. On the other hand, these changes to the landscape might destroy fish breeding grounds. Although the city of Milwaukee adopted ordinances to lessen soil runoff into streams, it did not have adequate enforcement due to budget cuts. Behm praised the city of West Bend, which required the installation of erosion controls before building permits were granted.\textsuperscript{21}

Doug Haag, a WDNR community service specialist, reported to the Revitalization Council that Behm’s articles should be seen as public service announcements to motivate a public response. Dan Kaemmerer, WDNR and Revitalization Council member, noted how NPS abatement programs could lead

to dramatic changes in the overall water quality of the Milwaukee River. However, as much as the Milwaukee Journal and Sentinel stories reported a public need, they also highlighted the failures of the WDNR and state government that the Restoration Council and Maier’s administration had asked them to address for many years. Not only did the WDNR have work to accomplish, but they also had to restore their reputation. Although regional agencies had worked to address environmental degradation in the past, the Revitalization Council needed to address the social and economic impact of various proposals to support the public interest.

**Addressing NPS Pollution in Rural and Urban Communities**

The Milwaukee River Watershed is a geographic area representing the lands that drain excess water to the Milwaukee River and its tributaries. Although various groups argued it was in the public interest to address problems in the waterway from a watershed perspective. The communities throughout the watershed sometimes disagreed over what constituted the public interest and the best course of action to address watershed concerns. Acknowledging these differences, the Revitalization Council members tried recognizing geographic standpoints when addressing NPS pollution and the river’s overall water quality.

Howard Richards, secretary of the DATCP, agreed that NPS should be addressed to make waters fishable and swimmable. These programs required the public to pay to clean it up. In this manner, Richards focused on a broader community responsibility. He argued that the federal, state, and local governments committed over $3 billion to address untreated urban sewage and industrial wastes. Yet they collectively only provided $65 million to clean and abate NPS.

---

Addressing NPS pollution, the Revitalization Council primarily focused on education and public information. Nearly fifteen years before the creation of the Revitalization Council, the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC) published a report identifying construction sites’ responsibility for soil erosion in streams. Mayor Maier had claimed this disproportionately held his administration responsible for abatement programming, while rural communities did not have similar mandates. Although the WDNR and Revitalization Council still encouraged city ordinances to address soil erosion, they moved forward on the belief that whether programs were voluntary or mandatory, each required an understanding of best practices. The Revitalization Council worked to promote Milwaukee River programs in its annual report. The publication included descriptions of various endeavors to clean up the riverway and the impact on the overall water quality. The Revitalization Council worked closely with the WDNR to build public awareness of the riverway’s problems and the efforts that made a difference. They argued that more people would support the government oversight to improve the waterway by demonstrating the achievements more than the failures. Highlighting people’s support and participation in the various restoration enterprises also revealed the value to the community and the waterway’s health.

Another aspect of the Revitalization Council’s publicity role was producing a video series with the Milwaukee Information and Education Subcommittee and the Milwaukee River Basin Citizen Advisory Committee. These videos showed the problems related to urban and rural NPS pollution and the WDNR’s tactics to revitalize the Milwaukee River Basin. For example, cropland management, livestock management, and stream corridor protection strategies were highlighted. These videos sought

to improve citizen knowledge of how they impacted the waterway’s quality and what they could do to lessen the harm they caused.\textsuperscript{26}

Educating the public in 1990, the Revitalization Council and the WDNR provided erosion control workshops for construction sites. John Pfender, a WDNR environmental specialist, reported at a seminar at UW-Milwaukee that 50\% of the city’s pollution entered the Milwaukee River from Lincoln Creek, including approximately 10,000 pounds of lead.\textsuperscript{27} One of the significant lead sources came from the highways and roads. It was not until January 1996 that the federal government banned leaded gasoline vehicles in all new cars.\textsuperscript{28} Speaking on behalf of Mayor Norquist, John Erickson reported to the Revitalization Council that the city’s administration was interested in cooperating with the Revitalization Council to address NPS pollution. For example, the Milwaukee Common Council approved the creation of detention ponds to contain stormwater runoff to reduce the burden on the CSS and help to filter pollutants. However, the city’s administration continued to emphasize that NPS pollution and the overall quality of the river required abatement programs upstream of the city boundaries.\textsuperscript{29}

Besadny reported on the WDNR’s desire to address nonpoint pollution throughout the watershed through the cooperation of all municipalities. The Revitalization Council published a report that highlighted cooperative activities. In addition, the annual report put forth goals to create a healthy
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ecosystem that could support fish populations and opportunities for recreation in the Milwaukee River Watershed.  

Working to emphasize the progress of voluntary NPS programming, the Revitalization Council highlighted the positive gains. Jo Mercurio mentioned that 400 landowners were contacted regarding participation in the voluntary NPS abatement programming in 1989, and another 700 would be contacted in 1990. Farm families were also cooperating with the Revitalization Council. For instance, Bob and Cindy Roden put in a system to divert rainwater from the barnyard and filter pollutants before entering the stream at their Saukville farm. Also, Gerald Arndt of the Town of Scott constructed a runoff management system to divert waste from the waterway. Arndt mentioned that cleaner water led to cleaner cows. Demonstrating people’s participation in the voluntary programming would also help family farm owners recognize how they benefitted from the programs while also helping to address NPS pollution. Validating a mutual benefit helped to create a shared public interest.

These efforts to promote public awareness of successful NPS programming continued throughout the 1990s. Ruth Johnson and Jim D’Antuono, NPS Coordinators of the Southeast District – WDNR, reported on the efforts to reduce NPS. 80% of the watershed and 100 rural landowners participated in the NPS programs. For example, with the help of the WDNR, Karl Schultz, a Fond du Lac County farmer, restored a wetland on his farm. Both WNDR representatives stressed the importance of cooperative efforts between community leaders, landowners, and local and federal agencies. Jim D’Antuono, WDNR- Urban NPS Programmer, argued that these joint programs embodied the collaboration required to cope with the 125 years of neglect and disregard of the MRW’s health. He also noted the programming that thirty communities had begun to curb urban runoff. By the end of 1995,
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364 landowners participated in a cost-share program to curb rural runoff, costing them three million dollars. State initiatives funded approximately six million dollars.\(^3\)

**Green Space**

In the late 1980s, the Revitalization Council worked with other city agencies to improve urban residents’ access to green spaces along the Milwaukee River. Fourteen years after the publication of the 1975 River Strategy by the Milwaukee River Technical Task Force, the Milwaukee Department of City Development (MDCD) published its planning guide for the middle and upper portions of the Milwaukee River in June 1989. Although they recognized some changes along the river, the most concerning was that minimal land had been purchased along the river to expand green space. The only land purchased by the city was a 2.3-acre parcel funded through the state Land and Water Conservation (LAWCON) fund. LAWCON was a federally financed fund administered by individual states to expand recreational activities. The MDCD argued that green space would improve the river’s environmental quality and provide opportunities for the public to view the riverway. In addition, the purchase of private lands would help to extend the environmental corridor. One option to extend public ownership of green space along the river would become available after the Milwaukee Deep Tunnel System was finished.

Furthermore, the WDNR studied the feasibility of removing the North Avenue Dam. Removing the dam would expand public land for trails along the riverfront. City advisory groups and the Revitalization Council believed that expanded green space along the river and waterway access would help build public interest in water quality issues.\(^4\) In addition, unlike the effort to conserve lands from
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urbanization outside the city’s limits, these programs stressed the need for green space in urban and rural watershed areas.

In 1989 the city administration presented the Milwaukee Riverwalk Guidelines to the Revitalization Council. Loren R. Anderson and Larry Baker from the MDCD mentioned the economic impact of revitalizing waterways using Racine and Kenosha Harbor projects as examples. The Riverwalk proposal sought to expand public access to the waterway. These proposals reflected the local community’s interest in recreational use and economic development in Milwaukee.

Investigating other American city riverwalks, Krueger visited the San Antonio Riverwalk and spoke with city officials. Officials claimed the walkway generated one billion dollars and provided 22,000 jobs. Sue Oshman, the Southeast District Park Planner, led the Revitalization Council to develop goals and objectives for the Riverway Plan. Public participation was a vital component of the Riverway Study. The Milwaukee City Council approved the 12-month study option and sought to expand recreational corridors along the major rivers within the basin.

In hopes of raising additional revenue to purchase green space along the waterway and restore degraded lands, Ray Krueger of the Revitalization Council sought to have the Milwaukee River designated as a Scenic Urban Waterway. The Revitalization Council emphasized the importance of the Scenic Urban River Designation to secure funding to clean up the Milwaukee River and expand recreational and economic opportunities along the river. These plans reflected Mayor Maier’s previous assertions that a healthy environment required more than just clean water.
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In January 1991, the Revitalization Council announced the completion of the Riverway Plan, calling for more green space along much of the Milwaukee River. The Riverway Plan recognized the importance of the Riverway for urban residents and the changes in how people utilized the river and its bordering space. However, rather than distinguish urban versus rural or private versus public interests, the Revitalization Council recommended a watershed perspective, which shared these interests. The desire was to build consensus around the public interest of the watershed. The goals of the Riverway plan included improving environmental quality, restoring degraded resources, increasing opportunities for public access, and preserving cultural and historic spaces.

They were promoting the benefits of NPS abatement programs that coincided with these programs to expand green space. The waterway revitalization would benefit the watershed community by working towards a cleaner and healthier water system. Rural farm communities learned that improving the waterway’s ecological health did not interfere with their economic well-being and that their interest in maintaining their family was not threatened. In addition, land conservation was not limited to rural lands; urban areas could also benefit from green spaces. The WDNR emphasized that the path toward the perspective of the watershed community was to embrace the Public Trust Doctrine.

North Avenue Dam Removal

Balancing various interests in the flow of the Milwaukee River, the WDNR not only asked the Revitalization Council to oversee the funding of programs, but they also asked them to take a role in the study to remove the North Ave Dam. Before the WDNR approved the necessary safety upgrades to the
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North Avenue dam in 1990, they studied the cost and benefits of demolishing or repairing it. The study examined the ecological consequences and economic and social implications of the dam’s removal. For example, the Revitalization Council investigated the historical uses of the dam and the public interest in maintaining the dam for these various activities. Revitalization Council member Gary Ahrens, a rowing participant, noted that the drawdown would impact the current site but that the rowing club had been looking for a spot in the estuary below the North Ave Dam. On purely biological grounds, the WDNR favored dam removal.\textsuperscript{42} Ahrens stressed that the potential water quality benefits should be balanced with current uses of the waterway that would not exist if the dam was removed.\textsuperscript{43}  

Similar to plans for the Waubeka Reservoir construction, not all agreed with the dam demolition. Mayor Norbert Hynek and the common council of Glendale called on the WDNR to hold public hearings on removing any dams. The Glendale Common Council supported the continued maintenance of the North Avenue Dam. They feared its demolition would lead to the removal of both the Estabrook and Thiensville dams.\textsuperscript{44} Glendale officials and residents actively promoted the construction of dams (Chapter 3) to protect property interests in their communities from flood damage.  

Moving ahead with the Riverway Plan, the Revitalization Council gathered public input through public meetings, especially regarding how the dam removal would impact public waterway use.\textsuperscript{45} One of the top concerns involved the drawdown of the Milwaukee River behind the North Avenue dam. This occurred in December 1990 to aid in conducting the dam removal feasibility study. Various groups organized clean-up campaigns with the water level lowered behind the dam. The Youth Conservation
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Corps, Trout Unlimited, Sierra Club, and Kiwanis Club sponsored clean-ups, removing over 200 tires and over 600 yards of debris. Most of the debris removal was possible only with the drawdown.  

The Revitalization Council was concerned about the environmental impact of exposing polluted sediment.

The Revitalization Council stressed that the Riverway Plan focused on the waterway’s health and promoted the understanding that the river was universally owned. To improve access to the Milwaukee River, the WDNR sought representatives from various programs, wildlife fisheries, real estate, and property management to investigate a Milwaukee River Trail system. The study committee needed to address the concern that many Wisconsin citizens did not have equal access to many of Wisconsin’s waterways as private development limited public use. Revitalization Council oversight also examined how modern technology complicated acceptable water recreation activities and the possibility that expanded public use could degrade the waterways, especially the size and number of boats that might crowd the river.

Harry Anderson of the Milwaukee County Historical Society and Will Wawryzn reported to the Revitalization Council on the historical significance of the North Avenue dam. They noted that the dam was initially constructed in 1835 as an attempt to build the Milwaukee and Rock River Canal, a project that Byron Kilbourn soon abandoned. Poorly made, it washed out five times between 1841-1882. The dam, which existed in 1990, was built in 1891. The dam provided opportunities for recreation and industry upstream of its current location. The waters behind the dam became a popular swimming location and recreational gathering spot. Also, commercial ice houses were constructed along the river.
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However, water pollution and changing economics led to many of these facilities closing. Anderson mentioned there was little information on the river before the dam was constructed other than the river was narrow with mud flats after the dams were washed away. However, Wawryzn noted that the Woolen Mills Dam removal in West Bend improved fishing and water quality.

The public input over the North Avenue Dam removal study demonstrated how a decision in one section of the river would impact people and communities throughout the watershed. In 1994 the North Avenue Dam feasibility study was completed. The WDNR report recommended the removal of the dam. Not only was this seen as the best biological option, but it was also less expensive than restoring the dam. Also, gathering public input and studying the social, economic, and historical perspectives on the dam’s value beyond the ecological implications likely contributed to broader support. The WDNR was now working with the city of Milwaukee, other municipalities impacted, and the landowners to realize the most effective management strategies to address the dam removal and the lands around the river. The following year, the Milwaukee County Parks Department approved a feasibility study to construct hiking trails from the North Avenue Dam to Good Hope Road. County Supervisor Penny Podell reported to the Revitalization Council that the North Avenue Dam removal helped with the development of the trails as lands once submerged became the property of the City of Milwaukee.

Helping to fund more public access to the river and business development, Mayor Norquist announced that he sought $10 million from the Milwaukee Common Council to finish the Riverwalk from Clybourn to Walnut Street along the west side of the river. Gary Grunau, chairman of the Milwaukee Riverwalk District, led the charge for the mayor. Other Common Council members supported
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the program, but some expressed concern about how it fits the rest of the budget.\textsuperscript{55} To promote a watershed community interest, the Revitalization Council wrote letters to government leaders of municipalities along the Milwaukee River seeking to afford space for canoe launches.\textsuperscript{56}

Fostering a watershed community, the Revitalization Council hosted the Milwaukee River Summit on June 2, 1994. The Summit highlighted renewal activities and the groups working to enhance people’s experiences with the river.\textsuperscript{57} Additionally, one of the Summit’s goals was to foster partnerships between agencies and groups working to restore the Milwaukee River. At the summit, Mayor Norquist of Milwaukee drew attention to his work to invest in the walkway downtown. Michael Miller, Mayor of West Bend, showcased his city’s accomplishments. Also, Sherry Burocker, Land and Water Conservation Board member and dairy farm owner, praised the work accomplishment through Wisconsin’s Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement Program (NPAP).\textsuperscript{58} While complimenting the agencies actively involved in revitalization efforts, the Summit recognized the importance of finding common ground over common water. Continuing to acknowledge the work of various environmental agencies within the watershed, the Revitalization Council began meeting at different agencies and locations. The first of these meetings was held at Riveredge Nature Center, further connecting rural and urban interests in the MRW.\textsuperscript{59}

Recognizing the need for more funding and looking for more control over where money was spent on restoration efforts, members of the Revitalization Council formed the River Revitalization

Foundation (RRF) in July 1994. Although the Revitalization Council remained an active state advisory group throughout the 1990s, the River Revitalization Foundation sought funds to purchase lands along the river to form a Greenway Space. The foundation supported educational programs seeking to combat environmental degradation and acquire lands bordering natural waterways and rivers, expanding public use of green spaces and recreational areas. These goals facilitated the implementation of the Milwaukee River Revitalization Plan created by the WDNR and Revitalization Council. The RRF helped to build public interest and support for public uses of the waterway for study, recreation, and historic preservation. Joining the RRF was James Grootemaat, a long-term member and one of the founders of the Riveredge Nature Center. The RRF remains an active foundation in 2022.60

The Revitalization Council remained focused on being an advocate for river restoration projects and played a supportive role for the RRF during its infancy.61 Working with the broader watershed community, the Revitalization Council continued to praise landowners who were addressing NPS on farms, utilizing state cost-sharing programs. These efforts were coordinated with the Riverway Plan to make the river cleaner, safer, and more enjoyable for environmental, recreational, cultural, and entrepreneurial activities and improvement. Much of the work to encourage voluntary efforts to address NPS pollution was educational programming. C. D. Besadny noted the educational efforts of the Riveredge Nature Center’s Testing the Waters Program (Chapter Two). He also praised the Revitalization Council’s Nutrient and Pesticide management programs, watershed tours, and local assistance grants that help local municipalities, state agencies, citizen advisory groups, and private landowners revive the region’s ecosystem. He encouraged the public’s continued support to restore one of Wisconsin’s

greatest riches. The Revitalization Council took the approach that a good paddle forward was stroked in
the riverway, but more needed to be accomplished.⁶²

In 1997 the North Avenue Dam was demolished. With the help of multiple civic organizations, a
group known as the “River Rats” formed to continue the plans for the urban wilderness. In 2005 the
River Rats evolved into the Milwaukee River Work Group, followed by the Milwaukee River Greenway
Coalition in 2010. These groups brought together other water-centered environmental groups to
safeguard what is now referred to by some as “Milwaukee’s Central Park.” Today, over 800 square miles
of land bordering the Milwaukee River are attended to, affording a unique space within an urban setting
that embraces a habitat for many living creatures to thrive and humans to find sanctuary.⁶³

Conclusion

Like the divide between urban and rural interests in the Waubeka debate, the differences
between urban communities and rural communities presented a challenge to forming a watershed
community with a shared interest in the waterway. Although the two communities were interested in
protecting the river, it was not for the same use. Thus, the efforts of the Revitalization Council to
educate the agricultural community and the state government to fund voluntary programs that
contribute to the health of the soil and water were the means to seek common ground over common
water.

The Riverway Plan reflected various outlooks for the Milwaukee River’s revitalization. Private
interest in the community reflected service industries along the waterway. Public interest in green space
and recreational spaces within the city were intertwined. However, the more encompassing watershed

⁶³ Eddee Daniel, The Milwaukee River Greenway: A Wealth of Nature in the Heart of the City (Milwaukee, WI: River
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community included farmers’ private interests. They saw the river as a vehicle to remove water from fields. Farmers looked to survive, continue their lives as farmers, and protect lands from urban encroachment. They were not seeking to transform the rural landscape for a service economy to thrive, as city leaders looked to renovate the downtown. Thus, the Revitalization Council’s efforts focused on educating farmers on how their agricultural practices could be improved to address water quality issues in the watershed and maintain their way of life.

In August 2001, the WDNR released its “The State of the Milwaukee River Basin” report. The Milwaukee River Basin contains approximately 600 miles of perennial and 450 miles of intermittent streams. According to the report, 12% of these streams consistently failed to meet quality water standards. Many of these streams were in the most densely populated areas. The most common pollutants were contaminated sediment and NPS pollution. Although the Revitalization Council would continue through 2010, its efforts focused on expanding the public trail system and entrepreneurial and cultural activities as laid out in the Riverway Plan (1991). The WDNR’s report focused on ecological problems and potential solutions to improve the health of the Milwaukee River Watershed. Representing the assistance of many people and organizations, issues and solutions continued to be seen from a watershed perspective. What remains to be seen after the Revitalization Council faded is whether the work to promote a watershed view would include social, economic, and historical along with the ecological understandings of the public interest in the waterway.64
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One of the factors that drew European immigrants to the lands in the western hemisphere reflected people’s perspective that there were limited opportunities in Europe for growth. In 1853 *New Rome or the United States of America* was published. Karl Goepp and Theodore Poesche argued,

"The old world had no room for the expansion of new ideas; Columbus opened a new arena upon the virgin soil of the new-found continent. As Mother Earth of the Grecian fable upreared the island of Delos on her bosom, wherein to conceal the infant Jupiter from the murderous fangs of his unnatural father, Time, so the Genius of humanity transported the new ideas to America, there to gather their forces for the impending conquest of heaven and earth."\(^1\)

Migrants saw America as a place free of the natural resource constraints felt by many in Europe. The land was a place of natural abundance. Yet, people believed they could improve it to support their livelihood and aspirations. One such region for opportunity was found in the Milwaukee River Watershed (MRW). The largest city, Milwaukee, was linked to the hinterland via its three waterways—the Milwaukee, Menomonee, and Kinnickinnic rivers—and the world market via the Great Lakes. The newly arrived migrants shaped the landscape and waterways to meet their diverse needs while destroying others’ livelihoods. Some residents worked to harness the water’s energy through a series of mills along the Milwaukee River. Other humans’ relationship with the waters involved recreation. Where the dams existed, the mill ponds created a space for the community to gather. During the winter, people skated on the mill ponds and swam or floated on the calm river in the summer. Some people would fish the waters, casting the riverbanks or trolling the expansive waters of Lake Michigan. While some people saw an opportunity, others saw the Milwaukee River as an obstacle to move around, finding bridges to traverse to the other side. Still, others took pleasure in the sounds of the stream trickled past them,
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while others were threatened by the waterway when spring rains threatened their homes, businesses, and property. Water, sometimes seen as an opportunity for life’s sustenance, was very much, at times, a threat to survival.

Left behind after the Laurentide Ice Sheet retreated, the Milwaukee River labored to cut through the soils and rocks over centuries, pushed debris out to Lake Michigan, and provided habitats for aquatic life. The early leaders of the United States and the state of Wisconsin recognized the importance of these waters. They charged the state legislature to protect the public interest in its shared water resources. This approach became known as the Public Trust Doctrine. However, rather than defend these waters from degradation, people managed the waterways to transport goods and dispose of waste away from human living and working spaces. Although the riverways labored to remove the wastes humans disposed of into the waters, the river’s natural flow was not strong enough to disperse all the debris. People recognized the harm to the waterways and attempted to clean the Milwaukee River. However, the land and water of the MRW degraded to the point that would be unrecognizable to the Potawatomi, Ho-Chunk, and Menominee, who had hunted, gathered, and harvested the MRW’s natural resources before Europeans and Americans migrated to the area. As much as people worked to improve the land of natural abundance for some uses, the waters were neglected. The land and waters that once represented an opportunity for unlimited growth reflected its limits in the 1960s.

Donald Worster, in Shrinking the Earth, recognizes the earth as a powerful agent in human history, both when it was a place of natural abundance and an area with a shrinking natural abundance. He contends that many stories ignore the persistence of natural limits that no human power can wholly overcome. My account is about the attempts to reclaim human relationships with the Milwaukee River
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and its watershed since the 1960s. It demonstrates how people worked to expand opportunities for life to flourish where it had shrunk away. Growth would have to occur from a state of degradation rather than natural abundance. Recognizing the degradation of the MRW’s ecosystem, groups like the Riveredge Nature Center (RNC) founders, the Milwaukee River Restoration Council, and later the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council worked to conserve, expand, and reintroduce natural habitats threatened by human development. Although many individuals and groups pointed to cities and urbanization as the main threats to life in the watershed, researchers at the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWRPC) and Mayor Henry Maier emphasized to people that the dangers of nonpoint source (NPS) pollution were a product of human development in the rural and urban areas. Working to change peoples’ relationship with the waterway and each other throughout the ecosystem, individuals and groups reimagined a new future that protected the life-sustaining qualities of the region’s shared resources.

This river revitalization was not only an ecologically and economically driven endeavor but also reflected the vision for a watershed community. Often these reimagined plans to abate pollution or control the water flow of the Milwaukee River conflicted with the interests of others that shared the same resources. How people experienced the river in different places along the waterway shaped their understanding of its value or lack of value. Hence, part of the effort to restore the waterway was a tale of creating places along the riverway that provided opportunities to recognize its value. This process required a new outlook on how the community lived its daily life and how people from different communities within the area shaped a new public interest.

In Chapter One, we examined the efforts of the Mayor Maier Administration through the 1960s to not only refocus attention on the Milwaukee River as an economic asset to the city but also to renew the waterway’s health. The mills, dams, and sewer systems constructed to meet the needs of many watershed residents had outlived their workable lifespans. Although the ports and the lands adjacent to
the waterway continued to produce resources and goods traded around the Great Lakes region and the world, Mayor Maier and his administration recognized that a revitalized riverway could be an asset for new economic growth. However, the city government’s plans conflicted with the state and national governments’ aspirations. The city government’s interest in prioritizing economic development was not in line with the state and federal government’s commitment to pollution abatement. Henry Maier argued that the health of the city’s economy and its overall well-being needed to coincide with cleaner waters. The story of new public interest in the MRW started in the urban stretches of the river and involved a conflict over priorities.

In Chapter Two, we examined how the Riveredge Nature Center (RNC) founders sought to protect lands along the Milwaukee River from further urban development. In this protected space, people could foster a habitat to witness life with less human interference. The founders argued that the river and its adjacent lands must be protected from urbanization. Unlike the Maier administration, the founders of the RNC did not see the city’s growth as beneficial. It was a threat. The idea of an island, a place to witness an alternative to the urban experience, is still seen today. However, as the RNC community evolved, it embraced its relationship with suburban and urban communities rather than emphasizing its separation. The Riveredge community emphasized its connections with metropolitan areas to foster a public interest that searched how urban and nonurban areas would not only coexist but may come together to promote a broader regional interest. Teacher-Naturalists, Andy Larsen and Laurie Otto encouraged people to bring native plantings to their suburban living spaces. Other educators taught children to search outside the RNC’s boundaries to witness the workings of non-human life. Also embracing their role in a watershed community, the educators at the RNC involved volunteers in the Testing the Waters program. The community once formed to distance itself from the urban landscape helped foster the need to understand the interconnected relationships between urban and rural lands and life throughout the region.
In Chapter Three, we explored how SEWRPC studied regional solutions and mediated discussions between municipalities and people from different communities. Created in 1960, SEWRPC examined how to control flood waters in the MRW. As Matthew Klingle, in *Emerald City*, notes that attempts to control nature were also attempting to manage human activity. SEWRPC not only needed to recommend projects to limit flood damage, but they also needed to address how proposals to divert water, contain water or limit human development in some areas benefitted some residents while presenting a burden to others. SEWRPC recommended ways in which to change the way that people shared the public space of the watershed. However, only some residents desired change and had the same vision of what activities the future landscape would support. Just as the Maier Administration sought to protect the city of Milwaukee’s well-being from what was seen as the state and national governments’ disregard for the city’s overall environmental health, rural communities held their ground to protect their way of life from further encroachment. Some people desired more water recreation opportunities and fought to create the Waubeka Reservoir. Other people argued for the Saukville Diversion channel to divert flood waters from their private property to Lake Michigan. In the end, plans for an environmental corridor, first envisioned by Milwaukee County Parks commissioner Charles Whitnall in the 1920s, became the standard means to protect property from floods. However, this plan also struggled to find community support. Similar debates over control of the Milwaukee River’s flow continued throughout the 20th century and into the 21st century.

In Chapter Four, we examined debates over the water quality and the use of the Milwaukee River that continued throughout the 1970s and 1980s between the Milwaukee River Restoration Council, the state government of Illinois, the state government of Wisconsin, and Milwaukee’s city government. Mayor Maier continued to work for what he saw was in the city’s public interest. However,
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the State of Illinois and the Milwaukee River Restoration Council pushed the Maier Administration and other government authorities to recognize a Great Lakes Basin or MRW public interest in clean waters. Federal and state laws mandated that the waters be swimmable and fishable. The public interest in the waterways demanded that the polluted waters needed to be cleaned and waters sustaining life needed protection. These were the rights of the people residing throughout the watershed. To hold responsible parties accountable, the State of Illinois brought the city of Milwaukee to court, and the Restoration Council engaged the public in clean-up activities and campaigned for municipalities to upgrade their facilities. This eventually led to the “Deep Tunnel” and sewage center upgrades to limit sewage overflows into the riverway. Despite the great strides that improved the overall water quality, the MRW and the Great Lakes Basin communities remained divided, hindering pollution abatement programs. Mayor Maier professed that the waters would not be fishable and swimmable despite the great expense and human labor. He anticipated that the problems associated with NPS pollution would take many more years to address.

On the one hand, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) and the Wisconsin government, under Governor Tony Earl’s leadership, supported mandatory regulations to update municipal sewer systems and other point sources of pollution. On the other hand, state government leaders were unwilling to demand mandatory efforts to address NPS pollution, especially from agricultural practices. This raised the question of what price the public should pay for clean waters and what people should expect to gain from their efforts. Moreover, one’s sense of a watershed community and public interest in the shared natural resources required cooperation from urban and rural residents. This continued to be an elusive goal throughout the twentieth century.

In Chapter Five, we examined the role of the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council under the authority of the WDNR to foster public interest in the Milwaukee River’s water quality and shared use of the waterway. Paddling ahead, the Revitalization Council recognized the challenge of building a
watershed community that promoted and took responsibility for improving the ecosystem. The Revitalization Council worked with Mayor John Norquist’s administration and civic organizations to expand the environmental corridor and access to the Milwaukee River within the city of Milwaukee. These efforts led to expanded green space within the city’s boundaries. They also helped to extend the Riverwalk, long supported by Mayor Henry Maier. In addition, the Revitalization Council worked to address the problems of NPS pollution throughout the MRW. Although attempts to make NPS pollution abatement mandatory failed, the Revitalization Council worked to build community support, educating the public about voluntary efforts that made contributions to the overall health of the watershed. In this manner, the Revitalization Council worked to find common ground over the common waters of the MRW.

Today various government and nongovernment agencies continue to foster a sense of community and public interest in the waterway. Nature centers pursue opportunities to demonstrate the watershed communities’ ties with each. One effort, the sturgeon restocking program, unites groups throughout the region. Also, the Ozaukee County Clean Farm Families organization works with farmers and landowners to preserve agricultural lands by promoting the best soil and water conservation practices. These practices engage people directly involved with agriculture and the community in the efforts to protect the MRW’s ecosystem. These programs are designed for community members to take ownership and responsibility for protecting the watershed’s health. However, groups continue to be divided over various ways to conserve and protect natural resources and how the land and waterways should be used. These debates over controlling the river’s flow, like the water quality concerns, revealed the significance of a watershed approach and the importance of community building. Without a shared
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interest in the watershed, the visions of what is in the public’s interests will seldom be collectively agreed upon.

Harold Platt, in *Sinking Chicago*, notes how the transformation of the city of Chicago from its wet riparian landscape to an urban space laced with canals and a stormwater infrastructure has hidden the long history of Chicago’s interactions with water. Examining the decisions made to construct systems separating the water from the land, Platt cautions about the potential economic and social consequences that may occur if climate change increases the yearly rainfalls. Platt and others challenge histories to consider longer time scales when demonstrating how people have related to the natural world. Milwaukee’s own Increase Lapham also took an interest in climate change. He took meticulous notes on Lake Michigan’s water level in the 1830s and 1840s. Although the water level was relatively constant in this period, in 1849 he created a plot map that portrayed the impact of a twenty-five-foot rise in the lake’s water level on the city of Milwaukee’s landscape. The concern over the water level reflected the inhabitants’ experiences of Milwaukee. Newspaper accounts after floods in the late nineteenth century spoke of how the river took away people’s property, eroded the banks, and swept the land out to the lake. Also, Silas Chapman, an early settler in Milwaukee, noted that land speculators were more than happy to sell people anything, even land plots underwater. Although people believed that one’s property rights were permanent, the path of the river, or “will of the river,” continues to
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change despite human desires. More importantly, this study recognizes the importance of finding common ground to create solutions to regional problems. As concerns over the impact of climate change will require similar efforts to find common ground, finding solutions will become more complicated when the region becomes the world community.

Not only will it be challenging to find common ground, but the ability to address the decisions made in the past will have more significant consequences. David Pietz, in *The Yellow River*, explores how past choices to harness the Yellow River for various uses have framed future constraints and opportunities for development. The power and strength of China reflected the state’s ability to allocate water supplies to both urban and agricultural interests at a particular time. However, Pietz asserts that the maintenance of these past systems is necessary to prevent human and environmental catastrophes. For example, if lands are turned back to swamplands, then massive dislocations of rural people will likely occur. Thus, political stability in China requires a tenuous balancing act of addressing modern concerns of allocating scarce water supplies and coping with polluted streams and the myriad of systems that are dependent on an outmoded water system. More importantly, Pietz predicts that these problems, which may appear to be confined within Chinese boundaries, will undoubtedly overflow into economic and security concerns throughout the world if this balancing act is not maintained.  

This was one of the questions communities of the Milwaukee River watershed addressed between 1960-2000 and will continue to be discussed in the future. Not only were there ecological and economic costs to address environmental degradation but challenges to how people perceived their communities. As the public learned about the obstacles to restoring the MRW, they learned of the equally significant challenges to reshaping the community’s understanding of how it adapts and manipulates the environment.

---

With these debates also comes a question of whose river it belonged to and for what purpose. Is the goal for something that must remain indefinitely, or is it a temporary purpose? Damming up the river provided an opportunity to harvest ice from the river. This greatly benefited the breweries and meat packers that occupied Milwaukee’s landscape. Damming the river also provided power for the saw and gristmills that found spaces along the river. However, the river was also once seen as a part of a land of natural abundance, producing wild rice and a habitat for fish, wild game, and fowl. Questions of whose waterway and for what purposes will continue throughout the history of the MRW. Yet, it is inevitable that the river will continue its labor, transforming the land regardless of the human debates over its ownership and use. Moreover, the struggle to find common ground over common water will continue as the people of the Milwaukee River Watershed cope with new challenges.
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